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SUMMARY
This investigation deals with the vibration problem of a rotating 
shrouded bladed disc and with the dynamic stresses of blades and packets of 
turbine blades. The wave propagation technique in periodic structures is 
introduced into the finite element method to reduce the overall number of 
degrees of freedom.
The application of wave propagation technique to discs, disc-blades and 
shrouded bladed disc results in a small size eigenvalue problem which is 
easily solved to obtain the frequencies and mode shapes of these assemblies 
under the effects of rotation, disc thickness variations, disc flexibility 
and other design parameters.
The numerical integration' is used to evaluate the integrals of the 
stiffness and mass matrices of the variable thickness discs.
The influence of rotational speeds and other design parameters such as; 
pretwist angles and stagger angles on the free vibration characteristics of 
blades, curved beams and packets of blades is studied using finite element 
method.
The results of the natural frequencies are compared with the 
experimental results and with the results of other investigators.
The dynamic stresses of blades and packets of blades are derived from 
the eigenvectors obtained in the vibration study of these components. The 
effects of rotational speeds, pretwist angles, stagger angles and shrouding 
on the dynamic stresses are studied.
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NOMENCLATURE 
Area of a cross-section of blade 
Torsional stiffness 
Centroid
Modulus of elasticity
Co-ordinate axes through the centroid
Principle axes through the centroid
Co-ordinate axis through centroid of blade cross-section 
parallel to plane of disc
Co-ordinate axis through centroid of blade cross-section 
perpendicular to plane of disc
Longitudinal axis
Co-ordinate distance measured along undeflected blade from the 
root
Thickness of the plate 
Stagger angle 
Modulus of elasticity 
Torsional displacement 
Plate elasticity
12(1—w2)
Gravitational acceleration 
Length of the plate 
Width of the plate
Second moment of area of cross-section about xixi
Second moment of area of cross-section about yiyi
Product moment of area of cross-section about xixi and yiyi
Second moment of area of cross-section about XX
Second moment of area of cross-section about YY
Polar moment of inertia per unit length about centroid
Polar moment of inertia per unit length about centre of 
flecture
length of blade element 
Blade length 
Frequency in radians 
Kinetic energy
Potential energy due to static vibration 
Potential energy due to centrifugal force effect 
Time, thickness
Displacement ofcentre-of-flecture in x direction 
Displacement of centroid in xi direction 
Displacement of centroid in yi direction 
Displacement of centre of flecture in y direction 
Displacement of centre of flecture in Z direction 
Angle of pretwist; Angle between co-ordinate axes 
(xixi , yiyi) and principle axes (XX, YY)
Pre-twist angle along beam element, element subtended angle,
cvariable in the formula h(r) = ——
r
Angular velocity of rotation of disc in radians 
Node number
Distance between centroid and centre of flecture,
Radius of curvature
Co-ordinates of centre of flecture with respect to fixed axes 
system
Coordinates of centre of flexure with respect to principle 
axes system
Frequency parameter of the beam pAL4P2/Elxx
Density of blade material
Constant coefficient of shear deformation
Polar moment of inertia about centre of flecture at the
starting point
Potential energy of the shroud
Poisson's ratio
Kinetic energy of the shroud
Curved beam element length
Potential energy of the shroud due to rotation
Generalized displacements for an in-plane
Generalized displacements for an out-of-plane
Curvature
Torsional strain
Circumferential strain
Weight of shroud on each blade
Volume
Second moment of area of shroud cross-section about XX
Rotation of the tangent of a curved beam 
. aw v
1 ay R
Shear modulus of shroud material 
Area of the curved beam (shroud)
Modulus of elasticity of the curved beam (shroud) material
Number of blades
Total length of curved beam
Number of elements along the curved beam
Number of elements along the blade
Axial thickness of the curved beam
Slope of U deflection of a curved beam.
Density of shroud 
Displacement in matrix form 
First Derivative of Displacement matrix 
Second Derivative of Displacement matrix 
Area of shroud cross-section
St. Venant torsion constant of shroud
Polar moment of area of a cross-section 
Shroud length to blade length ration (Lsn/L) 
Thickness of disc 
Constant in the formula
Inner radius of disc 
Radius of disc 
Outer radius of disc
Radial stress at the mid-surface of the disc 
Tangential stress at the mid-surface of disc 
Tangential number of element of disc 
Radial number of element of disc 
Shroud Clamped-Clamped Frequencies 
Blade Clamped-Free Frequencies 
Blade Clamped-Pinned Frequencies
CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
In the design of reliable turbomachinery structures, longer fatigue life 
is a substantial requirement. The problem is serious because many blade 
failures are associated with material fatigue as a result of blade vibration 
which gives rise to complicated high stress conditions. Turbomachinery 
structures require freedom from aeroelastic instabilities and sufficient 
separation of shrouded-bladed-disc natural frequences from resonance with 
principal periodic excitation. Accurate knowledge of natural frequencies and 
the corresponding mode shapes are essential in design calculations to make 
sure that both criteria are met.
It was found that for a given blade frequency the more flexible blades 
frequently experience a longer service life. This can be achieved by 
increasing the blade length at certain positions provided that a compromise 
can be found between building flexibility into the blade and keeping 
steady-state stresses at a safe level. This can be done by incorporating 
lacing wires, which provides additional mechanical damping, besides tying the 
blades together to suppress inputs of an order of excitation equal to the 
number of tied blade groups.
Although much work has been done on turbomachinery flutter, cases of 
aeroelastic instability are still being encountered as shown by Jeffers and 
Meece<1*1 ). The inability to accurately predict flutter boundaries in 
turbomachinery engines is attributed to difficulties in predicting accurate 
mode shapes and frequencies of the rotor. Although reasonable agreement
between theory and test has been achieved in determining natural frequencies 
for most cases, resonance problems occasionally occur which are almost 
difficult to correct from the point of view of time and cost.
This work deals with finite element prediction of natural frequencies 
a
and mode shapes of rotating Shrouded-Bladed-Disc Assembly in addition to 
dynamic stresses of rotating and non-rotating turbine blades and a packet of 
two blades.
To model such turbine stage, the following aspects have been analysed 
individually;
1. The blade as a pretwisted asymmetrical aerofoil cross-section was
analysed using beam theory. Six motions of the b l a d e , t r a n s l a t i o n s  
andtkvtt rotations, are introduced in the analysis to account for the
coupled bending-bending-torsional vibration. The effect of centrifugal 
force is taken into account. For each displacement, an appropriate 
polynomial shape function is assumed ‘ ^
2. The shroud is analysed as a rotating curved beam. Appropriate shape
functions axe also assumed for the various motions of the shroud. The 
in-plane and out-of-plane vibration of the curved beam were dealt with 
separately. They are then combined together to give the vibration
characteristics of the curved beam in three directions with six motions 
at each node; namely three translations and three rotations.
3. The disc is developed by finite elements of annular sector geometry,
with one translational and two rotational motions at each of its four
nodes, in which radial thickness variation and the effects of in-plane
stresses due to rotation is introduced using thin plate theory.
Use was made of the rotational periodicity of the structure so that only 
one substructure consisting of; one blade, annular disc sector and an
2rrappropriate length of the shroud segment subtending an angle —  , where
B
Nb number of blades, needed to be analysed in the finite element method 
of analysis.
The work has been categorized into nine chapters, in Chapter 1, general 
introduction and literature survey of the whole work have been cited.
"iU.
In Chapter 2, under^methods of solution heading, finite element method. 
Gauss quadrature method and wave propagation technique of period structures 
were summarised.
In Chapter 3, vibration of a pretwisted asymmetrical aerofoil 
cross-section blade is studied using beam theory and finite element method. 
The effects of rotation speed, stagger angle, pretwist angle and the distance 
between the shear centre and centroid are investigated. These results are 
compared with the results of other investigators.
In Chapter 4, in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations of a rectangular 
are
curved beam^ examined separately and then combined together to obtain the 
vibration characteristics of a curved beam in three directions, stiffening of 
the beam element due to the centrifugal force effect is taken into account. 
The results of analysis were compared with other available results.
In Chapter 5, a finite element model is presented for the analysis of 
coupled bending-bending-torsional vibrations of rotating pretwisted 
asymmetrical aerofoil cross-section blade packets. The effects of locations 
of the shroud along the span of the blade, subtended angle, pretwist angle, 
rotational speed and the ratio of blade length to disc radius on the 
frequencies of vibration of the blade packet are investigated.
In Chapter 6, finite elements of annular sector geometry developed 
for the disc vibration, in which radial thickness variation and the effects 
of in-plane stresses due to rotation can easily be introduced. The behaviour 
of these elements in the analysis of simple and complex discs has been 
examined. Thin plate theory is used for such analysis.
In Chapter 7, the finite element method in conjunction with the wave
propagation technique of a rotationally periodic structure is used to study
the free vibration characteristics of rotating pretwisted aerofoil
cross-section bladed discs, with the disc having a hyperbolic thickness
c
profile of the form h(r) = . The effects of pretwist angle, stagger
r
angle, rotational speed and disc thickness variation are investigated. The 
existence of coupling between the blades and disc and its influence on the 
naturural frequencies has been studied and compared with both theoretical and 
experimental results.
a
In Chapter 8, vibration characteristics of rotating Shrouded-Bladed-Disc 
Assembly is investigated using finite element method and. the cyclic symmetry 
approach. The blade-shroud coupling effect on the natural frequencies has 
been investigated in addition to the effect of the coupling between the 
blades and disc. The effects of pretwist angle, stagger angle, rotational 
speed and disc thickness variations are investigated.
In Chapter 9, dynamic stresses of the turbine blade of Chapter 3 have 
been obtained theoretically for both rotating and non-rotating blades. 
Stresses of two bladed packet are also studied and the effect of shrouding on 
the dynamic stresses of the blades is investigated.
Vibration problems of turbomachinery have been dealt with over a 
considerable period of time with varying degrees of completeness, depending 
upon assumptions and simplifications made in the course of the analysis.
The vibration analysis of a single blade, using classical beam theory, 
has undergone steady development with the mathematical modeling generally 
becoming increasingly realistic. Houbolt and Anderson(1.2) have attempted to 
model turbine and compressor blades as non-uniform cantilever beams, 
calculating only their uncoupled, free bending and torsional vibrations using 
the Stodola method. Wong, Lane and VaccaroC1*3) studied relatively flexible 
blades mounted on the periphery of an infinitely rigid disc. The complete 
system was treated by studying one blade, and in the complete assembly, all 
the blades were assumed to oscillate with identical amplitude, in the same 
mode shape, with the motion of each blade leading that of following one by 
some appropriate phase angle. MendelsonC1 *4 ) presented a method which 
combines some of the advantages of both the Stodola and Rayleigh-Ritz methods 
as used in the coupled bending-torsional vibrations of nonuniform pretwisted 
blades using beam theory. Rosard(1 *5 ), Jarret and WarnerC1*6 ), Carnegie(1 *7 ) 
and Isakson and Eisley(l*8 ) also considered the effect of pretwist on blade 
frequencies and mode shapes - which is based on classical beam theory. 
One of the more realistic and comprehensive treatment of blade vibration 
problems was given by Houbolt and Brooks(1*9) where coupled flapwise bending, 
chordwise bending and torsion of a twisted, rotating non-uniform blade were 
considered. Further surveys of the work of other investigators concerning the 
blade vibrations are given in Chapter 3, references (3.1 to 3.40).
In practice it is well known that in turbomachinery, blades are the^most 
seriously affected component by vibrations. For this reason almost all early 
investigators studied the vibration problems of an isolated blade attached to 
an infinitely rigid disc. The results of such theoretical work, however, 
could not explain the complex character of many of the experimentally 
obtained results.
Turbine blades are usually connected together by lacing wires or 
shrouds. The connections may be continuous, resulting in all blades being 
connected in a ring, or segmented, resulting in a finite number of blade 
groups, (referred to as packets of blades) where blades are interconnected in 
each packet.
Publications related to the investigation of the in-plane and 
out-of-plane vibrations of curved beams and rings by many authors are listed 
in Chapter 4, references (4.1 to 4.37).
To make the model of analysis closer to the real structure, some 
researchers studied the packet of blades clamped to an infinitely rigid disc. 
Prohl(1•10) used a modified Holzer method to predict the frequencies and mode 
shapes for a packet of blades. He also evaluated vibration amplitude and 
stresses at resonance. Deak and BairdC1*11) applied the fundamental solution 
technique to obtain all the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a packet 
of blades connected by lacing wires. The finite element method was used by 
Salama and PetytC 1 • 12) to predict frequencies and mode shapes of a blade 
packet. They also considered the dynamic response of a packet to periodic 
excitation. Free and forced vibrations of a packet of blades were treated by 
Huang( 1•13) using the transfer matrix method. Armstrong and Hali(1*1^) 
studied the dynamic characteristics of an assembly of shrouded, 
double-symmetric blades of uniform cross-section, attached to an infinitely
rigid disc. Their study was based on a finite difference technique using thin 
classical beam theory. Srinivasan, Lionberger and BrownC1•15) examined the 
dynamic behaviour of an assembly of shrouded blades by considering the modal 
characteristics of its components. The component modes were calculated for a 
single blade and shroud, modelled with triangular plate elements. Damping 
was included in the analysis, to account for any energy dissipation due to 
vibratory rubbing action at the shroud interfaces.
Further survey of the work of other investigators about the blade packet 
vibrations are given in Chapter 5, references (5.1 to 5.21).
Turbine blades are usually attached to a flexible disc. This introduces 
additional coupling between blades through the disc, and it reduces stiffness 
at the blade root e ls  well, compared to the case of blades clamped to an 
infinitely rigid disc. Thus, it is clear that to accurately predict the 
vibration characteristics of turbomachinery blading, it is necessary to 
consider in the analysis, the whole bladed-disc assembly, with disc 
flexibility and the inter-blade coupling.
A detailed survey of the previous research concerning the disc vibration 
is given in Chapter 6, references (6.1 to 6.53).
One of the early works accounting for disc flexibility is that of 
CartaC1 *16), where frequencies and mode shapes of rotating bladed-disc
assemblies were used to investigate flutter instability of turbojet engines
Jthz
using ^energy method.
A number of methods have been developed for the structural dynamics 
a
analysis of bladed-disc. Armstrong, Christie and Hague(1*17) developed a 
method which uses a receptance coupling technique to predict nature!./
frequencies of bladed discs of simple geometry. In their analysis, blades 
were assumed to be identical and handled as one component. This method has 
been further developed and used by EwinsC1 *18), who relaxed the assumption of 
identical blades. Individual components were studied and then joined by 
matching forces and moments at junction points. This method is restricted to 
bladed discs of simple geometry with a large number of blades.
Blades with more complicated geometry and discs with varying thickness
have been used to meet both weight and performance requirements in modern gas
turbine engines. All these features add to the complexity of the structural
dynamics problem of bladed discs, and add the need for devising efficient
numerical techniques. The growth of large scale computing and its favourable
economic development have made the finite element method one of the most
attractive of the available numerical techniques. Among many authors in this
field were Mota Soares and Petyt(1-19) who applied the finite element method
o-
to predict the vibration characteristics of ^ bladed disc. Sector elements 
were used to model the disc with blades represented by thick shell elements. 
Loose shrouds were modelled by lumped masses and moments of inertia while 
tight shrouds were modelled by two straight beam elements with six degrees of 
freedom at each node. Dugundji and ChenC1 *20) studied the static deformation
sbkA.
and dynamic behaviour of shrouded bladed discs using ^ finite element method. 
Blades were modelled as beam elements with uniform pretwist, shrouds as 
curved beam elements, and the disc as a circular plate clamped at the centre.
Application of any of the aforementioned numerical techniques to
shrouded bladed discs will result in a large eigenvalue problem which
requires large computer storage and is likely to be costly to run. This
difficulty can be overcome by making use of the wave propagation technique of
ti
a rotationally periodic structure. In^rotationally periodic structure, 
displacements of all substructures can be ejqpressed in terms of the
displacements of one substructure and this result in an eigenvalue problem of 
reduced order. ThomasC1 *21) applied this procedure in the vibration analysis 
of a stationary 151-bladed turbine wheel in which a finite element method was 
used to model the fundamental substructure. Wildheim(1.22,1.23) applied the 
same method to reduce equations of motion of the complete rotationally 
periodic structure as a set of equations of motion pertaining to a single 
substructure. Free undamped, and forced vibrations were considered, taking 
into account effects due to rotation.
Further surveys of the work of other investigators concerning the bladed 
disc and shrouded bladed disc vibrations are given in Chapters 7 and 8, 
references (7.1 to 7.17) and (8.1 to 8.11) respectively.
CHAPTER 2
METHODS OF SOLUTION
INTRODUCTION
Exact solutions to the turbomachinery vibration problems are 
valuable for the checks they provide for approximate methods of 
analysis. They are rarely used because they are inflexible, 
restrictive and tedious to evaluate.
Approximate methods are widely used. Classically it has been 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method which has been most used. It is an energy 
method providing an upper bound to the true solution and starting 
from the expressions for strain energy and kinetic energy of the 
vibrating element.
The finite difference method begins from the differential 
equation of motion and solves this equation at a number of points in 
the vibrating element. It is similar to the finite element method in 
being a matrix formulation of the problem.
A number of approximate numi erical methods such as Rayleigh, 
Rayleigh-Ritz, Myklestad, Stodola and Finite Difference methods were 
used by several investigators. The details of these methods are 
given in several literatures and are not given here.
Two of the recently available methods are ^  Boundary Element 
-tkx
Methods(BEM) and^Finite Element Method (FEM).
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHODS (BEM)
Boundary Element Methods are based on a study of the equations 
governing field problems in the form of boundary integral equations 
rather than the more usual differential equations. In principle, 
this method involves only the discretization of the boundaries of the 
region under investigslb-on. This can be done by integrating the 
differential equations which would involve only values of the 
variables at the extremes of the range of integration. This would 
imply that any discretization scheme needed would only involve 
subdivisions of a bounding surface of a body as any homogeneous 
region requires only surface discretization.
Although all BEM have a common origin they divide naturally into 
three different but closely related categories.
1. The direct formulation of BEM
In this formulation the unknown functions appearing in the 
integral equations are the actual physical variables of the 
problem. Thus, for example, in an elasticity problem such an 
integral equation solution would yield all the tractions and 
displacements on the system boundary directly and those within 
the body can be derived from the boundary values by numerical 
integrations.
2. Semi-direct formulations of BEM
Alternatively, the integral equations can be formulated in terms 
of unknown functions analogous to stress functions in elasticity 
or stream functions in potential flow. When the solution has 
been obtained in these terms simple differention will yield, for 
example, the internal stress distribution.
3. Indirect fomulations of BEM
In the indirect formulation the integral equations are expressed 
entirely in terms of a unit singular solution of the original 
differential equations distributed at a specific density over 
the boundaries of the region of interest.
2.3 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
2.3.1 INTRODUCTION
In practice, most problems are too complicated for a closed-form 
mathematical solution. When a numerical solution is required, the 
most versatile method that provides it is the finite element method.
The finite element method, like the Rayleigh-Ritz method, starts 
from the expressions for strain and kinetic energy of the vibrating 
object. It is preferred to be used in analysing the vibration 
problem of the individual and coupled parts of turbomachinery system 
for several reasons; it is more flexible than the energy method of 
solution, it possesses the great advantage of being easily able to 
deal with variable boundary conditions, changes of section, 
variations in thickness and the material properties. It is not 
necessary to re-write the deflection function each time and extra 
degrees of freedom can be introduced simply by subdividing the 
element in the model.
Since the original development of the concept of discretisation 
of continua by Turner, Clough, Martin and ToppC2 *1 ) in 1956 much 
progress has been made and the method has received wide application 
in a variety of problems, such as small deflection elastic problems, 
field problems, eigenvalue problems and non-linear problems. Many 
books and articles have been published dealing with the finite 
element approach. Mention could be made of the recently published 
books by; Zienkiewicz(2 *2 ), PrzemienieckiC2 •3 ), Rao(2 •4 ), Nath(2 •5 ), 
Hinton and Owen(2 *6 ) and Cook(2 *7 ), which also contains an extensive 
bibliography.
The analysis of a structure by the finite element method has 
three basic steps: structure idealisation which is the subdivision of 
the actual continuum into an assemblage of discrete structure 
elements, evaluation of element characteristics such as dynamic 
stiffness matrix, and structural analysis of the element assemblage.
2.3.2 EVALUATION OP ELEMENT CHARACTERISTICS
2.3.2a DISPLACEMENT FUNCTION
The behaviour of a finite element is approximated by the most 
widely used approximated assumption of displacement functions to 
ensure compatibility conditions of deformations both within the 
elements and across their boundaries. This is known as the 
displacement model.
The simplest and most direct way of assuming a displacement 
function is to select a polynomial having as many unknown 
coefficients as there are generalised displacement components. Thus 
it is possible to assume a displacement function that will ensure 
compatibility of deformations both within the elements and between 
the adjacent elements.
The general displacement function can be written in matrix form
as
{a} = [N]{U} (2.1)
where
{a} is the assumed displacement vector 
(UJ is the nodal displacement vector 
[N] is the shape function matrix
2.3.2b STRAIN—DISPLACEMENT RELATIONS
A c
i
To represent fully three dimensional deformed shape of an 
elastic structure under a given system of loads, three displacements, 
in three perpendicular directions are assumed. These three 
displacements can sometimes be time-dependent, depending on the 
external load. If the external load is not changing with time or not 
existing, as in the case of free vibration, the three displacement / 
are independent of time and can be written as
U = u (x,y,z)
V = v (x,y,z) (2.2)
W = w (x,y,z)
The positive directions of the vectors which are representing 
the three displacements at a point in the structure are perpendicular 
to each other and correspond to the positive directions of the 
coordinate axes x, y and z.
The partial derivatives of the displacements U,V and W can 
express the strain in the deformed structure.
If the strain-displacement relations are linear for a small
deformation the strain components can be written in matrix form as
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(2.3)
where
€xx» <£yy and ezz are the normal strains 
exy# ^yz and 6ZX are the shearing strains 
Equation (2.3) can be written as
{«} = LXIIV) (2.4)
where
{€} is the strain vector
{U} is the displacement vector
[X] is a transformating operator matrix
2.3.2C STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS
Since the relationships between the elastic strains j, and 
stresses crj_j are related by means of the Hooke's law, they can be 
written as
1e = — 
xx E
yy E 
1
€zz E
cr —
XX
cr -if
yy
<T - 
ZZ
if f a  + a 1|I  yy  zz  JJ
f a  + a l ]I zz  xx J
if f a  + a I IL xx  yy JJ
«s = —  a 
xy G xy
6 = —  ayz G yz
e = —  a 
zx G zx
(2.5)
where E  is the modulus of elasticity, i/ is the Poisson's Ratio and 
G = E/2(l+i/) is the modulus of rigidity.
Equation (2.5) can be solved for the stresses and the following 
stress-strain relationships are then obtained:
°xx (l+i/)(l-2\/)
= E 
ayy  ( i + v ) (1- 21/)
E
f (1  -if) e + v (e  + «s ) 1 I xx  yy zz ' J
>]
CTzz (l+v)(l-2l/)
E
O’ =   6xy 2(l+w) xy  
Ecr =   eyz 2( 1+v/) zy
Ea =   ezx  2( 1+t/) zx
J (l-i/) €  + i / ( e  + eI  yy  zz  xx
| ( 1 —v / ) e  + v / ( e  + e  ) ]I zz  xx yy J (2.6 )
Equation (2.6) can be written in matrix form as
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(2.7)
or
{<7} = [£]{€} (2 .8 )
where
} is the stress vector
(e) is the strain vector
[E] is the elasticity matrix
2.3.2d STRAIN ENERGY
d
For^linearly elastic structure, the strain energy Vi , of an element 
in the structure, can be represented in terms of the strains and 
stresses as
1 r T
Vi - 2 J CS) C dV
(2.9)
V
2.3.2e
Substituting equation (2.8) into equation (2.9), the strain 
energy egression can be written as
Vi = i- J dv (2.10)
Substituting equation (2.4) into equation (2.10), the expression 
becomes
Vi - I  J 1D )T [X]T [E]CX]{0} dv (2.11)
or
vi = 2 tU) ( 2.12)
where the matrix [ki] is known as the stiffness matrix of the element 
and is given by
-  J CX^CE] Cx3 dv (2.13)
KINETIC ENERGY
The kinetic energy Tj. of an element is given as follows
T1 " 2 J P dV (2.14)
where dots denote partial differentiation with respect to time and p 
is the mass density of the material^ Qnci a  i's  Jtia-
Substituting equation (2.1) into equation (2.14), then the
kinetic energy expression becomes
(2.15)
V
which can be written as
Ti = \ la>TCmiHO) (2.16)
where the matrix [iru] is the mass matrix of the element and is
To ease the computation, a different coordinate system may, in 
fact, be used for every element. Then the whole local coordinate 
system is transformed to one global coordinate system before an 
assembly of the whole structure can be attempted.
The local displacement components {a } can be transformed to
the global displacement components (q) by a suitable matrix of 
direction cosines [L]
given by
(2.17)
v
2.3.3 STRAIN AND KINETIC ENERGIES OP A COMPLETE SYSTEM
(q) = [L] {q^ (2.18)
The total strain and kinetic energies of the system are equal to 
the sum of the strain and kinetic energies of each element.
The total strain and kinetic energies of the system can be 
written as
v - | (q)T[K]{q)
T - \ (q}T[M](q)
where [K] and [M] are the global stiffness and mass matrices of the 
whole system.
2.3.4 EQUATION OF MOTION
Hamilton's principle is easily applied to a conservative system. 
In this case 6W = 8V, where v is the potential energy of the system. 
Consequently it can be written in the following form
t2
6A = 0 , A = | Ldt , L = T-V (2.21)
tl
The quantity L is known as the "Lagrangian Function". The 
variational equation, 8A = 0, ensures that, for all motions that will 
carry a conservative system from a given initial configuration xi in 
a given time interval (to / ti) , the integral A has a stationary 
value.
(2.19)
(2.20)
If the system has a finite number of generalised coordinates 
qi, the differential equations of motion are accordingly
S _ r « q _ 2£_ = a (2.22)
dt La<tJ aq. v ' '
Equation (2.22) yields Lagrange's equation
d fST) d ravi 3T ■ /o oov
dt laqj dt laqj aq ^
av
aq
where {Q} is the general nodal force corresponding to (q).
Applying Lagrange's principle to the energies yields the
equation of dynamic equilibrium of the system.
■CM] (q) + [K] {q} = {Q} (2.24)
For free vibration, equation (2.24) becomes
[[K] - A [M]] (q) = 0 (2.25)
where , A is the frequency parameter, [K] is the stiffness matrix and 
[M] is the mass matrix of the system, and bd/ithe two matrices are 
real, symmetric and positive definite.
2.3.5 CONVERGENCE OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Whatever the Finite Element model may be, the approximate 
element characteristics must ensure certain vital conditions for 
convergence of the results to the exact solution with finer 
subdivision. This requires that the displacement of a subelement can 
be indentical to those generated in it by displacements on the 
element before subdivision. For the convergence to the actual 
results the assumed displacements must be continuous over each 
element and across their boundaries and they should include rigid 
body movements. As elements become smaller nearly constant strain 
conditions will arise.
The convergence of the finite element method has been dealt 
with more by Tong and Pian(2.8).
2.4 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
2.4.1 INTRODUCTION
Throughout the course of this thesis both algebraic integration 
and numerical integration are used. Algebraic integration is used to
find out the dynamic stiffness matrices of shroud element and blade
Jtkt.
element using beam theory. Whereas for A disc element numerical 
integration is used as the disc configuration becomes complex when 
the radial thickness variation together with the effects of in-plane 
stresses due to rotation are introduced. Thus the lengthy algebraic 
manipulation needed for the derivation of the stiffness and the mass 
matrices of the disc can be avoided entirely.
There are several methods to evaluate any definite integral 
numerically. The most widely used and easily applicable to finite 
element method is the Gauss method which has been described fully by 
KopalC 2.9).
Ih< Gauss quadrature method is utilised in this analysis and can be 
categorized into three sections.
2.4.2 ONE DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
Assume the following integral to be evaluated 
1
I = J 4> d i where <t> = <t> ( O  (2.26)
-1
We can evaluate <t> at the midpoint of the interval and multiply by the 
length of the interval, as shown in Figure (2.1). Thus we find I ~ 
201. This result is exact if the function 0 happens to be a straight 
line of any slope. Generalization of equation (2.26) gives
1
I - J  o -<t)dS \  ««*> (2.27)
-1
where
n total number of integration points 
Mfi weighting factor 
£± coordinates of the ith integration point.
A list of these is given in tabular form in many finite element 
and numerical analysis books.
In order to evaluate the integral in equation (2.27) ,
4> = 0( £) is evaluated at each of several locations £± , and
nuiHriplfecf
\ the resulting <t>j^ by an appropriate weight Wi , and summed
thus
I = W101 + W202 + ----- -  "  + Wn 0n (2.28)
Gauss's method locates the sampling points so that for a given
number of points, greatest accuracy can be obtained. The sampling 
points are located symmetrically about the centre of the interval. 
Symmetrically paired points have the same weighting coefficient Wj_.
It should be noted that an n-point rule integrates any
polynomial of degree x21*""1 , or less, exactly.
2.4.3 TWO DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
In two dimensions the quadrature form ula for 0 = 0(£,ti) can be 
obtained by integrating with respect to £ and then with respect to rj.
1 1
n n
I = |  I 0( £ / ) d£ drj = £ £ W W 0( £ , r\ ) (2.29)
_1 -1 1=1 3=1 3 3
where 0( £i , t)i) is the numerical value of the function at the ith 
Gauss point.
2.4.4 THREE DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
In three dimensions we find the quadrature formula for 
0 = 0 (£ / h/ C ) by integrating with respect to £, r) and then with 
respect to £
1 1 1  
I = | |  J 0 (£ , r), C) d£ dri d£
-1 -1 -1
n n n
= L L L W±W Wk 0 (« , n , £k ) (2.30)
i=l j=l k=l
2.5 WAVE PROPAGATION TECHNIQUE
2,5,1 i n t r o d u c t i o n
Turbomachinery bladings form a rotationally periodic structure 
which consists of a finite number of identical substructures forming 
a closed ring. In this analysis, this technique has been utilized, 
by taking a substructure consisting of one blade, an annular sector 
of a disc and an appropriate shroud segment.
A periodic structure, whether it is rotational or not, 
consists of identical elements coupled together in identical ways 
(end-to-end or side-by-side) to form the whole structure. Then, 
instead of finding the normal modes and natural frequencies of such 
cl structure, it is easier to describe the behaviour of the periodic 
structure by the properties of its characteristic waves. Each of 
these waves is associated with a "Propagation constant", fi. When the 
system vibrates in just one of the free waves of frequency p, the 
harmonic motion at any point in one element is equal to ef1 times the 
motion at the corresponding point in the next element. The values of 
the complex propagation constant, /i, correspond to identical, but 
opposite-going waves. The real part of is known as the 
"attenuation constant", and the imaginary part as the "phase 
constant".
Many articles have been published, using the wave propagation 
t
technique, to sudy the vibration characteristics of different
structures (2.10,2.11,2.12). Later Orris and Petyt(2.13) applied the
technique, using the finite element method, to evaluate the phase 
c
constant of a periodically supported infinite beam and of a skin rib 
structure. More recently ThomasC2 •14) and Wildheim(2.15) applied the 
wave propagation technique to rotationally periodic structures
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION
Consider a periodic substructure which consists of one blade 
together with an annular sector of the disc and shroud segment
with an angle of curvature /3 « as shown in Figure (2.2).
B
When the periodic substructure vibrates harmonically the 
following equation of motion can be obtained
[[K] - p2 [M]] {q} = <Q) (2.31)
where [K] and [M] are the stiffness and mass matrices of the 
substructure respectively, p is the natural frequency, {q} is the 
generalized displacements and (Q) is the generalized forces.
The column matrix of nodal degrees of freedom of a substructure 
can be classified into three groups, namely, those on the left hand 
boundary those on the right hand boundary Cq^)/ and all
other nodes [q^]. Similarly the generalized forces corresponding 
to each nodal displacement are classified into / /
(Qj) respectively.
The propagation of free wave motion is affected by {Q^} the 
left hand and {Q^] the right hand boundary generalized forces.
while {Q^ .} is zero.
Thus, if the node numbering sequence of the substructure is 
identical at its right and left boundaries, the nodal displacement 
and generalized forces are related by
{V  “ «L>
(2.32)
Substituting i equation (2.31 ) into equation (2.32) and eliminating 
(Ql) yields
CK(m )] - P [M(m )3 ] { %  } = 0
where
W / 0 3  =
*1*. + V  + A *  + ^ K LI+ ^  RX
HH
(2.33)
(2.34)
[M(ji)3 =
“u, + “rR + S\ r  + “rL M BI+ RX
H, + e^M„„ MIL IR II
(2.35)
The matrices [K(/i)j amd [M(/i)3 are real functions of the complex
variable ji.
Equation (2.33) represents an eigenvalue problem for p2 
corresponding to a given value of ji.
Since the propagation constant ji is, in general, complex it can 
be written as
where represents the amplitude ratio and jii the phase difference 
of the motion in adjacent substructure.
By plotting jir and jii against frequency Sengupta(2.16) showed 
alternative pass bands (ji* = 0 . jji & 0) and stop bands (fir * 0 , fii
constant amplitude whereas for the stop band only non-propagation 
motion is possible which decays from one substructure to the next. 
If in a pass band ii is purely imaginary, then [K(jx>] and [M(ji)3 
become Hermitian matrices.
As described by WibcinsonC2 •17) the solution of the complex 
eigenvalue problem is reduced to that of a real symmetric matrix.
= fj,r + j pi (2.36)
r
± n u, n = 1.2 ). The pass band waves propagate with
Let
[K(ji)3 = [K* + jKi] 
[M(/i)3 = [Mr + jMi3 (2.37)
Substituting equations (2.37) into equation (2.33) and 
separating real and imaginary parts gives
where
sin n (Kl r  - Krl)
( 2.40 )
k i r sin M
0
and [Mr] , [Mi] are given similarly.
If [K(pi>] and [M(jx)] are Hermitian matrices in equation
becomes a real symmetric eigenvalue problem.
For any value of \x. there will be a set of frequencies with
associated eigenvalues defining the wave motion in the periodic
section at that frequency. Any normal mode of vibration of a 
rotationally periodic structure can be regarded as a standing wave, 
the imaginary propagation constant of which must satisfy,
eNM = i (2.41)
where N is the number of identical substructure forming a closed 
ring. There are N independent values of the imaginary part of fi
between -tt and tt. For even N these are;
— Tv / —2ir( N/2-1 )/N, ......— 4TT/N, -2TT/N, 0, 2TT/N,
4IT/N....... 27T(N/2-1), TT
(2.33) then [K1] = - [K1]^ and [M1] = - [M1]T . Thus equation (2.38)
and for odd N they are
-TT J -2tt(N-1)/2N, . . 27T/N, 0, 27T/N. 4tt/N...... 2ir(N-l/2N ^  T f
By considering a single substructure it is possible to obtain 
all the natural frequencies of a rotationally periodic structure 
and it is sufficient to consider the positive value of 
including zero.
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CHAPTER 3
VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF ROTATING 
CANTILEVER BLADING
INTRODUCTION
The blades of turbomachinery are typically the most critical
parts of the design and its vibrational behaviour is one of the most
serious problems faced in engine design. The magnitude of the
problem lies in the fact that in some turbines there can be as many 
o-r
as hundreds ^  fixed and rotating blades of different characteristics
and the failure of even one of them may force a shutdown. The 
<x
solution ofAvibration problem involves a number of topic areas; such 
as mathematical modelling of elastic deformations during vibration, 
effects of various acceleration components of an elastic rotating 
body, methods of analysis for eigenvalue problems, and experimental 
vibration measurement techniques for bodies rotating at high speeds.
For reasons of efficiency and weight turbine blades must be 
thin, yet they must operate in severe thermal environments and at 
high rotational speeds causing large centrifugal body forces.
Practical turbine blades have an aerofoil cross-section and 
posses^ in addition to camber and longitudinal taper, a pretwist to 
allow for the variation in tangential velocity along the span of the 
blade. Since all these factors complicate the analysis, in practice 
many simplifying assumptions are usually made in the analysis. In 
most of the analytical methods suggested for the analysis, the blades
axe idealized to behave as beams having radial variation in 
cross-sectional properties and pretwist provided that it is 
relatively long with respect to its width, the blade is relatively 
thick, and only the first few vibration frequencies and mode shapes 
are needed. This type of analysis assumes that each chordwise 
segment of the blade moves as a rigid body either translating, 
rotating, or some linear combination of both.
When a vibrating blade has two-fold symmetry, then three types 
of free vibration inodes are possible, all uncoupled from each other. 
These are; radial modes, bending modes about each of the two 
principal axes, and torsional modes of vibration. With only one axis 
of cross-sectional symmetry present, the bending displacement in the 
direction of the symmetry axis is uncoupled, but the transverse 
bending and torsional modes are coupled. With no symmetry, all three 
types of modes are coupled. Further coupling is introduced into the 
problem if the blade has initial pretwist. Cross-sections having two 
or more axes of symmetry exhibit coupling between the bending modes 
if pre-twist is present, although the torsional mode is uncoupled. 
With less symmetry and pretwist, all three modes are coupled.
Beam type models have been successfully used for high aspect 
ratio thin compressor blades and somewhat less successfully for high 
aspect ratio turbine blades. For low aspect ratio blading, which is 
increasingly used, a curved shell of varying thickness and curvature 
probably will be required for accurate modelling.
There are hundreds of references in the literature which 
incorporate most of the considerations, needed in blade vibration 
analysis by means of beam models, such as coupling between bending
and torsion, taper, shear deformation, rotary inertia, pretwist, and 
rotational effects. Many of the references are described by the
survey articles by Rao(3•1-3*3 ), in which he gave hundreds of
references dealing with various methods to solve the problem of 
turbine blades vibrations.
In its simplest form the turbine blade is considered to be a
beam of rectangular cross-section, which can be uniform or tapered,
with or without pretwist. Mabie and Rogers(3 •4 ) have investigated 
the free vibrations of a cantilever beam with constant width and 
linearly variable thickness and constant thickness and linearly 
variable width using Bernoulli-Euler equations. Carnegie and 
Thomas(3 • 5) have given a method of analysis of cantiliver beams of 
constant thickness and linear taper in breadth by reducing the 
Euler-Bernoulli equation of a beam to an eigenvalue problem. Thomas 
and Carnegie (3.6) have used the finite difference method to study 
the effect of taper on the torsional vibration characteristics of 
slender beams. Carnegie(3*7 ) has used Rayleigh’s energy method to 
calculate the first frequency in bending of a pretwisted cantilever 
beam. The static deflection curve was used in the analysis. 
DawsonC3•8) presented a solution for pretwisted rectangular 
cross-section beams executing lateral vibrations by the Rayleigh-Ritz 
energy method. Rao(3• 9) has used the Ritz-Galerkin process to solve 
the two coupled differential equations of motion of a pretwisted 
tapered cantilever blade vibrating in flexure to obtain the first 
five natural frequencies. Carnegie and Thomas(3.10) have used the 
finite difference method to consider the pretwisted tapered blading 
and showed good agreement between theoretical and experimental 
results. Thomas and Ducumaci(3•H ) have used the finite element 
method to study the vibration analysis of a tapered beam using
quintic polynomial displacement functions. To(3.12) used the finite
element method to study the vibration characteristics of two higher
tkJL
order tapered beam elements. Subrahmanyan and RaoC3*3-3 ) used^Reissner 
method to find natural frequencies and mode shapes of the first four 
modes of a uniform pretwisted cantilever blade and the first five
CL
flexural, frequencies of^pretwisted tapered blade.
When the aerofoil section of the blade is considered the
torsional vibration is also coupled with the bending vibration of the
A U
blade . VaghtiC 3.14) used A finite element method to study the
vibration characteristics of non-rotating pretwisted asymmetrical
aerofoil cross-section blades using beam theory. Carnegie, Dawson
and ThomasC3*15) determined the natural frequencies and mode shapes
for the first five modes of coupled bending-bending vibration of a
X U
pretwisted double tapered beam using A finite difference method. 
Montoya(3•16) has derived the governing differential equations for 
the vibration analysis of pretwisted blades of aerofoil section, 
including coupling between bending and torsion. Runge-Kutta 
numerical procedure is followed to solve the problem and the 
differential equations are transformed to first order differential 
equations. DawsonC3.17,3.18) used the transformation method to solve 
the equations of motion by transforming the original differential 
equations of motion into a set of ten simultaneous first order 
differential equations and solving these by a step-by-step procedure 
to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes for a pretwisted 
blade of asymmetrical aerofoil cross-section.
When a rotating blade is considered, the additional stiffness 
due to the centrifugal forces is to be considered. The centrifugal 
forces induce several additional coupling terms in the already
complicated equations of motion. The effect of rotation on the 
blading frequencies has been considered by many investigators. More 
thsm a hundred references are described faithfully in the survey 
article, concerning rotating blades, by Leissa(3.19). Houbolt and 
Brooks(3.20) developed the differential equation of deformation under 
the action of various applied loads of a coupled bending-bending and 
torsion of a twisted rotating helicopter rotor and propeller blades 
using beam theory. The elastic axis, mass axis, and tension axis are 
not coincident in their analysis. \
Carnegie(3•21) derived a theoretical expression for the work
done due to centrifugal effects for small vibrations of rotating
cantilever beams and established an equation for the fundamental
frequency of vibration by the use of Rayleigh’s method.
X U
Carnegie(3 •22) used^ Holzer method to solve the equations of motion
for the coupled bending-bending vibration of a rotating blade. By
making use of the eight equations derived, which connect the shearing
force, bending moments, slopes and deflections at each end of the
blade, the blade frequencies and corresponding mode shapes can be
determined. Rao and Carnegie(2#23) used the equations derived by
Camegie(3 •22) to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes
of a uniform cantilever blade, allowing for the effect of pretwist
and rotation. Murthy(3*24) has used the transfer matrix method to
determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of pretwisted
Xj\t.
non-uniform rotor blades* SwaminadhamC3 *25) has applied^Rayleigh-Ritz 
method to investigate the vibration characteristics of rotating, 
twisted and tapered blades. Hoa(3 *26) has used the finite element 
method to investigate the effect of the root radius, the stagger 
angle and the tip mass on the vibration frequency of a rotating beam. 
Thomas and Sabuncu(3 •27) have used the finite element method to study
the vibrations of pretwisted aerofoil asymmetric cross-section blades 
under the effect of rotation. The effects of various setting angles, 
pretwist angles and different rotational speeds have been 
investigated and compared with other works. Wright, Smith, Thresher 
and Wang( 3.28) have found the exact frequencies and mode shapes for 
rotating beams. Uniform and tapered beams have been investigated, 
with root offset and tip mass, and for both hinged root and fixed 
root boundary conditions.
When the beams are stubby and when higher modes are needed, the 
classical Bernoulli-Euler equation of motion for bending vibrations 
is known to give higher values of frequencies. In such cases, 
transverse shear and rotary inertia should be included in the 
analysis. Rayleigh improved the classical theory considering rotary 
inertia of the cross-section of the beam. Timoshenko extended the 
theory to include the effects of transverse shear deformation. 
Huang(3.29) has derived new frequency and normal mode equations of 
free flexural vibrations of finite beams including the effect of 
shear deflection and rotary inertia. Carnegie(3.30) studied the 
effects of shear deflection and rotary inertia for straight and 
pretwisted cantilever beams. Krupka and Baumanis(3.31) considered 
the bending-bending mode of a rotating tapered pretwisted 
turbomachine blade including the effects of shear deformation and 
rotary inertia. Carnegie and T h o m a s ( 3 .32) have used the finite 
difference method for the bending vibration analysis of pretwisted 
cantilevers including the effects of transverse shear and rotary 
inertia. The effects of various taper, depth to length ratios and 
pretwist angles on the frequencies of vibration are investigated for 
the first five modes. Thomas and Abbas(3 *33) have used the finite 
element method to analyse uniform Timoshenko beams by taking total
deflection, total slope, bending slope, and the derivative of the 
bending slope as nodal degrees of freedom. Bishop and Price(3.34) 
have derived the equations of motion of a non-uniform beam vibrating 
in a coupled bending and twisting mode. Allowance has been made for 
shear deformation and for rotary inertia. Gupta and Rao( 3.35) have 
used the finite element technique to investigate the dynamic analysis 
of doubly tapered and twisted beams with the effect of shear 
deflection and rotary inertia. Rouch and Kao( 3.36) have used the 
finite element method for the dynamic analysis of rotating beams. The 
effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia have been taken into 
account in their analysis. Subrahamanyam, Kulkarni and Rao(3 *37) have 
investigated the vibration characteristics of rotating straight 
blades of asymmetric aerofoil cross-section with the allowance for 
shear deflection and rotary inertia by use of the Reissner method.
tiv<-
Subrahamanyam, Kulkarni and Rao(3 *38) again usedA Reissner method to
study the vibrations of pretwisted cantilever blading allowing for
shear deformation and rotary inertia. Lees and ThomasC3 *33) have
applied the finite element method to study the vibrations of
a
Timoshenko beamsby usingAcomplex element of four degrees of freedom. 
These are; the transverse displacement, cross-section rotation and 
the coefficient of polynomial expansions of the transverse 
displacement and the shear deformation.
3.2 ANALYSIS
3.2.1 INTRODUCTION
When a straight cantilever blade is pretwisted, flexural 
displacements take place simultaneously in two planes because of the 
unequal flexural rigidities. An additional torsional displacement 
becomes coupled with these flexural displacements when the 
cross-section of the beam is asymmetric.
The blade is considered mounted on the periphery of a rotating 
disc in such a manner that the mid-plane of the biade is inclind to 
the plane of rotation of the disc at an angle 4>, called the setting 
angle.
Under the effect of the rotational speed, the blade is stiffened 
due to additional stresses created by centrifugal forces. These 
forces create stresses in the neutral surface, and the strain energy 
stored in the element is higher than the bending strain energy by a 
certain amount.
In this analysis, a finite element beam model is developed for 
the vibration analysis of rotating pretw isted asymmetric aerofoil* \ 
cross-section turbine blade. The effect of pretwist angle, setting 
angle, rotational speed, and the distances of shear centre from 
centroid on the vibration characteristics are investigated.
Twelve degrees of freedom, six degrees at each node of the beam 
•two
element, namely; A transverse displacements/ longitudinal displacement, 
torsional displacement, and two slopes of - transverse
diplacements, are used in this analysis.
3.2.2 POTENTIAL ENERGY
The total potential energy of a rotating blade, when the 
gravitational effects are ignored, will be equal to the summation of 
the potential energies due to static vibration and that due to the 
effects of centrifugal force;
When a pretwisted blade of asymmetrical aerofoil cross-section 
is subjected to vibrating movement, the motion consists of 
simultaneous displacements in two perpendicular directions coupled 
with torsion. The potential energy expression for such blades is 
given CarnegieC 3.30) #
V  —  V g  +  V c (3.1)
3.2.2a POTENTIAL ENERGY OP A STATIONARY BLADE
L
(3.2)
3.2.2b POTENTIAL ENERGY DUE TO ROTATION
When the blade is rotating, the additional stiffness due to 
centrifugal forces should be considered. The centrifugal forces 
induce several additional coupling terms in the already complicated 
equation of motion. These terms can be developed in the form of 
rotational po; tential energy and is given by Carnegie(3.30).
V =
c 2
1 * 2 fpAw (r+z) J { (^~-) + (^f“ > ) dz - W(ul2cos20-
2 22 ulvl sin<J>cos<J> + vl sin «J>) dz (3.3)
3.2.3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COORDINATE AXES
The relationship between ul and u, vl and v, being given by
ul = u + dv© (3.4)
vl = v + dx© (3.5)
For the sign convention of Figure (3.1)
dx = dX cos (/3z + 4>i) - dy sin (/3z + $i) (3.6)
d y  = dx sin (/3z + 4>i) + dy cos (/3z + 4>i) (3.7)
The pretwist along the blade length can be written as 
, • - x ol „ , a
y  = (i-l) l T  Z (3.8)
where i is the order number of element.
The relationship between Ixx / Ixy> Iyy and Ixx a^d Iyy are 
given by
Ixx = (S - Hcos 2y) Ixx (3.9)
I y y  = (S + HCOS 2y) Ixx (3.10)
Ixy = Hsin2y Ixx (3.11)
where
» - r  f e - lJ
3.2.4 KINETIC ENERGY
The kinetic energy, T, of a blade vibrating in combined
bending-bending-torsion is given by Carnegie( 3.30)t
L
T = 7T f {I ©2 + A (u 2 + v 2 + w2 ) } dz (3.12)2 J eg 1 1  ' 1
0
By writing kinetic energy in terms of centre of flexure 
coordinates, from Figure (3.2)
ui = u — Rcos(y + a' + 0) (3.13)
vi = v + R sin(y + a* + ©) (3.14)
Taking © to be very small then,
Rcos (y + a') = Rcos (y + a* + ©) = dx (3.15)
Rsin (y + a*) = Rsin (y + o ’ + ©) = d y (3.16)
By differentiating equations (3.15) and (3.16) with respect to 
time and inserting equations (3.4) and (3.5), we get
ui = u + d y  © (3.17)
vi = v + dx © (3.18)
- r  J •2 -2 -2 .2 2 2 . 2  I © + A(W + U +V ) + A(d + d ) © +eg 7 ' x y 7
2A(d u©) + 2A( d v©) 
y x
dz (3.19)
where
2 _ 2  _ 2  R = d + d 
x y
1 ^ = 1  + AR
cf eg
(3.20)
(3.21)
DEFLECTION FUNCTIONS
The approximate displacement functions, along the directions 
Which will be assumed that describe the displacement shape close 
enough to the true shape, can be express in general form as
r
Y = £ a r)1 (3.22)
i=l
Equation (3.22) can be written, for known degrees of freedon, as 
u = ai + a.2Z + a3Z2 + a4Z3 (3.23)
v = as + 3lqz + a7Z2 + a8Z3 (3.24)
w = ag + aioz (3.25)
e = a n  + a i2Z  ( 3 .26)
Equation (3.22) represents the relationship between the general 
displacement y and the generalised displacement amplitudes a's and 
can be written in matrix notation as
Y = [<t>](a} (3.27)
The displacement of the nodes are determined by substituting the
modal coordinates into the model. Hence the following matrix 
equation can be obtained
(q) = [C](a) (3.28)
or (a) = [C] 1{q) (3.29)
where {q} is the vector of nodal displacements.
Prom equations (3.27) and (3.29)
y - 1(q) (3.30)
[C] is 12 x 12 square matrix and is called the coefficient matrix 
which is given by Sabuncu(3 *40).
Now all the displacement functions can be expressed in matrix 
form, from equations (3.23- 3.26) as follows
u = [4>i3(a} (3-31)
v = [$2]{a} (3.32)
w = [4>3]{a} (3.33)
0 = [<i>4){a} (3.34)
Substituting equation (3.29) into equations (3.31-3.34) thus 
u = C<l>lKC]_1{q} (3.35)
3.2.6
3.2.6a
v = C0>2]CC]-1{q} (3.36)
W “ t<J>3lCC3-:L{q} (3.37)
e = (i>4Kcr1{q} (3.38)
FORMULATION OF THE STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES OF A BEAM ELEMENT
STIFFNESS MATRIX
Making use of sections (3.23) and (3.2-s)and substituting the 
convenient variables into equations (3.2) and 3.3), the potential 
energy of a stationary blade in matrix form can be expressed as
El
1  5C5f T  — T  — 1
Vg = | — CC] [ks][C A]{q) (3.39)
and the potential energy due to rotation can be expressed in matrix 
form as
1 T —T —1
Vc ” r  — (q) 1C] [kj [C ]{q) (3.40)
Substituting equations (3.39) and(3.^<?) into equation (3.1), the 
total stiffness matrix of a rotating pretwisted asymmetrical aerofoil 
cross-section blade can be obtained.
For [ks3 and [kr3 as given by Sabuncu(3•4®).
3 .2. 6b MASS MATRIX
Again making use of sections (3.2*3)and (3.2-5)and substituting 
the convenient variables into equation (3.19), the kinetic energy of 
a beam element becomes
T - {q)T [C]”1 [m] [C-1] (q) (3.41)
For [m] as given by Sabuncu(3 •40)
3.2.1 SOLUTION OF THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
The aim of this analysis is to find the eigenvalues and 
corresponding eigenvectors of the blade under consideration.
Noting from previous sections that the total potential energy is 
a function of the generalised displacements, and the kinetic energy 
is a function of the derivative with respect to time of the 
generalised displacements, from Lagrange's equation
dV d dT . .
= (Q) (3.42)d{q} dt d{q)
Equation (3.42) gives rise to the eigenvalue problem 
[[K] - p2 CM]] (q) = o (3.43)
Equation (3.43) is the equation of the free vibration of the 
beam. Where [K] and [M] are the assembled stiffness and mass 
matrices of the beam.
The assembly procedure can be carried out very easily by a 
simple computer program to form the above mentioned matrices to get 
the necessary convergence.
The number of degrees of freedom will be increased during the 
assembly procedure as the number of the di scr.etized elements 
increases.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter the vibrations of cantilever blades having 
asymmetric pretwisted aerofoil cross-section are investigated, which 
show the effects of rotation and pretwist on the natural frequencies 
together with different mode shapes of the vibrating blade.
The coordinates of the shear centre, centroid and area of 
cross-section were calculated with the aid of numerical integration 
of a given cross-section of the blade bounded by a number of points 
in the x and y directions.
The validity and accuracy of the analysis developed here have 
been assessed by comparing these results with the results of other 
investigators.
A comparison has been made in Table (3.1) for the frequencies of 
the first four modes of a uniform pretwisted blade experiencing 
coupled bending-bending vibration for which experimental results has 
been obtained by carnegie(3.7) and theoretical results by 
Subrahmanyam(3 •I3 ) using Reissner methods. Good agreement has been 
shown between the present finite element method and the other two 
methods.
Table (3.2) shows a comparison between the present Finite 
Element Method and Galerkin and experimental methods of 
SubrahmanyamC3.37) Qf a rotating straight blade. Good agreement 
between the results is found. This table also shows the change of 
frequencies of five modes during the rotation of the blade. An 
increase in the frequencies at higher speed is significant due to the
Stitrenmg or tne ciaae oy m e  ceircrnugai rorce except tux. tiie 
torsional frequencies which are not affected by the rotation. Thus 
it can be concluded that the effect of rotation is more significant 
on the first uncoupled or coupled bending mode and that the effect on 
higher modes decreases. The uncoupled and coupled torsional modes 
are not greatly affected by rotation.
If the blade is pretwisted more coupling would be introduced. 
Tables (3.3-3.6) show the effect of pretwist on the non-dimensional 
frequency parameter coa2-/pt/D , which is a traditional one used for
flat plates, of vibrating blade having different aspect ratio and
different width to thickness ratio. The most important effect of 
pretwist is to increase the frequencies of the torsional modes
considerably as shown in the fifth mode of Table (3.3). Less
significant changes occur in the bending frequencies. A comparison 
between Tables (3.3 and 3.4) and (3.5 and 3.6) indicates that as the 
thickness increases the frequency parameter of the higher modes 
decrease very rapidly. This is prob ably because vibration modes 
which involve predominantly chordwise bending are completely missed 
for small thickness blades. Moreover as the thickness decreases the 
difference between the flexural rigidities increases and the coupling 
becomes stronger in addition to the coupling due to the pretwist 
angle.
With low aspect ratio (a/b), a comparison between Tables (3.3 
and 3.5) and Tables (3.4 and 3.6) one can see that another second 
mode frequency appears for (a/b) equals one and shifts the 
frequencies of higher modes when (a/b) equals three due to plate 
effects and because the frequency parameter used contains (a), so 
when (a) is high for high aspect ratio higher frequency parameters 
are obtained.
A general study of Tables (3.3-3.6) indicates . a very little 
increase in frequency parameter of the first mode with higher 
pretwist angle. This is due to coupling between bending in the yy 
and xx directions with a torsional movement. The frequency parameter 
of the second mode is decreased largely with the increase of pretwist 
angle. Therefore, at zero pretwist, the vibrational movement can be 
considered as pure bending in the yy direction. The decrease in 
frequency with pretwist is also caused by coupling between bending in 
the yy and xx directions with no torsional displacement. The third 
mode has exactly identical behaviour to that of the fundamental 
bending mode. A large decrease in frequency parameter of the fourth 
mode can be noticed which is similar to that of the second mode of 
vibration. The torsional frequencies are typically low for small 
pretwist angles and too large for the higher modes at large pretwist 
angles as can be seen in mode five of Table (3.3).
Effect of rotation on the natural frequencies of vibration of 
the first five modes of pretwisted aerofoil cross-section cantilever 
blade is shown in Figure (3.3). The pretwist angle and stagger angle 
used were 45 amd 60 degrees respectively. Other physical properties 
are given in Table (3.1). A general increase in the natural 
frequency of vibration of the coupled and uncoupled bending modes is 
obvious. It can be seen that the coupling effect is increased at 
higher speeds. This is natural due to the stiffening effect of the 
higher centrifugal force, the strongest of which is between the 
second and the third mode. The fourth mode here is a torsional mode 
and it is not greatly affected by the rotational conditions.
In Figure (3.4) a further study of the effect of pretwist angle
on the natural frequency of vibration of a cantilever blade of
pretwisted aerofoil cross-section. Other physical properties are
given in Table (3.1). As explained earlier there is a slight change
in natural frequencies of first mode although it is not clear on the
graph. For the second mode of vibration the frequency is decreasing
with the increase of pretwist, this is caused by the coupling between
bending in the yy and xx directions with no torsional movement. A
strong coupling between the third mode and the fourth mode is clear
in Figure (3.^f) at 40 pretwist angle. As the pretwist angle
thir* . increasei a considerable increase in the natural frequency 
o M*rcf /n ac/c
Ais evident. The motion consists of bending in the xx and yy 
directions coupled with torsion. As the pretwist angle increases the 
natural frequency of the fourth mode increases. The motion consists 
of bending in the yy and xx directions coupled with torsion. For the 
fifth mode, with the increase in pretwist angle a change in natural 
frequency occurs. The motion consists of bending in both yy and xx 
directions coupled with torsion and bending in the direction is 
predominant.
The coupled bending-bending-torsional mode shapes obtained for 0 
rpm and 5000 rpm speeds of rotation are presented in Figures (3.5- 
3.14) for 45 degrees pretwisted blade. Other physical properties are 
given in Table (3.1). A comparison between rotating and non-rotating 
cases indicates that there are no large changes in the shapes of the 
displacements and slopes. There are slight changes in the amount of 
displacement due to the increase of the stiffness properties due to 
centrifugal effects. Inspection of Figures (3.5) and (3.10), for the 
first mode indicates that the motion in the yy direction is 
predominent whereas the torsional displacement © and the longitudinal
displacement w are almost zero. The motion in the xx direction 
• The large displacement of the mode shape of the second mode 
is in the xx direction as can he seen from Figures (3.6) and (3.11). 
The component in the yy direction is also large compared with the 
component in the xx direction of the first mode. The torsional 
displacement this time is much larger whereas the lonitudinal 
displacement is also zero. For the third and fourth modes as can be 
seen from Figures (3.7 and 3.12) and (3.8 and 3.13), the predominent 
relative amplitude is the torsional displacement whereas the 
displacements in the xx and yy directions share the same magnitude 
with different directions. From Figures (3.9) and (3.14) it can be 
seen that the predominent motion is in the xx direction where the 
bending displacement u is maximum. The relative amplitude v of the 
yy direction motion is also high compared with that of the lower 
modes.
YIt can be concluded that the modes of v; ibation of pretwisted 
asymmetrical aerofoil cross-section blades are of the coupled 
bending-bending-torsional type. The coupling with torsion is very 
small in the first and second modes of vibration and could be
ii
neglected. However, the third and forth modes in particular, and the
fifth mode to a lesser extent, are complex modes of vibration with
bending motion in the yy and xx directions coupled with torsion. When
the beam vibrates in the plane of rotation, a destabilizing (i.e.,
frequency reducing) body force arises due to the local component of
circumferential displacement. However, inasmuch as the radially
directed compoent must also exist simultaneously, and is more
significant than the circumferential component, the resulting
greater tkan
frequencies are: (a) A for the nonrotating case, but (b) less than 
for vibrations perpendicular to the plane of rotation.
Frequencies of all the bending and torsional inodes are increased by 
the radial body force components and decreased by the circumferential 
components, the lower frequencies more than the higher ones, and the 
torsional ones more than the bending ones. These results were 
demonstrated by Carnegie, Stirling and Fleming(3 • ) .
TABLE 3.1
Comparison of Coupled Bending-Bending Frequencies (HZ): 
Pretwisted Uniform blade
The following numerical data has been used:
L = 6.0 in
A 0.068 in2
*XX = 26.2027 X 10“6 in4
Iyy = 56.667 X 10“4 in4
pretwist angle 45°
E = 30 x 106 psi
P = 0.284 lb/in3
dx = 0.0
dy = 0.0
MODE NATURAL FREQUENCY (HZ)
NUMBER Present Finite Element 
(8 Elements)
Reissner Method 
SubrahmanyanC 3.13)
Experimental Results 
Carnegie( 3*7)
1 62.09 62.06 59.0
2 305.70 305.30 290.0
3 951.20 951.40 920.0
4 1222.40 1222.30 1110.0
TABLE 3.2
Comparison of Coupled Bending-Torsion Frequencies 
of Rotating Blade
numerical data has been used:
L . — 8.0 in
A = 0.36 in2
dx = 0.117 in
dy = 0.0
*xx = 2.408 X 10-3 in4
I y y = 4.887 X 10“2 in4
P = 0.283 lb/in3
C = 1.108 x 105 lb in2/rad
E - 30 x 106 psi
R — 6.0 in
Stagger Angle =90 o
SPEED OF 
ROTATION 
(RPM)
MODE
NUMBER NATURAL FREQUENCY ( HZ)
Present Finite Element 
(8 Element)
Galerkin 
Process 
Subrham (3.37)
Experimental 
Results 
SubrhamC 3.37)
1 144.7 144.7 142
2 906.9 904.5 891
0.0 3 1702.2 1700.0 -
4 2539.0 2525.0 2450
5 5306.0 5123.0 -
1 169.4 170.2 165
2 929.8 928.5 914
3500 3 1702.7 1700.0 -
4 2563.0 2550.0 2475
5 5306.2 5123.0 -
TABLE 3.3
Effect of pretwist angle on frequency parameter
of a cantilever beam having the dimensions
a b- = 3 - = 20
b t
MODE ooa2-/pt/D
NUMBER
Pretwist Angle (degree)
0.0 15.0 30.0 45.0 60.0
1 3.3538 3.3569 3.3657 3.3801 3.3998
2 21.019 20.374 18.78 16.87 15.04
3 33.454 33.509 33.51 33.51 33.51
4 58.85 57.76 55.85 53.79 51.56
5 67.08 70.09 77.02 85.67 93.66
6 100.37 101.82 101.8 101.83 101.84
7 115.33 115.67 115.98 116.96 120.0
8 167.37 174.04 174.05 174.07 174.09
9 190.65 191.99 192.52 193.18 193.49
10 234.7 252.73 252.74 252.76 252.79
TABLE 3.4
Effect of pretwist angle on frequency parameter 
of a cantilever beam having the dimensions
MODE o>a2/pt/D
NUMBER
Pretwist Angle (degree)
0.0 15.0 30.0 45.0 60.0
1 3.354 3.356 3.364 3.377 3.395
2 16.77 16.05 14.75 13.41 12.22
3 17.4105 17.43 17.43 17.43 17.43
4 21.0194 21.97 23.98 26.41 29.04
5 52.2359 52.98 52.98 52.99 51.86
6 58.8552 58.28 56.65 54.38 52.99
7 77.8615 77.98 77.98 77.98 77.98
8, 87.1062 90.57 90.57 90.57 90.57
9 105.0965 105.99 108.01 108.96 107.82
10 115.3327 115.46 115.57 117.72 122.56
TABLE 3.5
Effect of pretwist angle on frequency parameter 
of a cantilever beam having the dimensions 
a b
- = l - = 20
b t
MODE wa2ypt/D
NUMBER Pretwist Angle (degree)
0.0 15.0 30.0 45.0 60.0
1 3.3538 3.357 3.365 3.380 3.3998
2 11.1514 11.169 11.169 11.169 11.169
3 21.0195 20.375 18.786 16.875 15.047
4 33.4573 33.94 33.94 33.94 33.94
5 55.7919 57.766 55.85 53.79 51.566
6 58.8553 58.014 58.01 58.014 58.014
7 67.0809 70.09 77.02 84.24 84.24
8 78.2371 84.24 84.24 85.67 93.66
9 100.95 103.98 103.98 103.98 103.98
10 103.8153 113.2 113.2 113.2 113.2
TABLE 3.6
Effect of pretwist angle on frequency parameter 
of a cantilever beam having the dimensions
MODE toa2-/pt/D
NUMBER Pretwist Angle (degree)
0.0 15.0 30.0 45.0 60.0
1 3.354 3.3566 3.364 3.377 3.395
2 5.803 5.81 5.8127 5.8127 5.812
3 16.77 16.05 14.734 13.415 12.22
4 17.411 17.66 17.663 17.663 17.66
5 21.0195 21.97 23.985 25.995 25.995
6 25.9538 25.995 25.995 26.41 29.04
7 29.035 30.1918 30.191 30.19 30.19
8 40.7159 43.84 43.84 43.84 43.84
9 52.536 58.28 56.65 54.38 51.86
10 58.8553 58.91 58.91 58.91 58.91
Centroid
Section at d is tance
te r - o f - f l e x u r e
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FIG. 3.1: GEOMETRICAL CONFIGURATION OF A BLADE CROSS-SECTION
Xoce.g.
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CHAPTER 4
VIBRATION OF ROTATING RECTANGULAR 
CROSS-SECTION CURVED BEAM
INTRODUCTION
One of the ways of limiting vibration amplitude to meet life 
expectancy of turbomachinery is the incorporation of shrouds on the 
tips of the turbine blades, although they also provide a sealing 
function. This phenomena alters the vibration characteristics of the 
blades? therefore avoids some of the dangerous resonant frequencies 
of single blades and reduce the stresses induced in the blades by 
excitation under gas and dynamic forces. In some cases a certain 
number of blades are grouped together by a shroud to form a packet of 
blades (also known as bucket of blades or cascade of blades). To 
increase the damping capacity a lacing wire is used around the blades 
and the blades are mounted somewhat loosely on the disc.
In the flexural vibrations of a curved beam the central line of 
the unde: formed beam is assumed to be a plane curve and its plane a 
principal plane of the beam at each point. Hence the uncoupling of 
the in-plane and the out-of-plane vibrations of a complete or 
incomplete ring, would be obtained. These two types of vibration 
problem of complete and incomplete rings have been the subject of 
interest of several investigators, due to its importance in many 
practical applications. ArcherC4*1 ) used the classical equations of 
motion to study the in-plane vibrations of an incomplete circular 
ring of small cross-secion with subtended angles between rr and 2tt.
the
Volterra and Morell(4 *2 ) applied/\Rayleigh-Ritz method to find the
lowest natural frequencies of hinged elastic arcs having the centre lines in 
the forms of a circle, a cycloid, a catenary and a parabola and vibrating 
either in the plane of the initial curvature or in the plane perpendicular to 
the plane of the initial curvature of the arcs. Volterra and Morell(4*3) 
again used^Rayleigh-Ritz method to obtain the lowest natural frequencies of 
the same arc in reference(4*2) but with clamped ends and vibrating outside 
the plane of initial curvature of the arc. 0 j a l v o ( 4 . 4 )  used the classical 
beam theory to study the vibrations of coupled out-of-plane bending and 
twisting incomplete rings with clamped ends. Using Hamilton's principle, he 
developed the dynamic equations of an element of a circular arc including the
th<-
effects of linear viscous damping. N e l s o n ( 4 . 5 )  used A Ray le igh-Ritz method to 
study the in-plane vibration of a simply supported circular: ring segment. 
Frequency equations are obtained in the form of infinite series. W a s h i z u ( 4 . 6 )  
developed an approximate theory for the vibrations of curved and twisted 
slender beams. On the derivation of governing equations the effects of 
torsion and transverse shear deformation have been taken into account. Ojalvo 
and N e w m a n ( 4 . 7 )  predicted the inplane and out-of-plane frequencies of 
clamped-clamped ring segments and presented , design charts to determine the 
frequencies for four modes of vibration. C u l v e r ( 4 . 8 )  studied the exact 
lateral vibration of a thin curved beam. For the simply supported beam he 
assumed that the normal stresses resulting from bending and torsional warping 
are zero at the support. He also usedARayleigh-Ritz method to obtain the 
approximate frequencies with other boundary conditions. W e b s t e r ( 4 . 9 )  
obtained the exact lowest natural frequencies of uniform rectangular curved 
panels with simply supported edges. He also used a general energy method to 
study the problem with other boundary conditions. By using the flexibility 
method, R e d d y ( 4 . 1 0 )  found the frequencies of lateral vibration of plane 
curved bars by making a lumped mass approximation. Chang and Volterra( 4.11) 
obtained the first four natural frequencies of elastic arcs, with built-in 
ends, which vibrate in a plane perpendicular to that of the initial curvature
of the arcs where the centre lines of the arcs were in the forms of circles, 
cycloids, catenaries and parabolas. The Rayleigh-Ritz method was used by 
Culver and oestelC4 *12) to find the approximate natural frequencies of 
horizontally curved girders used in bridge construction. However, this 
investigation has not dealt with the problem in its general form. Rao and 
Sundararajan(4 *13) studied the in-plane inextensional vibrations of a free 
ring and included the secondary effect of shear deformation and rotary 
inertia in their analysis. Rao(4.14) used Hamilton's principle to develop 
the differential equation for the coupled bending and torsional vibration of 
a curved beam including the effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia. 
Petyt and Fleischer(4.15) used the finit element method to investigate three 
sets of displacement functions of radial vibrations of a curved beam. A 
comparison has been made between the three models and the one with the cubic 
polynomial for the two displacements was found to be superior. AhmedC 4.16) 
studied the in-plane vibrations of a curved sandwich beam and applied three 
different shape functions. He has concluded that even for the prediction of 
the natural frequencies of a curved sandwich beam Petyt and Fleischer's(4.15)
ijkx
function was superior among the others. Sabir and Ashwell(4 •17) usedAfinite 
element method to compare four shape functions of* curved beam vibrating in 
its plane. They have found that the shape function based on siirqple strain 
functions was better than any other shape function. Coupled bending and 
torsional out-of-plane vibrations of* curved beam by the method of finite 
elements have been studied by Davis, Henshell and Warburton(4 *18). The 
effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia cire allowed for in their 
analysis. Their method can be restricted to thin beams by excluding the 
effects of shear deformation and rotary inertia from the stiffness and mass 
matrices. Davis, Henshell and Warburton(4 •19) again used the same procedure
as in reference(4 *18) but for the in-plane vibrations of curved beam.
IthK.
C h e n ( 4 * 2 0 )  used A wave propagation technique to study the vibration
an
characteristics ofout-of-plane multispan curved beam based upon the use of
the dynamic three-moment equation. Thomas and Wilson(4.21) used straight 
beam finite elements to get a satisfactory solution for the analysis of curved 
beams but required a large number of elements and the convergence was very 
slow. Petyt and Fleischer(4 *22) applied the finite element method to 
determine frequencies and inodes ofacurved beam with six equally spaced hinged 
supports. They also carried out experimental investigation to confirm their 
previous theoretical w o r k , 15). Bickford and Strom(4.23) developed two 
transfer matrices for in-plane and out-of-plane vibration of a constant 
curvature curved beam. The formulation of the transfer matrix was done by 
using equations of motion that incorporated the following quantities: shear 
deformation, extensional deformation, rotary inertia and the dislocation of
tii
the centroidal and neutral axis. Wang( 4.24) used A Rayleigh-Ritz method to 
predict the natural frequency of out-of-plane vibration for a clamped 
elliptic arc. KirkhopeC4.25) used the energy method to derive the dynamic 
stiffness matrices which describe the out-of-plane coupled bending- 
torsion-shear vibration of thick circular rings. He assessed his work by 
comparison of calculated frequencies with experimental data for rings of both 
circular and rectangular cross-sections. Suzuki, Aida and TakahashiC4.26) 
studied the free out-of-plane vibration of arcs and curved beams on the basis 
of the classical beam theory. A study has been made for symmetric arc bars 
with clamped ends having the centre lines in the form of ellipses, sines, 
catenaries, hyperbolas, parabolas and cycloids. Irie, Yamada and 
Takahashi(4 *27) studied the free out-of-plane vibrations of arcs based on the 
Timoshenko beam theory in which both the rotary inertia and shear deformation 
are taken into account by use of the transfer matrix approach. They have 
applied their method to bars of linearly, parabolically and exponentially 
varying rectangular cross-section, and the effects of the varying 
cross-section and slenderness ratio are studied. Wang, Nettleton and
KeitaC 4 «28) determined the natural frequencies of continuous curved beams
til
vibrating out of their initial plane of curvature using\general equation of
motion. The general dynamic slope-deflection equations for horizontally 
circular curved members in terms of rotation, angle of twist and vertical 
displacement, have been derived. Suzuki and TakahashiC4 *28) studied the free 
out-of-plane vibration of arcs based on the Timoshenko beam theory in which 
both the rotary inertia and shear deformation are taken into account. They 
obtained the natural frequencies and mode shapes of symmetric catenary, 
parabola and cycloid curved bars with clamped ends. They solved the 
equations of vibration by a series solution. Irie, Yamada and Takahashi(4 *30) 
used the transfer matrix approach to determine the steady state out-of-plane 
response of a Timoshenko curved beam with internal damping. The neutral, 
axis being expressed by an arbitrary function, in response to a sinusoidally 
varying force or moment. The method is applied to free-clamped non-uniform 
beams with circular, elliptical., catenary and parabolical neutral axes. Wang 
and BrannenC 4.31) studied the natural out-of-plane vibrations of circular 
curved beams on elastic foundations. The frequency equation has been derived 
for« clamped-clamped curved beam and the effects of foundation and angle of 
curvature have been illustrated. Irie, Yamada and TanakaC4 *32) used the 
transfer matrix technique to study the free out-of-plane vibration of arcs 
with the effects of rotary inertia and shear deformation and for different 
boundary conditions. Irie, Yamada and Tanaka(4.33) calculated the natural 
frequencies of out-of-plane vibration based on the Timoshenko beam theory for 
uniform arcs of circular cross-section under vaxious combinations of boundary 
conditions. Irie, Yamada, and OkadaC4.34) used the transfer matrix technique 
to study the free vibration characteristics of a ring elastically supported 
at several points and vibrating out-of-its plane. The effects of the number 
and the stiffness of supports and the slenderness ratio of rings on the 
vibration characteristics were studied. Lecoanet and Piranda(4 *35) used 
Galerkin method to study the in-plane vibrations of circular rings with a 
radially variable thickness.
4.2 ANALYSIS
4.2.1 INTRODUCTION
This analysis is carried out for the case of vibration of 
in-plane and out-of-plane of a rectangular cross-section curved beam
til
usingAfinite element technique and ignoring secondary effects. The 
shape functions of the finite elements are derived for both planes of 
vibration.
Stiffening of the beam element due to the centrifugal force 
effect is taken into account.
It is known that if the mass and shear centres of a symmetric 
cross-section, i.e., square, rectangular, etc., coincide there is no 
coupling between torsion and bending modes* of vibration. This means 
that for a curved beam, although torsional and out-of-plane 
vibrations are coupled, in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations are 
independent of each other and can be examined separately. The 
in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations of the curved beam are combined 
together, later in this analysis, to form the vibrations of the 
curved beam in three directions. For curved beams with small 
width/thickness ratio, thin beam theory is applied.
4.2.2 IN-PLANE VIBRATION OF THE CURVED BEAM ELEMENT 
4.2.2a DEFLECTION FUNCTIONS
Curved finite element is developed, whose shape functions are
derived from independent polynomial expressions for the general 
strain rather than displacements. The necessity for the exact
representation of the rigid body displacement is then satisfied. Two 
deflection functions are used, given in r e f e r e n c e ( 4 . 1 7 )f based on the 
strain energy concept. In order to derive a satisfactory shape 
function, simple strain functions are assumed and the strain 
displacement functions are integrated. The rigid body displacements 
are represented by the displacement function. Prom Figure (4.1) the 
nodal degrees of freedom are V, W, and rotation of the tangent, given 
by SabuncuC4 *36)
9W v , - « %1 =  — -  -  —  (4.1)
ay R
£ach element has six degrees of freedom as follows
{qT)T = [V. W. i. V.,, W.,, i. ._■] (4.2)
L l i i l+l i+l i+l
For a curved beam the circumferential strain e3 and the change 
in curvature KZy in zy plane, are given by Belek(4 *37).
av , w , „  ^X—  + —  = e (4.3)
ay R s
1 a v  d w  , - \
—    —  =  K ( 4 . 4 )
R ay 2 zy
If <js = = 0 , equations (4.3) and (4.4) can be integrated to
give the complementary functions which represent the rigid body 
displacements.
4.2.2b
If s* 0 and * 0 , the following assumptions can be made,
a a
4 ^ 5 A € = «—  t ~—  <t>S R R
a6 a7 a8 2 a9 3
K = —  + —  0 + —  (t> + —  0
zy 2 2 2 2R R R R
(4.5)
(4.6)
Uniform strain and linear increase in curvature is assumed, hence 
using equations (4.5) and (4.6) and integrating these equations for W 
and V, the following functions are obtained.
W = ai cosct> + a2 sin«t> + a4 - a6<t> = [W*] (a) (4.7)
V = ai sin<t> + a2 cos<l> + a3 + as4> + V 2 a6<t>2 = [V*] (a) (4.8)
where, <t>
STRAIN ENERGY EXPRESSION
Strain energy of a curved beam element vibrating in its own 
plane is given by Belek(4.37)
Vsh =
1 T -T
5- t«Ji) tCj] J
fish
*
v*1 - wi/R
V*/R + W*
E I 
S XX
E A s s
v.11 -  w i/R
dy
V*/R
1
+ w*
I [C^ .3 1 {qi} (4.9)
Equation (4.9) can be written as
vsh - I  t c ^ t v
where
k i -
fish , T
V* - W*/R
V*/R + W*
E I 
S XX
E A s s
v*1 - wi/R
v*/R + w*
[3CX]
where
where
E I 
S XX
R“
0 0 
0
Symmetric
2 2 
Q = 12R /t
Cci 3 =
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
03 - 03 0
(3(1+2) £  
2
£
3
D = 2COS/3 - 2 + /3sini3 
B. = ( COS/3-1 )/D
"B4 B1 -“ 4 -B5 -Bi _RBs
- v B2 ^ 3 "B1 -B2 "“ I
B1 "B2 BB3 B1 B2 KBl
B4 -B3 RS4 B5 B1
B6 "B7 B6 B7
"B1 B2 "“ I -bi -B2 ■®1
(^
B_ =
sin/3/D
(1 - /3sin/3 - cos/3 )/D
B^ = (sin/3 - j0cosj3)/D
4.10)
dy
4.11)
.12)
4.13)
B5 = (/3 - sin0)/D
B6 = Bx 0/2
B? = B2 0/2
B8 ~  B6 + 1/B
b - b6 - 1/0
4.2.2C KINETIC ENERGY EXPRESSION
The kinetic energy expression of a curved beam under combined 
bending-bending displacements is given by Belek(4.37)
I T T  
T = —  fq } [C ] p A sh 2 lHIJ L IJ Hs a
V* V*
w* w*
. dy
CCj.] (4.14)
Equation (4.14) can be written as follows
Tsh - i  [cir l
(4.15)
-1 T
Where the coefficient matrix [C^ . ] and {q^} have been given in 
equations (4.13) and (4.2) respectively.
The matrix [m^ .] can be written as follows
4.2.3
4.2.3a
[Mj] p A R S S
/3 0 COS/3-1
/3 sin/3
Symmetric
sin/3 /3cos/3-sin/3 CO
1—cos/3 cos/3+/3s in/3-l Cl
/32/,
/33/. /34/,
(4.16)
20
/3'
where
Co = (/32 “ 4 ) cos/3/2 - 2/3sin/3 + 2
Cl = (/32 - 4) sin/3/2 + 2/3COS/3
OUT-OF-PLANE VIBRATION OF THE CURVED BEAM ELEMENT 
DEFLECTION FUNCTIONS
The out-of-plane curved beam element used in this analysis is 
given by Belek(4 *37), and is based on strain functions. The rigid 
body displacements are represented by the shape functions. The nodal 
degrees of freedom are U, 0 and the slope of U, Figure (4.1),
Each element has got six degrees of freedom and they can be
written as
{c j }T =[©. U. J. 0.,, a.,, (4.18)L i i x i+l i+l i+lJ
The strain displacement equations for a curved beam element 
vibrating out of its plane are given by B e l e k ( 4 . 3 7 )
1 9U , 90 , -  i . - » . . *<£_ = - —  —— + —— (Torsional strain) (4.19)
T R 9y 9y
k = - - %  (Curvature) (4.20)
xy „ 2 R9y
The strain displacement equations are integrated by making an
assumption of uniform torsional strain and linear increase in
curvature. Using equations (4.19) and (4.20) and integrating for U
and © , in order to satisfy the rigid body displacement € and k
t  xy
are equated to zero and the complementary solutions are obtained. 
Adding these to the particular solutions of equations ( 4 . 1 9 )  and 
( 4 . 2 0 ) ,  the complete shape functions are given by S a b u n c u ( 4 . 3 6 ) ,
U = aiRcos<l>+a2Rsin<t>+a3R-a4R4>-a6R4> = [U*] (a) (4.21)
0 = aicos«t>+a2Sin4>-a5-a64) = [©*]{a} (4.22)
y
where $ =
4.2.3b STRAIN ENERGY EXPRESSION
The strain energy of a curved beam vibrating in coupled bending 
and torsional mode, neglecting the secondary effects is given by 
BelekC4*37)
Vs h “
1 r ,Tr« -T
2 {q0}  ^0
/sh
e*/R + u*1
el - ui/R
T
E I
s yys
G J 
S XX
e*/R + oi1 ' —1
dy • tc0 ] (4.23)
ei - u*/R
Equation (4.. 23) can be written as
v3h - 5- (4.24)
where the matrix [ko] is given by
E I
s yy.
t v
0 0 
0
Symmetric C2®
0
0
0
o
J32/,
J33/.
(4.25)
where
C_ =
G J
s yy£
i i 
s yy.
The coefficient matrix [Co]-1 is given by
0 -0/R B2 0 Bx/R
0 b 5/R “B4 0 b 5/r
1 _ 0 b 4/r “B2 0 “Bx/R
1
/3
l/R/3 0 -l/R/3
-1 " B ^ R
2B1
B2 0
-1
Bx/R
-2B1
V/3 R/3 -B1 /3 R/3
where
D = 2-2COS/3-/3sin/3
Bi = (cos/3—1 )/D
= (/3cos/3-sin/3)/D
B3 = (sin/3-/3 )/D
B4 = (l-cos/3-/3sin/3)/D
B5 = sin/3/D
4.2.3C KINETIC ENERGY EXPRESSION
The kinetic energy of a curved beam undergoing combined bending 
and torsional displacements neglecting the rotary inertia effect is 
given by Belek(4•37),
1 T -T 
[C0J
T
u*
r\
0*R
P AS S
W
U* dy
©*R
(4.27)
Equation (4.27) can be written as follows
Tsh - f- lq0}T [Co] 1{qo 1 (4.28)
Where the degrees of freedom [qo)T and the coefficient matrix 
[Co]-1 have been given in equations (4.18) and (4.26) respectively, 
and the matrix [mo] is
t V P A Rs s
CA  C4M2
CA
Symmetric
sin/3 M_ —C_ sin/3 3 3 C4M3
M ' -C„ M_ C M5 6 3 5 4 6
/3 -0%  0 -P2/2 (4.29)
3 3 ,
p /3 0 /3 /3
C30 C /32/3 2
C /33/4 7 3
where
Mi = 0/2 + sin20/4
M2 = sin20/2
M3 = l-cos0 - psinp
M4 = p/2 - sin20/4
M5 = 1 - cos/3
Me = /3cos/3 - sin0
C4 = 1 + C3
INCREASE OF STRAIN ENERGY IN THE SHROUD DUE TO THE CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
The strain energy of the curved beam, acting as a shroud 
attached at the tips of the blades, is increased due to the action of 
the centrifugal force induced when the system rotating with a 
constant rotational speed of the disc. The strain energy in the 
shroud, due to the centrifugal force has been derived by 
Sabuncu(4 •36),
ik<-
Where Ag is A area of the shroud cross-section. If the width of 
the shroud is kept constant and integration is carried out along the 
thickness of the shroud, then this yields the increase in strain 
energy of the shroud.
Using the deflection functions given in equations (4.7) and 
(4.8) and substituting in equation (4.30) the strain energy of the 
shroud due to rotation can be written as follows
W  r
(4.31)
where
[k r] = x,[W ] + —  [ V  W ] + X rv ] L sfJ 1L rJ 2 L r rJ 3 L rJ
(4.32)
2 btX = - p w (i— - + 2bt) 1 Fs v12 '
2 btX = 0) p ---
2 s 24R
2 bt
X3 -  - “ (bt + 7 Z 2 512R
[W ] = 
r
C2S CS
C2S
Symmetric
0
-SI
/33/.
(4.33)
[V W ] = 
*• r r
-2CS C2S
2CS
Symmetric
c 2
-S Cl — - +S12
S2SI —  -Cl 
2
V / ,
2 3
/3 /2 /3 /,
[V 3 - 
L r
S2S -CS
C2
Symmetric
-S -SI
Cl
/32A
/33/, A
/35/20
The matrix [Cx]""1 is given in equation (4.13)
Where
C2S - | ( 0  + |  sin2j3)
CS = - (cos 2/3 - 1)
c =
4
sin/3
(4.34)
(4.35)
Cl = cos/3 -1 + /3sin/3
C2 = 2/3COS/3 + (j32-2) Sin/3
S2S = O  - ~  sin20)
S = - (cos/3 -1) 
SI = sin/3 - /3COS/3
2
S2 = 2/3sin/3 + 2 (cos/3 + 1) -/3 cos/3
The total strain energy of a rotating curved beam vibrating in 
its own plane is equal to the summation of strain energies of static 
and rotating cases and can be written, by using equations (4.10) and 
(4.31), as follows
V = |  {qI}T [C1 ]"T [kIC] [Cj] 1{q1) (4.36)
where
^ i c 1 - + i T -  Cksf]
S XX
s
COMBINATION OF THE STIFFNESS AND THE MASS MATRICES OF THE IN-PLANE 
AND OUT-OF-PLANE CURVED BEAM AND SOLUTION OF THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
To obtain the overall matrices which give the vibration of the 
curved beam in three directions the in-plane and out-of-plane curved 
beam element matrices are combined.
In-plane and out-of-plane curved beam stiffness and mass 
matrices can be obtained from equations (4.36), (4.24), (4.15) and
(4.28) respectively.
To form the combination of the matrices, in-plane mass and 
stiffness matrices can be written as follows
W  t-V ■ psAs *sh I CV (4-37)
„ I _ IE XX E xxS s S S 3 _ . - _ _ v
— 3----- [kic3 ~  P [kIC] (4-38>
R *sh
flsh
where , (3 =
Similarly, out-of-plane mass and stiffness matrices can be 
written as follows
ps V R 3 cm0 ] = pg Ag *sh3 I  I V  <4 -39>
I _ IE yy E yy
s s s s-— - [k ] = ■ ■ /3 [k ] (4.40)
R L 0 £ . L 0 J 'Sh
From equations (4.2) and (4.18) for the corresponding degrees of 
freedom of in-plane and out-of-plane curved beam element, the 
sequence of generalised coordinates are listed node by node according 
to the directions of the displacements with respect to the axis 
system we have
{qs)T - {<u)T (qo)T (4.4i>
or more explicitly
(qg)T _ [Wi Vi Ui ©i Ji ii Wi+1 Vi+l Oi+l ©i+l Ji+1 ii+l] (4.42)
The following assumptions are made for the normalisation of the 
stiffness and mass matrices
2 3
XX
In-plane and out-of-plane matrices are combined as follows
t V  -
~  1 E xx s s
si [*IC
1
] 1 0 
1
4
0
! S2
and
Mi t-tJ
1
I o
t v  “
p A £ . s s sh
0
1
\
! m2
Using equations (4.43) and (4.44) and
coefficient matrices derived earlier the final
stiffness and mass matrices of the rectangular
(4.43)
(4.44)
obtained.
Noting from foregoing equations that the strain energies are a 
function of the generalised displacement and the kinetic energies are 
a function of the derivative with respect to time of the generalised 
displacements, then from Lagrange *s equation
d V  d  d T  f VI A.C \= (Q) (4.45)d(q) dt d{q)
which gives rise to the following eigenvalue problem
[ C*s ] -  P2 t V  ] tq ) -  IQ)
On assembling the elements to form the curved beam and applying 
the boundary conditions {Q} becomes zero. Hence
[K - p2M] {q} = 0 (4.46)
Equation (4.46) is the equation of the free vibration of the curved 
beam. Where [K] and [M] are the assembled stiffness and mass 
matrices of the curved.beam vibrating in three directions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Vibration characteristics of a fixed-fixed rotating rectangular 
curved beam have been studied in this chapter. The effect of 
different subtended angle, rotation speed and thickness variation was 
analysed. A comparison between this investigation and other 
investigators results was carried out.
In Table (4.1) a convergence study has been investigated with 
the increasing number of elements for the first nine modes of 
vibration of a fixed-fixed curved beam. As can be seen from the 
table, the frequencies of vibration of the fundamental mode have 
converged for five elements. The frequencies of A second and third 
modes of vibration converged for seven elements. Therefore it can be 
concluded that for the higher modes more number of elements are 
required for convergence.
A comparison was carried out in Table (4.2) of frequency
parameter of a fixed-fixed curved beam having three different
subtended angles. There is good agreement between the present finite
element method and the results of the /classical theory used by 
-£Aa. €(tr*\4r>£. /r\£fhoQ tA-SCd b>\£,
Rao(4 . 1 4 ) ^  Belek(4 . 3 7 )  and^Sabuncu(4 . 3 6 )  with one internal node. The 
effect of rotary inertia and rotary inertia and shear deformation 
studied by R a o ( 4 . 1 4 )  iS obvious in columns one and two of Table 
( 4 . 2 ) .  It can be seen from the table that extra modes appear in the 
higher modes of Belek's(4 . 3 7 ) analysis, Sabuncu's a n a l y s i s ( 4 . 3 6 )  and 
present analysis as the subtended angle increases due to the effect 
of torsional vibration. For the three subtended angles studied 
( 1 8 0 ° ,  2 7 0 °  and 3 6 0 ° )  it can be concluded that higher frequency
parameters are associated with the stiff beams.
In Table (4.3) the frequencies of a cantilevered curved beam are
given and compared with the results of Sabuncu(4.36). The lowest 
't/in­
frequencies ofApresent analysis might be caused by the higher number
of elements inspite of the incorporation of A internal node as in
reference (4.36).
7fje effect of subtended angle on natural frequencies of fixed-fixed 
curved beam has been studied. Tabulated and graphical results are 
given in Table (4.4) and Figures (4.2) and(4.3) respectively for two 
different beam thicknesses .Decrease 
the stiffness . while the mass matrix remains unchanged; this
has the effect of increasing natural frequencies. That is why, as 
can be seen from Table (4.4) and Figures (4.2) and (4.3), as the 
subtended angle increases there is a decrease in natural frequencies 
for any mode of vibration. Another phenomenon can be concluded from 
this study that the natural frequency has a greater variation for 
higher subtended angles, because stiffer systems are associated with 
wider spacings between modal frequencies. A comparison between 
Figures (4.2) and (4.3) indicates that as the thickness increases the 
natural frequencies increase.
Effect of rotation on the natural frequencies of vibration of 
the first seven inodes of a fixed-fixed rectangular curved beam is 
shown in Table (4.5) for a beam with subtended angle of 180° and 
Figures (4.4) and (4.5) which have a subtended angle of 45 degrees 
and different thicknesses of 0.1 inches and 0.22 inches respectively. 
It can be seen that there is a general increase in frequency for the 
first four modes with rotational speed due to stiffening effect. The 
natural frequency of the fifth mode is almost constant because this 
mode is a torsional mode. The sixth and seventh modes frequencies
subtext*/ o\Aa It tends to increase
are decreasing with the speed of rotation. Thus it can be concluded 
that the effect of rotation is more significant on the lower modes 
and that the effect on beam vibration higher modes decreases. The 
torsion modes are not greatly affected by rotation for the b'fCti^ . 
From Figures (4.4) and (4.5) it can also be concluded that high 
frequencies are associated with thicker curved beams.
Variation of curved beam frequency with its thickness is shown 
in Figures (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) for the first six modes when the 
subtended angle is 25, 40 and 55 degrees respectively. Other
physical properties are given in Table (4.1). As can be seen from 
these figures that the higher the subtended angle the less the 
frequencies and the frequency is increasing with the increase of the 
thickness.
The coupling between the modes is obvious at certain values of 
the thickness depending upon the angle of curvature.
In Figure (4.6) when the angle is 25° the coupling between the 
first two modes occur between 0.12 inches and 0.14 inch thickness 
whereas a strong coupling between second mode and third mode when the 
thickness is 0.18 inches. When the beam thickness is between 0.04 
and 0.08 inches (numerical instability is obtained when the thickness 
is less than 0.04 in) the coupling is clear between third and fourth 
modes and between fourth and fifth modes when the thickness is 0.04 
inches. Double coupling is occuring between fifth and sixth modes of 
vibration when the thickness is 0.08 and 0.22 inches respectively.
When the subtended angle is 40° as shown in Figure (4.7) there 
are different positions of coupling between the vibrating modes. The 
strong coupling this time is at beam thickness of 0.18 inches between 
first and second modes. The coupling between second and third modes 
occurs when the beam thickness is 0.1 inches. A double coupling 
between fourth and fifth modes when the thicknesses of the beam are 
between 0.1 and 0.12 inches and between 0.22 and 0.24 inches 
respectively. When the thickness is 0.15 inches a coupling between 
fifth and sixth modes can be noticed in the figure.
The same phenomenon happens between first and second modes and 
between second and third modes when the subtended angles are 40° and 
55° as shown in Figures (4.7) and (4.8) respectively. The coupling 
between fourth and fifth modes of Figure (4.8) occurs when the 
thickness of the beam is 0.14 inches. There is double coupling 
between fifth and sixth modes when the beam thicknesses are 0.1 and 
0.2 inches respectively.
It can be concluded from the above discussion that; the natural.
A
frequency of vibration of^curved beam is decreasing with the increase 
the s. iA.bte*\de<\ angle v the rotational speed raise all bending
frequencies but the torsional frequencies are not greatly affected, 
the coupling between the modes of vibration is obvious at certain 
beam thicknesses and the frequency is increasing with the increase of 
thickness of the beam.
TABLE 4.1
Convergence study of fixed-fixed curved beam.
The following data was used in the analysis 
Es = 30 x 106 lb/in2
p = 0.285 lb/in3
b = 0.345 in
t = 0.0625 in
R = 14 in
Angle = 180°
FREQUENCY (Hz)
<H +->-------------------------------- — --------------------------------
O MODE OF VIBRATIONS
O iH 
55 w 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
■■■■am .««— «.
2 17.43 31.0 118.0 1802.0 2311.0 3065.0
3 13.2 30.9 35.0 73.0 78.0 224.0 457.0 2011.0 2305.0
4 13.0 24.0 29.0 62.0 77.9 106.0 144.0 177.0 366.8
5 12.9 22.3 28.8 54.0 71.6 93.8 144.0 153.6 215.0
6 12.9 21.3 28.6 53.6 67.8 83.0 133.7 148.8 187.0
7 12.9 20.7 28.5 53.0 65.6 82.7 120.0 144.6 178.5
TABLE 4.2
Comparison of Natural Frequencies of Circular 
arch with Fixed-Fixed End Conditions
The following data was used in the analysis
E l  /G J = 1.0 k = 0.833 b/t = 1.0 b/R = 0.5 S yy s xx-* ** CS CS
o
iH
A = P V t D A R / E l  g 
S S S YYS'
R |j 
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Mode
Number
ESSS3SS8
RaO.S.S (4.14)
Belek sabuncu Present
Rotary
Inertia
BSBSSaiBSSSSSSS
Rotary 
Inertia 
and shear 
Deformation
Classical
Theory
(4.37) 
D.o.f.
(21)
KSSSBSSSSSSS2S3
(4.36) 
with 
one internal 
node 
3 elements
Analysis
4
elements
1 1.769 1.647 1.839 1.802 1.8 1.83
2 4.778 4.178 5.305 5.009 5.0473 5.1
Ti - - - 7.086 7.073 8.14
180 3 9.360 7.701 11.108 10.188 10.1658 10.488
t 2 - - - 11.741 11.6461 12.68
4 14.841 11.676 19.006 16.764 - 17.6
1 0.747 0.729 0.758 0.758 0.754 0.742
2 1.888 1.758 2.000 1.946 1.969 1.977
270 3 3.997 3.624 4.406 4.208 4.234 4.289
Ti - - - 5.944 5.236 7.11
4 6.778 4.898 7.822 7.340 7.446 7.58
1 0.433 0.424 0.438 0.438 0.4355 0.4
2 0.918 0.887 0.952 0.944 0.9576 0.958
360 3 2.005 1.892 2.137 2.087 2.1193 2.129
4 3.661 3.312 3.965 3.829 3.916 3.92
TABLE 4.3
Comparison of out-of-plane Frequencies 
for a curved Cantilever Beam
The following numerical data was used in the analysis
As = 0.5 x 0.5 in2
R = 10 in
Angle = 270°
ES = 107 psi
Gs = 3.6 X 106 psi
Ps = 0.1 lb/in3
Mode
NATURAL FREQUENCY (Hz)
Number Sabuncu (4.36) Present Analysis
(3 elements) (6 elements)
1 9.69 8.86
2 23.08 22.03
3 70.21 67.3
4 175.97 169.8
TABLE 4.4
Variation of the natural Frequencies 
of fixed-fixed curved beam with 
angles of curvature
Number of elements = 4
For Numerical data see Table 4.1
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MODE OF VIBRATION
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
30 660 1171 1257 2144 2497 3544 3715
60 159 296 300 617 838 997.8 1661
90 67 124 130.9 269.8 351 442 707
120 35 65 71.5 148 187.9 246 370
150 20.6 38.7 44 92 115 155 221
180 13 24.6 29.2 62 77.9 106 144 .
TABLE 4.5
Variation of the natural Frequencies 
of fixed-fixed curved beam with 
speed of rotation
Angle = 180°
Number of elements = 7
For physical properties refer to Table 4.1
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 12.9 20.7 28.5 53 65.5 82.7 120
1000 16.8 17.3 20.7 48 65.5 79.7 118.3
2000 40.5 35.2 20.7 28.3 65.5, 69.5 112.76
3000 62.8 61.7 41.5 20.7t 48 65.5 I 102.8
4000 86 84.9 72 35 20.7 65.51 86.9
5000 109.8 107.6 97.9 76 20.7 60.6 65.5
6000 133 130 121 106.9 32.8 20.7 65.5
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FIG. 4.1: COORDINATE SYSTEM AND THE DISPLACEMENTS
OF THE CURVED BEAM FINITE ELEMENT
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FIG. 4.2: VARIATION OF THE NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST SUBTENDED
ANGLE FOR THE FIRST SIX MODES OF CLAMPED-CLAMPED CURVED 
BEAM
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FIG. 4.3: VARIATION OF THE NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST SUBTENDED
ANGLE FOR THE FIRST SIX MODES OF CLAMPED-CLAMPED CURVED
BEAM
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FIG. 4.4: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST SPEED OF ROTATION
FOR FIRST SIX MODES OF CLAMPED-CLAMPED CURVED BEAM
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FIG. 4.5: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST SPEED OF ROTATION
FOR FIRST SIX MODES OF CLAMPED-CLAMPED CURVED BEAM
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FIG. 4.6: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST THICKNESS FOR
FIRST SIX MODES OF CLAMPED-CLAMPED CURVED BEAM
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FIG. 4.7: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST THICKNESS FOR
FIRST SIX MODES OF CLAMPED-CLAMPED CURVED BEAM
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CHAPTER 5
VIBRATION OF PRETWISTED 
AEROFOIL ROTATING BLADE PACKET
INTRODUCTION
Practically the turbine blades are formed into packets by steel
bands. These bands are called shrouds when they are incorporated on
the tips of the turbine blades of many aero-engine gas turbines. The
shroud may be continuous, i.e., joining together all the blades in
one ring, or segmented such that only a group of adjacent blades are
interconnected. In the latter case, the blades are said to be
grouped in packets. One or more lacing wires may be inserted at
part-span on many fan and compressor stages or together with the
shrouds. The effect of such lacing wire on vibration is to tie the
a
blades together against pitch variation at the blades span especill y 
when the blades are considerably long. The lacing wire can also be 
used to introduce damping into the blade assembly. The flexural 
rigidity of the wire also increases restraint against angular 
deflection at that span and the mass of the wire introduces inertia. 
The lacing wires provide some disadvantages since they act as 
obstacles to the fluid flow and therefore they reduce the blades 
thermal efficiency. The shroud is favourable since it reduces the 
fluid spillage over blade tips. This spillage is considerable, 
especially at the earliest stages where large heat drops and pressure 
gradient are usually found. Using shrouding and (or) lacing, changes 
the free vibration characteristics, thus allowing for some 
flexibility to the designer in avoiding the dangerous resonant
frequencies of single blades. The dynamic stresses induced in the 
blades due to the exciting gas-dynamic forces can be reduced to a 
great extent by means of forming blade packets.
Many researchers have dealt with the problems using different 
approximate methods. Campbell and Heckman(5.1) studied the 
tangential vibration of steam turbine buckets experimentally. Later 
in 1927, Stodola(5.2) and in 1933, Sezawa(5 *3 ) studied the vibration 
of blade packets, but, due to the algebraic complexity of the 
equations, exact solutions were not sought. Prohl(5.4) has used 
Ac Holzer technique to calculate the nature frequencies and mode shapes 
of packeted blades. Smith(5.4) introduced a method for calculating 
the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a packet of parallel 
blades of uniform section, with the blades rigidly fixed at the roots 
and connected at the tips by a single shrouding strip attached to 
each blade. The effect of the shroud was assumed to induce shearing 
forces and bending moments at the blade tips. The shearing forces and 
bending moments were expressed in terms of the displacements and 
slopes of the shroud deflection curves. Both the blades and shroud 
have flexural rigidity but were assumed to be extensible. 
Consideration was also given to the effect of the introduction of a 
lacing wire into the shrouded packet. Reeman( 5.6) has studied 
experimentally the effects of a continuous co verband (shroud) on the 
vibrations of turbomachinery. , Jarrett and Wamer(5.7) used the
tkt
Myklestad' s(5 •8 ), adaptation of A Holzer's method and presented a 
numerical procedure to predict the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes of a rotating packet of blades. The blades were considered as 
tapered, twisted beams. Therefore, the coupling between the bending 
in the odgwioe and chordwise directions was considered. This 
procedure was later extended by ProhlC5 •9 ), who also modified the
process of computation to make it more applicable to digital 
computers. He applied his procedure to obtain the frequencies of a 
packet. In his analysis, the blades were considered fixed at their 
roots and the whole packet was idealized by stations of lumped 
masses, forces, and moments. Although the shear centre and centroid 
of the blade cross-section was assumed coincident, the axial and 
torsional vibrations were coupled through the shroud, whereas the 
tangential vibrations remained uncoupled. The same procedure has 
been used by Weaver and Prohl( 5.10) to obtain the various natural 
frequencies (tangential, axial, and torsional) of a banded group of 
buckets and the corresponding mode shapes and vibration-stress levels 
of medium height buckets which have high natural frequencies and 
which operate with full 360-degree-arc diaphr^jns. Singh and 
NandeeswaraiyaC 5.11) have analysed and obtained the natural 
frequencies of flexural vibration of shrouded turbine blades in the 
plane of the turbine disc and perpendicular to it on the basis of a 
rigidly jointed continuous framework. Deak and Baird(5 * 12) 
investigated the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a laced group 
of rotating steam turbine exhaust blades. In their analysis both 
flexural and torsional vibrations were considered. The bending 
moments, torsional moment, shearing force, flexural displacements, 
flexural slope and torsional displacement were taken as state vectors 
at the stations and by using the finite difference equations, which 
are derived from the differential equations of motion, the 
relationships between the state vectors at two adjacent stations were 
established. Reiger and MccallionC5 •13) used the finite difference 
method of analysis to obtain the natural frequencies of portal 
frames, but the modal shapes of the frames were determined 
experimentally. Makarov(5 •14) using a finite difference analysis 
studied the vibration of an assembly of staggered uniform blades on a
stiff disc with slack interlock shrouds. The interlock face was 
normal to the direction of flapwise motion and edgewise motion was
neglected. Rao(5.15) used the variational principle to derive
equations of motion for stationary packeted blades in tangential 
vibration. Hall and Armstrong( 5.16) extended Makarov•s work (5 •I4 ) 
to include edgewise bending vibration together with general interlock 
face angles using thin beam vibration theory. Sagendorph(5.17) used 
the finite element method to study the vibration characteristics of a 
mid-span shrouded fan blade. Experimental data obtained using 
holographic techniques are also presented. Two cases were
investigated, shrouds free and shrouds locked up. Beam type modes, 
as well as modes involving plate-like deformations were studied. 
Thomas and Belek(5.18) studied the free vibration characteristics of 
straight shrouded blade packets using the finite element method. The 
effects of various weight ratios, flexural rigidity ratios, and 
length ratio’s between the blades and shrouds on the frequencies of 
in-plane vibration of the packet were considered. They also showed 
that the in-plane vibration characteristics of a symmetric 
cross-section multibladed packet could be predicted from an
interference diagram of a two-bladed packet. Srinivasan, Lionberger 
and Brown( 5.19) investigated the dynamic behaviour of locking type 
laced fan blades which were assumed to be on a very stiff disc. The 
component mode procedure was applied to obtain the frequencies of the 
system. By introducing a particular type of viscous damping 
mechanism, the slip between the locking faces of the lacing was also 
accounted for. Salama and Petyt(5 *20) have used the finite element 
method to predict the natural frequencies and mode shapes of packets 
of blades. Only the tangential vibrations have been considered. 
They also extended their work to make use of A cyclic symmetry 
phenomenon. A packet of six shrouded blades was analysed. The
effect of certain parameters such as stiffness ratio, mass ratio, the
number of blades in the packet, the effect of rotation and the
position of the lacing wires have been studied. Thomas and
SabuncuC 5.21) have used the finite element method to study the
vibration characteristics of a rotating asymmetric cross-section
blade packet. The shroud was represented by a curved beam element 
re
and the blade wasApresented by a beam element. An internal node has 
been introduced which was found to make the convergence more rapid. 
The effect of various parameters such as the shroud thickness, shroud 
width, stagger angle, rotational speed, disc radius, and distance of 
shear centre from the centroid have been investigated. They have 
illujiatrated that from a simple model of a two-bladed packet, the 
vibration characteristics of a multi-bladed packet can be predicted 
with reasonable accuracy for the lower modes by drawing the 
interference diagram.
5.2 ANALYSIS
In the present chapter, in-plane and out-of-plane vibration of a 
rotating packet is considered. The blade is represented by a 
pretwisted aerofoil asymmetrical cross-section beam element, which 
represents the coupled bending-bending-torsion vibration, with six 
degrees of freedom at each of its two nodes. The shroud is 
represented by curved beam elements. The in-plane and out-of-plane 
displacements of the shroud are considered separately and then joined 
together to form a curved beam element undergoing motions in three 
directions with twelve degrees of freedom at its two nodes.
The derivation of the mass and stiffness matrices for blade and 
shroud elements is given in chapters three and four respectively, 
where these matrices are presented in an explicit form. The effect 
of rotation on the vibration characteristics is also given in the 
aforementioned chapters.
To ensure that the compatibility conditions are satisfied at the 
shroud-blade connections, the displacements in the local coordinates 
have to be converted to those in the global coordinates;
{qg} - CT]{q} (5.1)
This is done by the use of Transformation matrices which are 
given as follows:
0 0 0
0 [T^ 0 0
0 0 CTX] 0
0 0 0 [T^
where
C^] =
[T 1 
L 0£J
[T ] 
L 06
[T ] 
Oz
(5.3)
[T ] = [i m n ]
*•04: ox ox ox
[T__] = [fi m n ]L 06 oy oy oy
[T ] = [fi m n 3
L 0zJ oz oz ozJ
(5.4a)
(5.4b)
(5.4c)
They show the matrices of direction co sines of the 0£, 06, Oz 
directions measured in the global axis system as seen from Figure 
(5.1).
If 0 is the stagger angle of the blade as shown in Figure 5.1 
then the direction cosines of the blade element can be written as 
follows:
fiox = cosO mox = cos90 nox = cos90
fioy = cos 90 moy = cos(j> nQy = cos(90+4>) (5.5)
£o z = COS90 moz = cos( 90-<J>) n0z = coscJ>
Similarly the direction cosines for the shroud are written as
follows:
^ox = cos90 mox - cosO nox = cos90
floy = cosO moy = cos90 n0y = cos90 (5.6)
fioz = cos90 moz = cos90 noz = coslSO
Therefore, before assembling the blade and shroud matrices the 
transformation into the global axes system has to be made by using 
the well known transformation operation:
where suffix g stands for the global axes system.
These elements global stiffness matrix (kg) amd mass matrix (mg) 
can be assembled by q convenient method to get the packet system 
stiffness matrix (Kg) and mass matrix (Mg) comprising several 
elements. The dynamic stiffness relation for the packet becomes:
[Xg] = [T]T [k] [T] (5.7)
[mg] - [T]T [m] [T] (5.8)
[Kg] (qs) - p2 [Mg] (qo) - ° (5.9)
where qc is the packet deflection vector.
The solution of equation (5.9), which is the equation of the 
free vibration of the packet, gives the natural frequency, p, and the 
mode shapes of the blade packet.
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ci
In this chapter vibration characteristics ofNpretwisted aerofoil 
blade packet has been investigated. The blade element given in 
Chapter 3 and curved beam element given in Chapter 4 are used to 
resemble the present blade packet. A summerised study of the effect 
of different factors such as location of shroud along the blade 
length, pretwist angle, speed of rotation, angle of curvature and 
shroud length to blade length ratio (Lr ) on the natural frequency of 
the packet is performed.
Finite element method is used to analyse a packet of two blades.
The results obtained are compared with the experimental result of
Thomas and Sabuncu(5.21) as shown in Table (5.2). The comparison of
experimental results of Thomas and sabuncu(5 •21) and theoretical
frequencies of this analysis of the same packet under various
rotational speeds are also shown in Table (5.3). Good agreement
between experimental and theoretical frequencies for some modes is
obtained. Some discrepancies between calculated and measured
frequencies of other modes are probably, as suggested by the above
mentioned authors, caused by uncertainty over the correct values of
Young's modulus and the density. But the major source of error is
the effect of residual stresses in the test pieces. These residual
stresses are mainly caused by the crude pretwisting procedure of the
blades, and results in the change in flexural and torsional rigidity.
Due to the interference of external effects, such as root fixing,
friction of bearings, heat and random noise, which is picked up
<K
through the slip-ring, the experimental results of A rotating packet 
are slightly affected and not els accurate as the non-rotating values
of the same packet which is fixed on a rigid base. Hence, some of
Tthe experimental frequencies with weak signal have not be observed as 
seen from Table (5.3).
The effect of rotation on the vibration characteristics of a 
shrouded packet of two blades is considered in Figure (5.2) for the 
first five modes. Also shown on the same figure the variation of the 
first four modes natural frequencies of a single blade with 
rotational speed by assuming the shroud mass to be acting at the tip 
of the blade. The frequencies always increase with the increase of 
speed of rotation. The increase is more pronounced at higher angular 
velocities. The natural frequencies of the packet are higher than 
the corresponding natural frequencies of the single blade. This is 
because the stiffening effect of the centrifugal forces on the blade 
and shroud is different.
The variation of the natural frequencies of the packet with the 
blade pretwist angle is shown in Figure (5.3) for the first five 
modes. In the case of the first mode, the natural frequency increases 
with the increase of pretwist angle. Therefore an increase of 
pretwist angle makes the packet stiffer. For the second and third 
modes there is a decrease in natural frequencies with the increase of 
pretwist angle this is caused by the coupling of blade bending modes 
with no torsional movement. There is a slight increase of natural 
frequencies of fourth mode with the increase of pretwist angle. The 
fifth mode is highly affected by the increase of pretwist angle. This 
increase is due to coupling between the two bending modes and the 
torsional mode.
Figure 5.4 shows the effect of varying the position of A shroud 
along the blade span on the first five inodes natural frequencies of 
a two-blade packet. The frequency is increased considerably if the 
shroud is fixed at a distance of about 0.7Lt> from the blade root. 
Therefore to increase the natural frequency of a certain mode of 
vibration of a single blade, the shroud should be located at the 
position where it is expected to get a maximum amplitude in this 
particular mode shape. opt'^ aA[~0&.
Figure (5.5) shows the effect of increase of the sub tended 
angle on the natural frequencies of the first five modes of the 
packet. It is quite clear from the figure that as the angle is low 
the natural frequencies of the packet are high. This is due to the 
increase in the stiffness of the system. Also the shroud mass acting 
at the tip of the blade decreases as the subtended angle decreases.
Figure (5.6) shows the frequency in ference diagram for 
two-blade packet. Blade clamped-free and clamped-pinned frequencies 
are calculated by assuming the shroud mass to be acting at the tip of 
the blade. Packet frequencies are shown by broken lines while blade 
and shroud frequencies are shown in solid lines. At low Lr the
frequency curves starts off as a blade mode frequency until the curve 
meets a shroud mode. At this junction the frequency curve follows 
the shroud mode frequency until it meets another blade frequency. A 
change of mode shape takes place and the curve changes direction 
again.
/puxr y }$■ o '”7L b foys  w o e ! * )
This curve can he used in synthesising the vibration 
characteristics of a two-bladed packet from the frequency 
characteristics of the independent frequencies of the blade and 
shroud.
TABLE 5.1
Physical properties of the blade packet used in this analysis
BLADE
A = 0.0914 in2 E = 31 x 106 lbf/in2 
L = 6 in pg = 0.27 lb/in2 
<J> = 30° a 30°
IXX = 84 X 10-6 in4 Iyy = 671 X 10“5 in4 
C = 3240 Cc = 392 lbf •> 
dx = 76 x 10-4 in dy = 47 x 10”3 in
SHROUD
t = 0.0625 in b = 2.25 in
LSh = 4.16967 in psg =0.27 lb/in3
J3 = 15° E = 31 x 106 lbf/in2
TABLE 5.2
Comparison between theoretical and experimental 
Frequencies of Thomas and Sabuncu(5.21) 
and the present analysis Frequencies 
of two-blade packet.
For physical properties see Table 5.1 
N = 6 M = 5 r2 = 9.927 in
Mode
Number
Experimental Results 
of
Thomas and Sabuncu(5 *21)
Present Finite 
Element Result 
using 96 D.o.f.
1 97 96.88
2 476 382.5
3 501 499.4
4 585 741.3
5 829 869.8
6 910 980
7 - 1282.8
8 1606 1437.9
9 1671 1619.2
10 - 1910
11 - 2115.6
12 2616 2471
13 2927 2936.7
14 3298 3195
15 3867 3837
TABLE 5.3
Comparison between theoretical and experimental Frequencies 
of Thomas and S a b u n c u ( 5 . 2 1 ) and the present analysis 
Frequencies of a rotating two-blade packet.
For physical properties see Table 5.1
N = 6 M=5 r2 = 9.927 in
SPEED
(rpm)
500 1000
Mode
Number
Experimental 
Results of 
Thomas and 
Sabuncu(5.21)
Present F.E. 
Results 
using 
96 D.o.f.
Experimental 
Results of 
Thomas and 
Sabuncu(5.21)
Present F.E. 
Results 
using 
96 D.o.f.
1 97 99 100 106
2 - 383 - 387
3 506 502 507 511
4 586 742 587 746
5 - 870 - 873
6 899 980 900 983
7 - 1283 - 1284
8 1603 1438 1608 1443
9 - 1621.6 - 1628.6
10 - 1910 - 1910.8
11 - 2125 - 2151
12 - 2471 - 2472
13 2902 2939 2912 2945
14 3270 3197 3272 3204
c. • S
FIGi. 5..1: LOCAL-AND GLOBAL COORDINATES OF A SECTION
OF A PRETWISTED BLADE PACKET
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FIG. 5.2: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST ROTATIONAL
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CHAPTER 6
VIBRATION OF DISCS
INTRODUCTION
The problem of choosing the disc configuration becomes more 
apparent with the wide spread use of higher power and light weight 
gas turbines.
In the design of the turbomachinery some geometrical limitations 
may be imposed on the profile of the disc by its functional aspects 
as well as the geometry of other parts of the turbine.
During rotation, very high stresses develop due to the 
centrifugal forces at high speeds. These stresses are added to the 
stresses resulting from bending, twisting and thermal gradient, and 
take a major portion of the total stresses and are not reduced by 
using thicker discs.
The vibration of turbine discs and of circular or annular plates 
is characterised by modes having integer numbers of nodal diameters 
and circumferential nodal circles. Much of the early work on plates 
and discs is summarised by Prescott(6.1) and Stodola(6.2).
The vibration of rotating discs has been quite well recognised 
since the classic works of Stodola(6.2) and Campbell(6.3). This 
vibration is also found to comprise of wave patterns involving 
integer numbers of nodal diameters and nodal circles, these patterns 
rotating forwards or backwards in the disc. The angular velocities 
of these waves in the disc are:
forward wave fn/n revolutions/sec. 
backward wave -fn/n revolutions/sec. 
where fn is the frequency in cycles per second of the mode with n 
nodal diameters. When the disc rotates with angular velocity ft 
revolutions/sec, the wave velocities become: 
forward wave D+fn/n revolutions/sec 
backward wave D-fn/n revolutions/sec
Campbell and Stodola found that the dangerous condition of 
operation was such that the backward wave is stationary in space,
fn = nf2 (6.1)
Thus a mode with n nodal diameters is strongly excited by the nth 
order of rotational speed. The major task of the designer is to 
avoid the dangerous resonant condition where the backward wave is 
stationary in space. This can be done by the accurate prediction of 
the natural frequencies of the disc; these frequencies while mainly 
dependm^ upon thin disc elastic and inertia properties can be 
essentially modified by in-plane stresses and transverse shear and 
rotary inertia.
Much of the recent work on plates and discs vibrations dealing 
with both classical theory and the effects of factors such as 
anisotropy, in-plane forces, variable thickness, surrounding media, 
large deflections, shear deformation, rotary inertia and material 
non-homogeneity has been reviewed by Leissa(6 .5-6.8). These four 
review articles are supplementary to his earlier monograph on the 
vibration of plates( 6.4). transverse vibration of a circular
plate of uniform thickness rotating about its axis with constant
angular velocity has been studied by Lamb and Southwell( 6.9/6.10). 
They have separated the effect of rotation and have solved the 
vibration problem of the membrane disc. When both plate flexural 
stiffness and membrane forces are operative, the following 
relationship is used to get the natural frequencies of the disc,
2 2 2
p = pi + p2 (6.2)
where p is the lower bound of the combined frequency of the rotating
disc, pi is the frequency of the membrane disc where the plate
flexure stiffness is neglected, and P2 is the frequency of the
stationary disc in which membrane stresses are absent. Aggarwall
(6 .11-6.13) solved the classical equations of motion to find the
frequencies of symmetric and antisymmetric vibrations of a finite
isotropic disc. Mindlin and Dereciewicz(6.14) have further developed
a
the early work of Mindlin, by applying it to^circular disc, in which 
he derived the basic sixth order system of partial differential
equations of motion along with potential and kinetic energy functions
for plate bending. He has also given a consistent set of equations 
relating moments and transverse shears to transverse deflection and 
bending rotations. C o n w a y ( 6 . l 5 )  has investigated the transverse 
vibrations of some variable thickness plates when Poisson's ratio is 
given particular values. Narayan Raju(6.16) has made a numerical 
investigation for , uniform annular plates and for various sets of 
boundary conditions using the classical methods. M o t e ( 6 . 1 7 )  has 
employed a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to study the approximate vibration 
characteristics of variable thickness discs subjected to general 
membrane stresses. Vogel and S k i n n e r ( 6 . 1 8) have given numerical data 
for the exact calculation of the natural frequencies of uniform 
circular and annular plates with various boundary conditions. 
H a r r i s ( 6 . 1 9 )  has developed an exact solution for the free vibration
of circular plates with parabolic thickness variations. Ghosh(6.20) 
has extended the approach used by Lamb and Southwell( 6.9,6.10) -to 
discs of variable thickness. Eversman and Dodson(6 *21) have employed 
a Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to study the approximate transverse 
vibrations of a spinning, centrally clamped circular disc. Olson and 
Lindberg(6.22) have applied the finite element method to develop and 
use circular and annular sector elements for the analysis of uniform 
circular and annular plates. Kirkhope and Wilson(6 *23) have used the 
finite element method to develop and study the vibrations of uniform 
and variable thickness circular and annular plate elements. The 
annular element has four degrees of freedom, while the circular 
element has only two or three. JainC6 *24) solved the differential 
equation of motion to determine the combined effect of thickness 
variation and of the hydrostatic inplane force on the natural 
frequencies of circular thin plates. Barasch and Chen(6.25 ) solved 
the equation of motion ofAclamped-free rotating disc, and determined 
the frequencies by reducing the fourth order equation of motion to a 
set of four first order equations. Gallego Juarez(6 *26) solved the 
differential equation of motion to study the vibration charac­
teristics of circular plates of stepped thickness. Ramakrishnan and 
Kunukkasseril(6 •27) have determined the frequencies and corresponding 
mode shapes for the first four modes of ring-shaped sector plates 
with radial edges simply supported and circumferential edges free. 
Raju, Prakasa Rao and Venkateswara Rao( 6.28) used the finite element 
method to study the vibrations of linearly tapered annular plates for 
various taper ratio with different boundary conditions. Pulmano(6.29) 
has developed an annular sector finite element with 16 degrees of 
freedom containing higher order coordinates at its four nodes, and 
with arbitrary thickness. Soni and Amba-Rao(6 •30) have used 
Chebyshev collocation method to study the free vibrations of linearly
variable thickness annular plates. Frequencies and mode shapes have 
been computed for different values of taper constant and radii ratio 
for different combinations of boundary conditions. Ramaiah and
thz.
Vijayakumar( 6.31) applied A Rayleigh-Ritz method to analyse the 
vibrations of linearly tapered annular plates for all combinations of 
boundary conditions. Rao and Prasad(6.32) solved the dynamical 
equations of motion of isoparamatric circular annular plates of 
uniform thickness to study the flexural vibrations for all 
combinations of boundary conditions taking into account the effects 
of rotary inertia and shear deformation. They have found that the 
effect of shear deformation on the frequencies of vibration was more 
prominent. Wilson and Kirkhope(6.33) have applied the finite element 
method to develop and analyse the vibrations of an annular two nodes, 
eight degrees of freedom element with linear thickness. The degrees 
of freedom per node were the displacement, radial slope, and the 
radial and tangential shear rotations. The effect of rotation has 
been taken into account in their analysis and linear variation in 
stress within the elements has been assumed. Kirkhope and 
Wilson( 6.34) have used the finite element method to study the 
vibration and stress analysis of rotating variable thickness discs. 
The uncoupled radial and tangential stresses in a disc of uniform 
thickness have been obtained to examine the effect of a radially 
linear temperature variation across a disc having free inner and 
outer edge boundary conditions. Reissner's theory has been used, in 
the development of finite elements for moderately thick plates, by 
Bapu Rao, Guruswamy and SampathkumaranC 6.35). a sector plate bending 
element with 20 degrees of freedom has been used. Five degrees of 
freedom are considered at each nodal point: a lateral deflection;
two bending rotations about the two coordinates axis, respectively, 
and two shear rotations about the two coordinate axes, respectively.
Kennedy and Gorman( 6.36) used A finite element method to investigate 
the dynamic behaviour of variable thickness discs subjected to 
rotation and thermal stresses. The variable thickness profile of the 
disc was represented by a series of annular elements of constant
axial and radial thickness with each element having four degrees of
a
freedom. Following*Rayleigh-Ritz method forAvibrating plate problem, 
Kunda and BasuliC 6.37) developed the method of initial functions in 
cylind;rical coordinates for axially symmetric elasto-dynamic 
deformation of a circular plate. The governing equations are derived 
from the three dimensional elastodynamic equations and the free 
vibration frequencies of thick circular plates were determined. Gupta 
and Lal(6 *39) have solved the fourth order linear differential 
equation of motion by a power series development of the transverse 
deflection function to study the vibrations of a circular plate of 
linearly varying thickness. Mota Soares and Petyt(6.40) have 
developed an annular element for the dynamic analysis of 
non-rotating, rotating and pre-stressed arbitrary discs using finite 
elements. The element is based on the Mindlin thick plate theory 
with two nodes, twelve degrees of freedom and parabolic thickness. 
HutchinsonC 6.41) used a series solution of the general three- 
dimensional equations of linear elasticity to find accurate natural 
frequencies and mode shapes for the flexural vibrations of thick free 
circular plates, which in turn is compared with the approximate thick 
plate theory. Gorman and K e n n e d y ( 6 • 4 2 ) followed the same numerical 
method presented by them previously(6 *36), with the disc modelled by 
annular elements having linearly varying axial thickness profile, to 
investigate the membrane effects upon the transverse vibration of 
linearly varying thickness discs. Reissner's theory has been used by 
Guruswamy and Yang(6 *43) to develop a 24 degrees of freedom annular 
sector plate bending finite element for the sake of bending and
vibration analysis. The six degreesd of freedom at each nodal point 
include lateral deflection, radial rotation, circumferential 
rotation, radial shear rotation, circumferential shear rotation, and 
the second derivative of the deflection with respect to the radial 
and circumferential coordinates. Gupta and Lal(8 *44) solved the 
governing differential equation with variable coefficients using 
Chebyshev collocation technique to study the vibrations of circular 
annular plates with linear variation in thickness under the action of 
a hydrostatic in-plane force on the basis of the classical theory of 
plates. Irie, Yamada and Kanda(6.45 ) used spline interpolation 
technique to study the centrifugal stress distributions and free 
vibration of rotating discs with radially varying thickness. They 
applied the method to free-clamped rotating discs with linearly, 
parabolically and exponentially varying thickness. Irie, Yamada, and 
Aomura(6 •46) used the transfer matrix approach to study the free 
vibration of a Mindlin annular plate of linearly, parabolically, and 
exponentially varying thickness. Srinivasan and Ramamurti(6 *47 ) used 
finite element method to investigate the axisymmetric and asymmetric 
in-plane, free vibration of annular discs. Lenox and ConwayC6 *48) 
gave an exact, closed form, solution for the flexural vibration of a 
thin annular plate of parabolically varying thickness. 
Ramaiah( 6.49,6.50) used A Ray leigh-Ritz method to investigate the 
flexural vibrations of thin annular plates under the effects of 
rotation, thermal gradient and internal residual stresses for eight 
different combinations of clamped, simply supported and free boundary 
conditions. Nigh and 01son(6 «51) developed a triangular finite 
element for the analysis of rotating discs. The investigation was 
carried out for the vibrations and steady state response of thin 
rotating discs with the effects of a viscous type damping.
6.2 ANALYSIS
6.2.1 INTRODUCTION
Since exact solutions of rotating discs are restricted to 
certain simple geometry and boundary conditions, numerical procedure 
must be used to analyse the practical turbine discs. The finite 
element technique which is found to be a powerful method of analysis 
has superiority over the other numerical procedures and when applied 
to the vibration analysis results in an algebraic eigenvalue problem.
The use of the circular and annular sector finite elements and
even triangular elements in the vibration analysis of circular and
annular discs results in an eigenvalue problem of considerable
ike.
magnitude which can be overcome by the use of A wave propagation 
technique. Inclusion of thickness variation and the effects of 
rotation in these elements would be quite involved. Hence it is 
desirable to develop simpler elements, particularly suitable for the 
vibration analysis of turbine discs, and which take advantage of the 
nature and geometry of the problem.
The main purpose of this investigation is to develop finite 
elements of annular sector geometry, in which radial thickness 
variation and the effects of in-plane stresses due to rotation can be 
easily introduced, and to examine the behaviour of these elements in 
the analysis of simple and complex discs profiles. The method of 
analysis is based on thin plate theory.
Owing to the complexity of the problem, especially when the 
thickness variation is introduced in the rotating discs, which makes 
the solution quite different from that when the thickness is
constant, Gaussian integration is used for the derivation of the
total stiffness and mass matrices of the discs. Zienkiewicz( 6.52) 
has shown that the lengthy algebraic manipulations needed for the 
derivation can be avoided entirely with no penalty in computing time 
and with no loss of accuracy provided that the number of the sampling 
points in the Gaussian integration are used carefully. In addition 
to the forementioned advantages the Gaussian integration is 
recommended, for with virtually no additional effort, it allows any
desired function to be included in the disc geometry. For example,
wj’trh the program written for Gaussian integration, only one statement 
would have to be changed to move from the hyperbolic thickness 
variation to that for uniform thickness.
ELEMENT GEOMETRY AND DEFLECTION FUNCTION
Figure (6.1) shows the annular sector thin plate bending finite 
element to model the turbine disc under consideration with its four 
nodes and associated degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom, at 
each node, are bending deflection, radial slope and tangential slope,
3u 3u
and they are denoted by u , —  , and —  respectively.
The following deflection function is found to be suitable for
such analysis,
u(r,e) = ax + &2 r + a3© + a4r9 + asr2 + ag©2 + ayr2©
a8r©2 + agr3 + aj© ©3 + aiir3© + ai2r©3 (6.3)
The deflection vector for the annular sector element is
represented by the twelve term column vector as follows:
{q}T = [Ui uri U©i U2 ur2 U©2 U3 ur3 U©3 U4 ur4 U©4] (6.4)
Using equation (6.3) for the specified degrees of freeedom and
applying the boundary conditions at each corner by following the
numbered sequence of Figure(6.1), the following equation can be
obtained
{q} = [C] (a) (6.5)
where {a} is the column vector of polynomial coefficients of equation
(6.3) and [C] is the coefficient matrix.
6.2.3 ELEMENT ELASTIC STIFFNESS AND MASS MATRICES
The stiffness and mass matrices of the annular sector element 
are obtained by substituting the assumed deflection functions into 
the strain energy and kinetic energy expressions of the element and 
integrating over the sectorial area by following the proce< dure 
mentioned in Section (6.2.1).
For the thin plate annular element the strain energy is given by 
Wilson(6 *33),
2n r2
-*J 1
0 r.
tX )T m  (X) r  d r  de (6.6)
where
tv] = D
0
0
1 - 1/
2
(6.7)
D = E h (r) 
12(1-v2 )
(6 .8)
and
(X) =
a2u
ar
l  au 
r  ar
2 a2u
T ara©
l a2u 
r2 a©2
2 au 
2 a©
(6.9)
Substituting equation (6.3) for u in equation (6.9)
(X) = [B] [C] (q) (6.10)
where
[B]=
0 0 0 0 -2 0 -20 -6r 0 -6re 0 o
0 0
-2
0 0
- 2© -3r
©
60 r  —3r©
2 6©
4©
2 0 0 6© 4r 0
(6 .11)
Substituting equation (6.10) in equation (6.6)
2tt r2
0 rl
(q}T [c]"<r [b j t  [v] [b ] [c] 1 iq) rdrae (S.12)
or
1 T 
U = 2 {<I}
2 it r2
0 rl
CC3_TCK<a3 [C] 1 rdrde {q)
The integration of equation (6.12) is carried out numerically by 
using 2 x 2  Gaussian points and any desired expression for the 
thickness h(r ) can be assumed and introduced in the equation before 
performing the integration. Eventually the elastic stiffness matrix 
is given by,
[Kd] - [C]-T [ka3 [ c r 1 (6.13)
The kinetic energy of the annular sector element is given by
2tr r2
ph(r) |~J rdrd© (6.14)
0 rl
Substituting equation (6.3) in equation (6.14)
2tr r2
ph(r) {q)T [C] T {N)T {N) [C]-1{q) rdr de (6.15)
0 rl
where
(N) = [ 1 r © r© r2 ©2 r2© r©2 r3 ©3 r3© r©3 ] (6.16)
and the dot denotes the time derivative.
Following the same procedure as for the stiffness matrix but 
using 3 x 3  Gaussian points the mass matrix is given by
In practice the vibration of turbomachinery is significantly 
affected by the centrifugal force of rotation which must be taken 
into account in any realistic investigation. The stresses produced 
by these forces are proportional to the square of the rotational 
speed. In this section a stiffness matrix is derived which is 
dependent on the radial and tangential stresses present in the disc. 
This matrix would be added to the basic elastic matrix given in 
e (6.13) to give the total stiffness matrix of the element.
[Md] -  [C ]-T  tlXd] ( c r 1 (6.17)
6.2.4 STIFFNESS MATRIX DUE TO ROTATION
i
When in-plane radial stress <rr and tangential stress cr© , due to 
rotation, are present at the middle plane of the annular sector thin 
plate element, the following expression of the potential energy due 
to these stresses is given by Wilson(6 *33),
U =
2rr r2
rl
,au  2 fe  au 2
°r^ar^ 2 
r
h(r) rdrd© (6.18)
Radial and tangential stress- expressions crr and a© have been 
derived by BiezenoC6.53) for discs having the following profile,
h(r) = (6.19)
where c and /3 are any real numbers, and h(r) is the thickness at any 
radius r. ' ^  • -
a ot { 2 2a = A r 1 + A r 2 - a ’ w r 
r 1 2
Og - (a1+l-(3)A1rai + («2 + 1 - p) Az ra2
1 2 2j3 ii) r
where
1 3+v
a = 8-3/3 - u/3 g
(6 .20)
(6 .21)
(6.22) 
(6.23)
1 1+3 V
J3 = 8-3/3 - V/3 g
(6.24)
A1 »
a2
aaro -
a. a2 a2.+ 1 2  fr r - r ^ r  1 
0 a  a to I a 0 O a J
ai a2 a2 ai
(6.25 )
A2
cxl
( 6.26 )a.2 a.1 a.1 a2r r
0
r r
0a a
w : angular velocity (rad/sec) 
v t Poisson's ratio 
p : density (lb/in3 )
g : gravitational acceleration (in/sec2 ) 
co : shrinkage radial stress (lbf/in2 ) 
cra * centrifugal radial stress (lbf/in2 ) 
ro : inner radius of disc (in) 
ra s outer radius of disc (in)
The stresses cro and aa are calculated as follows:
a. The shrinkage - at the hub at the inner radius ro is 
given by 2rrropQh( rQ ), where pO is the shririkfit pressure, 
which is usually negative, and h(ro) the thickness at radius 
r0*
b. The centrifugal t*ofOe at the root of the blades at the 
outer radius ra is given by zmpco2R, where z is the number of 
blades, m£> mass of each blade and R is the distance of the 
centre of gravity of blade.
Assuming the deflection function, equation (6.3), as before, and 
substituting this equation together with equations (6.19), (6.20) and 
(6.21) in equation (6.18 ), additional stiffness coefficients for the 
annular sector element axe derived, the additional stiffness matrix 
of which is,
CKflr] = [C]"* [kj] [C] 1 (6.27)
The integration of equation (6.18) is carried out following the 
same steps of that of equation (6.6).
The overall stiffness matrix of a rotating annular sector 
element is equal to the summation of equations (6.13) and (6.27),
[KjT ] = [Kj] + [k/ ]  (6.28)
6.2.5 ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE AND SOLUTION OF THE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
The; element stiffness matrix (K<aT ) and mass matrix (Ma) of
a
equations (6.28) and (6.17) can be assembled by^conventional method 
together with the cyclic symmetry procedure, which was discussed 
previously in a separate section, to get the disc system stiffness
matrix Kp and mass matrix Md , for a model of the disc comprising
several elements. The dynamic stiffness relation for the disc 
becomes,
[[Kjj] - P2 C^j]] Cqj,) - 0 (6.29)
where
(q ) is the disc deflection vector.
P
Equation (6.29) is the equation of the free vibration of the 
disc which is solved as an algebraic eigenvalue problem to give the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes of the disc.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
a
tv
In this chapter the behaviour of Finite Element model for the 
vibration characteristics of a rotating disc of variable thickness 
profile is investigated. The accuracy of this study is demonstrated 
by numerical comparison with other investigators. Any specified 
thickness variation in the radial direction can be easily 
incorporated. The variation of the thickness used in this
c
analysis is in the form of h(r) = . The effects of different
factors, such as; inner to outer radius ratio, nodal diameter, 
rotational speed and thickness variation due to different values of /3 
on the natural frequencies are investigated. The mode shapes of the 
disc as the nodal, diameter increases are also investigated.
For physical properties refer to Table (6.3) unless specified 
otherwise.
A comparison of the present analysis with the exact solution of
a
Vogel and Skinner(6 *18) of Aclamped-free annular disc in terms of 
non-dimensional frequency parameter are given in Table (6.1), where m 
and n are the diametral and circumferential node numbers 
respectively, by setting /3 of the thickness formula equal to zero for 
different values of inner to outer radius ratios. A six element 
model with 36 degrees of freedom is used in this analysis in the 
radial direction. Good agreement between the present Finite Element 
and the exact solution is obtained. As can be seen from the table, 
the general tendency of the value of the non-dimensional frequency
rlparameter in all modes is that it increases with increase of —  
ratio, i.e., as the clamped radius increases.
To examine the effect of the variation of the disc thickness on
tki
the natural frequency, a comparison between A Finite Element and 
c Rayleigh-Ritz method of Mote(6,17) is given in Table (6.2) in which
r -0.9
the disc has a thickness profile of the form h(r) = h (— )
r2
The agreement is good, with the finite element solution being 
generally the better.
When the disc is rotating at speed the centrifugal stresses 
developed increase the stiffness of the disc and the natural 
frequencies are consequeiitlij increased. Figures (6.2 )and (6.3) show 
the relationship between the disc frequencies and number of nodal 
diameter for the first five modes of vibration when rotational speeds 
are 0 and 6000 rpm. These frequencies increase in their values with 
increasing number of diametral nodes and circulax nodes.
From Figures (6.4-6.7) of the first four modes of vibration it 
is seen that when the mode of vibration increases the effect of 
rotation decreases substantially. Explanation of this phenomenon is 
consistent with the fact that concentration of the nodal 1155^ around 
the centre of the disc ■* In
each of these figures the curves represent the rotation speeds of 0, 
2000, 4000, 6000 and 8000 rpm respectively.
0.5
The effect of thickness variation of the form h(r) = — - on the
r
natural frequencies of 0, 2000, 40000 and 8000 rpm are presented in 
Figures (6.8-6.10) for different modes of vibration respectively. 
From all these figures it is seen that an increase in /3 gives a 
decrease in the natural frequency in Q f j modes. Ih£ *6 
v r- ' influence of the rotational speed on the
natural frequencies is greater in the lowest modes than in the case 
of the highest modes as it is seen from Figures (6.8), (6.9) and
(6.10).
Mode shapes of the vibrating clamped-free disc >f 0, 2 and 4 
c! nodes are shown in Figures (6.11), ( 6.12) and (6.13 )
respectively. Four modes of vibration are shown on each figure. It 
is seen from the figures that as the nodal diameters increase, the 
disc becomes more rigid. This can be observed by the marginal drop 
of axial displacements of the disc as shown in the mode shapes at 
higher nodal diameters. It is also seen that the circular nodes are 
shifted radially outwards at higher nodal diameters.
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TABLE 6.2
Comparison between Ray leigh-Ritz method used by Mote( 6.17 )
4- 2
in terms of non-dimensional frequency uVpr^Eh ,and Finite Element
-0.9r
method of a variable thickness disc h(r) = & (— )2 r
rl
r2
Nodal Diameter
Mote(6.17 ) 
Results
Present Finite 
Element 
(6 elements)
o H 0 9.2499 9.2362
<Mo 0 9.5135 9.5081
0.3 0 10.265 10.2617
0.4 0 11.777 11.775
0.6 0 19.133 19.916
0.7 0 31.416 31.47
0.1 l 9.1027 9.0267
0.2 l 9.4634 9.4149
0.3 l 10.316 10.278
0.4 l 11.917 11.880
0.6 l 20.194 20.146
0.7 l 31.759 31.734
0.1 2 9.723 9.5882
0.2 2 10.164 10.04
0.3 2 11.089 10.974
0.4 2 12.755 12.637
0.6 2 21.189 21.004
0.7 2 32.858 32.614
0.1 3 13.1 13.0834
0.2 3 13.275 13.1945
0.3 3 13.886 13.751
0.4 3 15.247 15.064
0.6 3 23.289 22.921
0.7 3 34.912 34.350
TABLE 6.3
Physical properties of the disc used in the analysis
Thickness at any radius r
h(r) = 7
Disc thickness constant C = 0.5
Disc outer radius r = 8.0 in 2
Disc inner radius -r = 1.3 in
Young modulus E = 30 X 106 lbf/in2
Poisson's ratio u = 0.3
Density pg = 0.285 lbf/in3
Number of elements
1 
* 11 cn
1 1 1 l
FIG. 6.1: ANNULAR SECTOR FINITE ELEMENT
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FIG. 6.2: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST NUMBER OF NODAL DIAMETERS
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3: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST NUMBER OF NODAL DIAMETERS
FOR THE FIRST FIVE MODES OF CLAMPED-FREE DISC ROTATING AT 6000 RPM
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FIG. 6.4: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST NUMBER OF NODAL DIAMETERS
OF CLAMPED-FREE DISC ROTATING AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS
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6.5: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST NUMBER OF NODAL
DIAMETERS OF CLAMPED-FREE DISC ROTATING AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS
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FIG. 6.6: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST NUMBER OF NODAL DIAMETERS
OF CLAMPED-FREE DISC ROTATING AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS
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FIG. 6.7: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST NUMBER OF NODAL
DIAMETERS OF CLAMPED-FREE DISC ROTATING AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS
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CHAPTER 7
VIBRATIONS OF ROTATING BLADED-DISC
INTRODUCTION
Studying the vibratory behaviour of the bladed-disc is of a 
paramount importance to the designer of turbomachinery since this is 
in fact constitutes an important part of the turbine for it transmits 
torque from the blades to the shaft of the engine.
Due to the continuing emphasis on longer life, higher power and 
lighter weight together with reliable and safe operation in severe 
environments, it is now recognised that for accurate prediction of 
the vibration characteristics of turbine blades, the whole assembly 
of the bladed-disc should be considered.
Both experimental and theoretical studies indicate that coupling 
between the blades and the disc cannot be neglected.
The complexity of the system makes it very difficult to study 
the entire system with all its generalities. In general the 
components of the assembly are analysed separately and making 
several simplifying assumptions to facilitate the analysis.
In this chapter, the finite element method in conjunction with
the wave propagation technique is used to study the free vibration
characteristics of rotating, pretwisted, asymmetrical aerofoil
cross-section bladed-disc, with the disc having a '
thickness profile of the form, h(r) = —— . The effects of pretwist
r
angle, stagger angle, rotational speed, and disc thickness variation 
are investigated. The finite elements of the blade and the disc of 
the previous chapters have been used to model the present 
bladed-disc.
The existence of coupling between the blades and disc and its 
influence on the natural frequencies has been studied and comparison 
is made with both theoretical and experimental results.
a
The vibration of^turbine bladed-disc is found to be, similarly 
as the unbladed disc, characterised by diametral and circular nodes.
The coupling between blades and disc can lead in some cases to 
a fatigue failure. A recent example of fatigue failure of turbine 
rotor blades resulting from coupling between blade and disc vibration 
is described by Morgan, Lamport and SmithC7 •1 ). Fatigue cracks were 
found either in the top serration of the fir tree roots or in the 
blade form starting at the trailing edge near the root. The 
resonance of the first flapwise mode with sixth order excitation was 
thought to be the most probable cause. Various modifications were 
made both to the blade fixings and to the disc which proved to be 
successful.
The early work reported on the problem of bladed-disc vibration 
was by Stodola(7 *2 ). He attempted to solve it theoretically. In his 
approach, the differential equation governing the free vibration 
discs was considered and the blades were assumed to impose 
distributed bending moment and shearing forces around the outer edge 
of the disc. Large numbers of very stiff blades were considered to 
derive the bending moment and the shearing force expressions. Having 
made these assumptions, the deflection shape of the blades in any 
mode was assumed to be a straight line having a slope at the outer 
edge of the disc. Rayleigh’s method was applied by selecting the 
different deflection curves for different modes. Johnson and 
Bishop(7 *3 ) have examined an idealised bladed rotor consisting of 
identical mass-spring elements to represent the blades, connected to 
a rigid free mass which represents the disc. They examined the
principal modes of such a model and outlined methods for determining 
the receptances of the system. Ellington and McCallion(7 •4 ) 
investigated the effect of elastic coupling, through the rim of the 
disc, on the frequencies of bending vibration using a simplified 
model. In this model the effect of twist, taper and obliquity is 
neglected and the blades are replaced by uniform blades fixed to the 
rim at their roots and vibrating in a plane parallel to the plane of 
the disc. For the analysis three adjacent blades are assumed to be 
parallel to each other and the portion of the rim joining them is 
taken as a straight continuous beam. A relationship between three 
slopes of the beam at the root of three adjacent blades are 
established and is used in the calculation of the natural 
frequencies. Armstrong, Christie and Hague(7 *5 ) and Armstrong(7 *6 ) 
have investigated bladed-disc frequencies of axial flow rotors. They 
carried out experimental tests on model rotors comprising of uniform 
thickness discs and uniform untwisted blades set at varying stagger
angles. They developed an analysis of the coupled system based on 
approximate receptance relations for the disc and blades, and were 
able to predict satisfactorily the frequencies of the lower coupled 
modes of the models. The analysis was restricted to simple model 
configurations for which receptance relations could be easily 
obtained. The application to practical rotors was outlined. 
Wagner(7 «7 ) extended the simplified model of Johnson and Bishop(7 •3 ), 
representing each blade by a single degree of freedom system which 
has the same natural frequency and damping factor els that of a 
particular mode of the blade. These subsystems are attached to a 
common ring representing the disc. EwinsC7 *8 ), Dye and Henry(7 ♦3 ), 
and Ewins(7 *10) have studied the effects of detuning upon the 
vibration characteristics of bladed-discs, in particular the 
variation of blade stresses which can result when the blades do not 
have identical frequencies. They concluded that this effect can 
result in a variation of vibratory stress from blade to blade by a 
factor as high as 1.25 approximately. Kirkhope and Wilson(7 *11) 
applied the finite element method for the dynamic analysis of the 
bladed-disc by using an annular element for the disc and a simple 
rectangular cross-section beam element to represent the blading. The 
semi-analytical method, presented by those authors, gave good results 
compared with the experimental values but some limitations exist for 
the accommodation of the phase angle due to the separation of the 
flexural and centroidal axes of the blades and the model must have 
large numbers of blades. Only the frequencies of vibration of modes 
with lov/\ - numbers of nodal diameters were obtainable. Wilson and 
Kirkhope(7 ♦ 12) have studied the vibration of a disc to which are 
attached a large number of identical blades. Exact solutions for the 
coupled blade-disc motion are presented for non-rotating 
configurations of simple geometry, and assuming that blade loadings
can be considered continuously distributed axound the rim of the 
disc. Exact frequencies have been obtained for simple models, and 
comparison with experimental values indicates that this assumption is 
valid for modes involving low numbers of nodal diameters. Kirkhope 
and WilsonC 7.13) later used the finite element method to study the 
coupled vibration modes of a rotating bladed-disc assembly. Their 
model is particularly suitable for efficient calculation of practical 
configurations, readily accounting for tapered profiles, rotational 
and thermal effects, and transverse shear and rotary inertia in 
moderately thick discs. Salama, Petyt and Mota Soares(7.14) applied 
the finite element method and developed an annular model and a sector 
element for the disc and a rectangular beam model for the blade and 
used it in conjunction with the wave propagation technique to study 
the vibration characteristics of the bladed-disc assembly. Eswaran, 
Ganapathi and Srinath( 7.15) have analysed the vibration of 
bladed-disc by solving the differential equations of motion governing 
the problem using the Runge-Kutta method. They assumed that the 
bladed portion of the disc is replaced by an annular disc, the 
difference in radii being equal to the length of the blade and the 
thickness is so adjusted that the weight of the annular disc is equal 
to the weight of all the blades. Hence the idealised bladed-disc 
will be two concentric discs of different thicknesses. Irretier(7.16) 
has studied the free vibrations of a turbine bladed-disc for bending 
and torsional motions of the blades and in-plane and out-of-plane 
motion of the disc. The effects of shear deformation, rotary 
inertia, rotation speed, and stagger angle were studied. He has 
solved the differential equations of motion of the system by direct 
integration techniques. Thomas and SabuncuC 7.17) have studied the 
free vibration characteristics of blades attached to an elastic disc 
under rotating and non-rotating conditions. They have used a finite
sector element to idealise the disc and an aerofoil cross-section 
beam finite element to idealise the blades. The effects of stagger 
angle, pretwist angle, the distance between shear centre and 
centroid, and the speed of rotation were investigated. The wave 
propagation technique for cyclically symmetric structure was used to 
obtain the frequencies of vibration and the corresponding mode shapes 
and the phase angle of the various components of the mode shapes for 
the bladed disc. They have drawn interference diagrams to 
investigate the effect of coupling on the frequencies of the unbladed 
disc and the cantilever blades on a rigid disc.
7.2 ANALYSIS
7.2a INTRODUCTION
The dynamic behaviour of blades assembled on a disc is highly 
affected by the coupling between these components. In this chapter 
the finite element models adopted in the foregoing chapters are used 
here to formulate the bladed-disc assembly. One blade attached to 
the corresponding annular sector of the disc is used to assemble the 
sub-structure by the finite element method. This sub-structure is 
then used in conjunction with the wave propagation technique for 
cyclically symmetric structure to develop the whole structure of the 
bladed-disc.
In this investigation the blade is idealised to behave as a 
beam having asymmetric aerofoil cross-section and uniform pretwist 
along its span with two nodes and twelve degrees of freedom. The 
disc is idealised using thin plate theory with four nodes and twelve 
degrees of freedom and has a hyperbolic thickness v<*Wation along its 
radius. However, any general radial thickness profile can be 
satisfactorily described by the model. The effects of centrifugal 
force, pretwist angle, stagger angle, disc thickness variation as 
well as coupling between the blades and the disc are investigated in 
this chapter.
7.2b FORMULATION OF THE EIGENVALUE EQUATION
By using the following relationship, the compatibility 
conditions of the blade root with the disc can be ensured.
The torsional displacement of the blade at its root, ©k. , is 
expressed as a function of the radial rotation U© by
© (7.1)
where rz is the outer radius of the disc. Therefore the 
compatibility of the blade root displacements and rotation can be 
shown in matrix form as follows:
\ 0 0 0 1I
u
vk
0 0 0
I
1
1
u
r
uk
1 0 0 1 ue
0
0
0
1
1
r2
0
1
1
1
1
0
v1* 0 0 0
I
Wk+1
1 0 0 0 0 0
wk+1
V i
0 1 0 0 0 0 vk+l
uk+l 0
0 1 0 0 0 uk+l
ek+l
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ek+l
u1k+1 0 0 0 0 1 0 ■ V n
V1
k+1 0
0 0 0 0 1 ^ k +1
(7.2)
Equation (7.2) satisfies the continuity condition at the blade 
disc attachment. Hence this relationship is sufficient to allow 
assembly of the dynamic stiffness matrix of the coupled bladed-disc 
sub-structure of Figure (7.1), by combining the individual matrices 
for the disc and blade. The number of degrees of freedom in this 
sub-structure depends on the number of elements used.
By making use of the wave propagation technique the eigenvalue 
equation of the whole system is obtained as follows:
■ '
. r i . r r
K -K M -M qs s S S s
2
-P
i r i r iK K M M qs s s s s
*■ *-
where r stands for real, i stands for imaginary, and s for the whole 
system matrix.
Equation (7.3) is the equation of the free vibration of the 
structure which may be solved by any of the standard procedures as an 
algebraic eigenvalue problem.
The number of degrees of freedom of the system is given as
NDF = 2 (NDFS - NDLB) (7.4)
where
NDF : Number of degrees of freedom of the system.
NDFS : Number of degrees of freedom of the substructure.
NDLB j Number of degrees of freedom on the left boundary.
The deflection vector consists of the deflections at the left
and inner nodes, the magnitude of the deflection being resolved into
/
real and imaginary axes. The magnitude of the deformation is 
obtained by the vector summation of these components. The magnitude 
ratio of these components (imaginary/real) gives two different phase 
angles, one for the torsional and one for the bending deformations. 
The phase angle difference between these two deformations depends on 
the configuration of the blade cross-section. If a blade has uniform 
straight asymmetrical cross-section, where shear centre and centroid 
do not coincide, and as it executes coupled bending-torsion vibration, 
the variation of phase angle along the blade length depends on the
distance of the shear centre from the centroid. For the case of
pretwisted asymmetrical cross-section blades which execute coupled 
bending-bending-torsion vibrations, the phase angle variation depends 
on both the distance of the shear centre from the centroid and the 
pretwist angle. If symmetrical cross-section straight or pretwisted 
blades are used, the phase difference is always 90 degrees.
7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The finite element method is used to investigate the vibration 
characteristics of rotating bladed disc. The Cyclic symmetry of the 
rotationally periodic structure is used to advantage. The method is 
based upon a substructuring technique, whereby one blade and an 
annular sector of the disc form one substructure. The disc used in
c _
this analysis has a variable thickness of the form h(r) = — r . The
r
accuracy of this study is demonstrated by numerical comparison with 
the theoretical and experimental work of Thomas and SabuncuC 7.17) 
when the disc has a constant thickness profile by assuming /3 of the 
above formula equal to zero. As it is seen in Table (7.2), good 
agreement between the present analysis and their theoretical and 
experimental investigation was achieved. Some discrepancies between 
the results of Thomas and SabuncuC 7.17) and the results from the 
present analysis are due to the increase of number of degrees of 
freedom used in this analysis.
The effects of different factors on the natural frequencies of 
the bladed disc assembly such as; number of nodal diameters, 
rotational speed, /3 and stagger angle are displayed graphically in 
Figure (7.2a) to Figure (7.8d). The data of the blades and disc 
required for calculation of these graphs are given in Table (7.3) 
unless specified otherwise. The sector angle chosen for this 
analysis is five degrees which is small enough to give the accurate 
results. However, numerical instability can occur with very small 
angles.
The mode of vibration of^bladed disc occur in a similar manner
to those of the disc alone. Figures (7.2a - 7.2f) show the effect of
increasing the number of nodal diameters on the natural frequencies
of the bladed disc for the first ten modes of vibration. The solid
line curves represent the bladed disc frequencies. The dotted line
curves are for the disc frequencies alone. The natural frequencies
of the cantilever blade are shown on the right hand side of each
graph and denoted by BCF. As it is seen from the figures, the
natural frequencies increase as the number of nodal lines increases.
The frequencies of the bladed disc for large number of nodal
diameters instead of increasing as for the disc modes, they approach
one of the blade cantilever frequencies and become asymptotic to it.
Therefore the disc has little or no influence on the higher modes.
This is because the frequencies are only a small
e
fraction of that of the disc alone. It is thus almost infinitly 
stiff and so the vibration is predominantly pure blade vibration. 
Frequencies of vibration for two different speeds of rotation are 
presented in Figure (7.2), namely, 0 and 6000 rpm. Comparison 
between Figures (7.2a - 7.2c) and (7.2d - 7.2f) indicates that as the 
speed of rotation increases the frequencies increase and the coupling 
between the lower modes increase considerably while decreasing the 
coupling between the higher modes of the system. Figure (7.2) also 
shows the effect of variation of /3 on the natural frequencies of the 
bladed disc for both rotating and non-rotating conditions. It is 
seen that as /3 increases the natural frequencies of the system 
decrease sharply and the frequency curves of the b(a ded disc for higher 
modes become far from being pure blade bending.
The first five inodes of frequencies of the system against /3 are 
presented in Figures (7.3a - 7.3d) and (7.4a - 7.4d) for 0 and 6000 
rpm respectively. As it is seen from these figures the coupling 
between the modes increases as the number of nodal diameters 
increases. Also it is quite clear from the figures that an increase 
in /3 leads to a decrease in the natural frequencies in both modes. As 
the bladed disc rotates at a speed of 6000 (rpm) the natural 
frequencies rise rapidly especially in the lowest modes. Comparison 
between Figures (7.3 and 7.4) indicates that the natural frequencies 
of the bladed disc are substantially modified and the coupling 
between the individual modes is more noticed in rotating than in 
non-rotating cases for each nodal diameter.
Variations of natural frequencies of the first five modes with 
increasing stagger angle from 0 to 90 degrees under rotating 
conditions are shown in Figures (7.5 - 7.8) for different nodal
diameters-It is well known that when the bladed-disc is rotating, the 
centrifugal stresses developed both in the disc and the blades 
increase the stiffness of the entire system and the natural 
frequencies of the bladed disc are increased as a consequence. It is 
seen from these figures that variations in the frequencies are 
considerable at lower modes of vibration for each nodal diameter, 
whereas frequencies of higher modes are not affected much.
Also from these figures it was found that some mode natural 
frequencies show a strong dependence on stagger angle even when the 
rotation speed is zero. It is also seen that the stagger angle 
controls the degree of coupling between the motion of the blades and 
disc. At high rotational speeds it is seen that for the first mode
of vibration the bladed-disc frequencies are lower for lower values 
of stagger angle. But for the higher inodes this is reversed and the 
bladed disc frequencies are higher for lower values of stagger angle.
TABLE 7.1
Physical Properties of Bladed-Disc Assembly
DISC
Disc outer radius r = 8.0 in
Disc inner radius r^ = 1.28 in
Disc thickness h = 0.34 in
6 2
Young Modulus E = 30x10 lbf/in 
Poisson *s ratio v - 0.3
3
Density pg = 0.285 lbf/in
BLADE
Number of Blades N = 24Jo
.2
Area of Cross-section A = 0.0914 m
—6 . 4
Second Moment of Area: I = 84x10 in
A A
—5 4 
I = 671x10 in YY
Shear Centre Distance: d = 0.0076 in
A
dY = 0.047 in 
Blade length L = 6 in
6 2
Young's Modulus E = 30x10 lbf/in
3
Density pg = 0.285 lbf/in
2.
Torsional Rigidity C = 3240 lbf.in
Increment of
Torsional Rigidity C = 392 lbf.in
Pretwist Angle a = 3 0 °
Stagger Angle <J> = -74°
TABLE 7.2
Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Frequencies 
of Free Vibration of a Free-Free Pretwisted, 
Aerofoil Cross-Section Bladed Disc Assembly
Physical properties of the assembly are given in Table 7.1
NATURAL FREQUENCY (Hz)
Number THOMAS AND SUBUNCU(7.17) PRESENT ANALYSIS
of
Nodal THEORETICAL F.E.
Diameters F.E. EXPERIMENTAL
Number of D.o.f.(81) Number of D.o.f.(90)
100.5
-
99.4
389 394 385.6
568.4 634 508.9
968.4 915 989.50 1066.3 1045 1068.6
1674.6 1600 1642.2
2049.6 2093 2101.6
3264.4 3225 3209.7
3354.5 3340 3310.5
4664.4 4418 4639.8
97.8 116 96.7
532.4 512 490.1
862.5 893 809.3
1065 1070 1060
1 1131.4 1115 1208.7
1683.2 - 1661.6
2882 2741 2912
3268 3279 3210
3364.2 3385 3319.8
96.4 94 94.6
241.8 262 243.9
550.1 573 494.2
948.1 903 949.6
1066.7 1045 1066.42 1651 1540 1618.8
1790.1 1898 1850
3262.5 3177 3209.7
3348.9 3335 3306
4025.3 4012 4051.5
TABLE 7.2 continued
NATURAL FREQUENCY (Hz)
Number THOMAS AND SUBUNCU(7.17 ) PRESENT ANALYSIS
of
Nodal THEORETICAL F.E.
Diameters F.E. EXPERIMENTAL
Number of D.o.f.(81) Number of D.o.f.(90)
96.5 99 94.7
467.8 433 493
660.3 750 548
979.3 926 1020.3
1070 1045 1080.7
3 1679.8 1715 1652.6
2633.1 2589 2678.7
3267.1 3276 3211
3362.4 3360 3318
5012.6 4933
96.6 99.5 94.8
507.8 483 496.5
912.4 897 799.8
1050.6 1093 1056.3
1163.4 1164 1246
4 1693.9 1763 1675.8
3253.4 3099 3207.9
3327.4 3142 3290.5
3649.5 3546 3668.7
5308 5102.3
96.6 100 94.8
514.4 504 497.7
954.5 905 891.3
1061.2 - 1061.2
1554.2 1486 1547.8
5 1815 1939 1850
3264 3240 3211
3354 3351 3310
4577.1 4329 4589
5484.2 5071 5227.9
TABLE 7.3
Physical Properties of Bladed-Disc Assembly 
with the disc having hyperbolic
thickness variation of the form h(r) =
Disc outer radius r2
= 8.0 in
Disc inner radius ri
= 1.3 in
Disc thickness constant c = 0.5
DISC Young Modulus E = . 30xl06 lbf/in2
Poisson's ratio V = 0.3
Density pg = 0.285 lbf/in3
Number of Blades nb
= 36
Area of Cross-section A = 0.0914 in2
Second Moment of Area: xxx
-6 . 4 
84x10 in
IYY
= -5 . 4 671x10 in
Shear Centre Distance: dx
= 0.0076 in
BLADE dY
= 0.047 in
Blade length L = 6 in
Young's Modulus E 30xl06 lbf/in2
Density pg = 0.285 lbf/in3
Torsional Rigidity c = 3240 lbf.in*
Increment of
Torsional Rigidity cc — 392 lbf.in
Pretwist Angle a = cn o 0
Stagger Angle <t> = 30°
q  nodes on the left boundry
FIG. 7.1: GEOMETRY OF THE SUBSTRUCTURE OF BLADED-DISC
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FIG. 7.2: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST NUMBER OF NODAL DIAMETERS
FOR THE FIRST 10 MODES OF CLAMPED-FREE BLADED-DISC
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FIG. 7.3: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST 3 OF THE RELATION
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h(r) = FOR THE FIRST FIVE MODES OF CLAMPED-FREE
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FIG. 7.5: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST ROTATIONAL SPEED
FOR FIRST FIVE MODES OF CLAMPED-FREE BLADED-DISC
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FIG. 7.6: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST ROTATIONAL SPEED
FOR THE FIRST FIVE MODES OF CLAMPED-FREE BLADED-DISC
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FIG. 7.7: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST ROTATIONAL SPEED
FOR FIRST FIVE MODES OF CLAMPED-FREE BLADED-DISC
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FIG. 7.8: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST ROTATIONAL SPEED
FOR FIRST FIVE MODES OF CLAMPED-FREE BLADED-DISC
CHAPTER 8
VIBRATIONS OF ROTATING SHROUDED—BLADED-DISC 
INTRODUCTION
Either flutter or resonance can cause intolerable vibratory 
stresses and strains within the turbomachinery. A failure of the 
system would occur as a consequence of fatigue of blading. Therefore 
the determination of natural frequencies and their modes is one of 
the essential task of the designers; since these are the frequencies 
at which, for the sake of its safety, the system must not be excited.
During vibration the blades are most seriously affected by the 
whole assembly of the turbomachinery and the vibrations of a set of 
blades assembled on a rotor exhibit more complex characteristics than 
those predicted for the single cantilevered blade. Therefore 
studying the vibratory behaviour of a single blade cantilevered at 
its root is not adequate and the importance of considering a complete 
shrouded-bladed-disc assembly when investigating the vibration 
characteristics of the blading under practical conditions is highly 
recommended.
The bladed-disc which transmits torque from the blades to the 
shaft of the engine constitutes an important part of the turbine. 
This interaction between the blades and disc can induce vibration 
problems of major concern, such as, the existence of coupled 
blade-disc resonance which could increase the dynamic response level 
and decrease the fatigue life, and the disc elastic effect on the 
natural frequencies of the blades.
one of the factors that affect the vibration of rotor stages is 
the blade shroud coupling. Hence, in practice, the blades are 
fastened together in groups by the use of shrouding along their span. 
This alters the vibratory behaviour of the system which then alters 
some of the dangerous resonant frequencies of single blades and 
reduces the stresses induced in the blades by excitation under gas 
and dynamic forces. The flexibility of disc - —  • - , which
constitutes an integral part of the shrouded-bladed-disc, would alter 
the dynamic behaviour of the shrouded-blade.
In a turbomachinery system, very high stresses develop due to 
the centrifugal forces at high speeds. These stresses constitute the 
major portion of the total stresses. In order to avoid strong 
resonant vibration within the operating range of the machine it is 
essential that the designer should be able to predict accurately the 
natural frequencies of the rotating system.
u.
s
In this analysis, vibration of rotating shrouded-bladed-disc is 
considered. Due to the complexity of the assembly, each individual 
part has been studied separately in the aforementioned chapters. The 
blade has a pretwisted aerofoil cross-section with two nodes and six 
degrees of freedom at each node. It has been analysed using beam 
theory under rotating conditions. The rotating shroud element 
situated at the tip of the blade is of curved beam form with two 
nodes. Its in-plane and out-of-plane energy matrices are formed 
separately and then they are joined together to form a rotating 
shroud element vibrating in three directions with six degrees of 
freedom at each of its two nodes. Thin plate theory has been used 
for the analysis of the 4-noded non-uniform annular sector rotating 
disc element with three degrees of freedom at each node.
Many investigators have studied the individual parts of the 
assembly under rotating and non-rotating conditions. Most of them 
have been listed in the past chapters. Limited number of articles 
have been published dealing with the vibration of shrouded- 
bladed-disc .
Carta( 8 . 1 )  used the energy method to describe an aeroelastic 
instability condition which is governed by strong coupling between 
bending and torsion of the blades resulting from disc or shroud 
dynamic coupling. This flutter condition is highly dependent on the 
coupled bladed-disc-shroud mode shape, which must be accurately 
determined. Ewins(8 *2 ) studied the free vibration characteristics of 
bladed-disc assemblies using the receptance coupling technique. The
effects of blade detuning were studied and found to give rise to
irregular and complex modes of vibration. The effect of adding a 
shroud to the blades was considered as also is the response of the 
system to certain excitation conditions. Later Cottney and
EwinsC 8 • 3) also used the receptance technique to analyse the
vibration of shrouded-blade disc assemblies. They discussed the 
possibility of eliminating some coupling coordinates joining the 
three different components to reduce the size of the problem without 
effecting the accuracy of the results. Although the receptance 
technique has shown a good agreement with the experimental values in 
those particular models, it is limited by the inability of including 
in-plane stress effects. The wave propagation and Finite Element 
method for rotationally periodic structure have been used by Mota 
Soares, Petyt and S a l a m a ( 8 . 4 )  and applied to studying the vibration 
of shrouded-bladed-discs consisting of untwisted blades. This 
technique is capable of considering the discrete blade mass 
distribution along the rim radius and can predict more accurately the
higher mode vibrations. Later Mota Soares and Petyt(8•5) used the 
finite element method to study the vibrations of non-rotating 
shrouded-bladed-discs. The discs axe modelled by using both annular 
and sector elements. The blades are modelled by means of shell 
elements. The shrouds are represented by both lumped masses and 
straight beam elements. Their predicted frequencies were compaxed 
with experimental results. Chen and DugundjiC8 *6 ) used the finite 
element method to analyse the static deformation and dynamic behavior 
of a rotating shrouded-bladed-disc. The blades were divided into a 
finite number of beam elements which were assumed to have a uniform 
pretwist angle within the element; the shroud, located either at the 
tip or at the part-span of the blade, was represented by curved beam 
elements between two adjacent blades, and the disc was modelled as a 
thin uniform circular plate clamped at the centre. A regular blade 
element was assumed to have ten degrees of freedom, a disc element 
has one degree of freedom, and shroud element has ten degrees of 
freedom. Huang( 8.7) used the transfer matrix approach to study the 
free and forced vibration of closely coupled turbomachinery blades on 
a disc which are connected by elements forming a rotationally 
periodic structure. Different types of shrouding and lacing wires
have been adopted. Kuo(8 *8 ) studied the coupled and uncoupled
dynamics analysis of bladed-disc assemblies using finite element 
rotationally symmetric technique. The disc is composed of a solid 
circular disc of a variable cross-section and a flexible conical 
shell which is attached to the driven shaft through the central hole. 
The disc has eight nodes with three translational degrees of freedom 
at each node. The blade is represented approximately by three 
quadrilateral plate elements. The shroud, also represented by plate 
elements, interconnects the fan blades at the base and the 
corresponding part-span location respectively. Singh and
Schiffer(8.9) studied the vibration characteristics of packeted
bladed-disc. Blades and shroud blades are modelled as three-
U\e
dimensional beam$^ and^disc's elements are modelled as thick circular 
plates - They have used the finite element method to investigate the 
arrangement of ninety blades which are arranged in fifteen packets of 
six blades each. They have also studied a simplified model of 
spring-mass system which simulates the dynamic behaviour of packeted 
bladed-disc. W i l d h e i m ( 8 .10) studied the vibrations of rotating 
bladed discs with a shroud extend//^ around the whole circumference to 
form a rotationally periodic structure. The free modes of the disc 
were used to describe the dynamics of the disc by a 4 x 4 receptance 
matrix. The row of blades was described by a dynamic stiffness 
matrix of order 4 + 10 fl, where £ is the number of lacing-wires. The 
dynamic stiffness matrix of the blading was formed directly from the 
modes of one single clamped-free blade using beam theory. The 
lacing-wires were treated as elastic and massless. His calculation 
procedure has proved to be very efficient and the only disadvantage 
was the necessity of having at least two disc modes in order to get a 
non-singular receptance matrix.
j U N A L t X P X P
The vibration of shrouded-bladed-disc assembly has the similar 
YAcdd tx<£ disc of circular or annular plates > is
characterised by both concentric and diametric modes having integer 
numbers of nodal diameters and circumferential nodal circles.
To represent the whole turbine stage; by making use of the 
previous chapters, a substructure of one disc sector, one blade and 
an appropriate shroud length is taken and the general assembly 
procedure is formed to get the convergence required; Figure (2.2) 
These sub-structures are joined together by using the cyclic symmetry 
method of analysis. Hence a complete circumferentially closed 
structure of; annular disc, a closed curved beam (shroud), and a 
finite number of blades, depending upon the subtended angle taken to 
form the annular disc sector, can be obtained and analysed.
The demation of mass and stiffness matrices for blade, shroud 
and disc elements is given in chapters three, four and six 
respectively.
To ensure that the compatibility conditions are satisfied at the 
shrouded-blade connections and at the bladed-disc connections use is 
made of equations (5.7) and (5.8) of Chapter 5 and equation (7.2) of 
Chapter 7. Similar to the eigenvalue equation (7.3) of rotationai/y 
periodic structure of Chapter 7 an eigenvalue equation can be 
obtained and solved for the frequencies and mode shapes of the whole 
assembly of the shrouded-bladed-disc. Many features have been
investigated in this analysis. Natural frequency variation with 
the number of nodal diameters and with the speed of rotation hfl^been
studied. Diagrams for this study are drawn. Interference diagrams 
of the individual parts and of the whole structure of the frequencies 
and nodal diameters are shown. Variation of the frequencies with the 
shape of the disc and with the blade pretwist and stagger angles 
under different rotation speeds has been investigated diagramati- 
cally. Different mode shapes for each displacement according to 
their effect on the system have been drawn both for rotating and 
nonrotating cases.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter a shroud element at the tip of the blade is 
introduced to the substructure of the bladed disc of Chapter 7.
The addition of a shroud with 12 degrees of freedom requires the 
introduction of additional degrees of freedom to the analysis of the 
bladed disc assembly. The element of the curved beam segment of 
Chapter 4 is used to ensure the compatibility at the junction between 
each blade and the shroud.
The effects of various factors such as; number of nodal 
diameter, variation of disc thickness, pretwist angle of the blade 
and speed of rotation on the dynamic characteristics of the 
bladed-disc are investigated in addition to some mode shapes for 
non-rotating and rotating bladed-disc assembly.
To verify the accuracy of the present analysis a comparison is
made between this analysis results and the results of sabuncu(8 *11)
with the disc having constant thickness profile by setting j3 of the
c
thickness equation h(r) = —— equal to zero as shown in Table (8.3).
r
Good agreement is obtained between the present analysis results and 
the results of Subuncu. Some discrepancies might have occurred due 
to the increase of the number of degrees of freedom of the present 
investigation.
Unless stated otherwise, all data of the following graphs are 
given in Table (8.2).
Figures (8.la-8.If) show the interference diagram of the
shrouded-bladed-disc assembly when rotational speed varies from 0 to
5000 rpm. The dotted lines represent the cantilever blade
dot tea
frequencies, the solid Acurves are the frequencies of disc modes and . *
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the dotted and solid lines represent the shroud frequencies .A - It is
cleax from these graphs that the modes of the assembly are grouped
into coupled sets. Each set may be associated either with one of the
blade cantilever modes, to whose natural frequency those of the
assembly modes tend asymptotically in the higher diametral modes due
to the progressive stiffening of the disc, or with a particular
number of nodal circles. The presence of the shroud constrains the
vibration of the blades, therefore> increases the coupling between
the modes. Hence the overall pattern of the vibration properties is
altered by the shroud, which transmits the axial and circumferential
forces at the blade shroud junction. The natural frequencies of the
assembly increase with the speed of rotation. This increase is only
significant at the natural frequencies of modes with a low number of
nodal circles. This effect is more pronounced at the frequencies of
the lower nodal diameter modes as shown in Figures (8.la) and (8.If).
In general Figures (8.la-8.If) indicate the interchange of some 
adjacent modes due to the influence of disc motion and shroud.
Figures (8.2a-8.2d) and (8.3a-8.3d) show the effect of
Q
increasing the value of /3 in disc thickness formula, h(r) = —  for 0
r
and 6000 rpm respectively on the frequencies of first six modes of 
vibration for various nodal diameter modes. Comparison between 
Figures (8.2a-8.2d)and Figures (8.3a-8.3d) indicates that rotation 
speed increases the natural frequencies of all modes together with
the coupling between the adjacent inodes. It is also seen from 
Figures (8.3a-8.3d) that the frequencies of the higher modes are less 
affected by the change of the disc thickness than the frequencies of 
Figures (8.2a-8.2d) under non-rotating conditions.
Figures (8.4a-8.4f) show the effect of inclusion of blade 
pretwist on the vibration of the shrouded-bladed-disc. The 
frequencies of the first six modes are drawn for different nodal 
diameters under non-rotating and rotating conditions. The most 
important effect of pretwist is to increase the frequencies of the 
torsional modes considerably as shown in the fourth mode of Figures 
(8.4a,8.4d) for 0 nodal diameter. This effect is increased at lower 
modes as number of nodal diameter increases. Less significant 
changes occur due to pretwist in the bending frequencies. Figures 
(8.4a—8.4f) also shows the effect of rotational speed on the natural 
frequencies of vibration.
Figures (8. 5a-8. 5f) and (8. 6a-8. 6f ) show some mode shapes of the 
transverse displacement u of the vibrating clamped-free bladed-disc 
for different nodal diameters and when the speeds of rotation are 0 
and 6000 respectively. The effect of the disc flexibility on the 
vibration modes of the bladed-disc is shown. It is clear that for 
the higher nodal diametral modes, the disc behaves as if it is rigid. 
It is also clear that when the speed of rotation is 6000 (rpm) the 
rigidity of the system increases considerably. There are some 
changes in some mode shapes which indicate that there is coupling. 
The continuity in most of the modes shapes between the disc and the 
blades is because the flexibility of the disc and the blades is 
almost the same.
TABLE 8.1
Physical Properties of a Free-Free 
Shrouded-Bladed-Disc Assembly
a = 30° 4> = -74°
DISC
Disc Outer radius r »■ 8 in 
Disc Inner radius r =* 1.28 in 
Disc thickness h = 0.34 in
E = 30 x 106 lb/in2 v = 0.3 pg = 0.285 lb/in3
N = 2 N = 5 
T R
BLADE
Number of Blades N_ = 24D
-4 2
Area of Blade Cross-Section A = 914 x 10 m
—6 4
Moments of Area of the Blades I = 84 x 10 in
I = 671 x lo’5 in4 
YY
Length of Blade L = 6 in
E = 30 x 106 lb/in2 , pg = 0.285 lb/in3
2_
Torsional Rigidity C = 3270 lbf in
Increment of Torsional Rigidity C = 392 lbf«ir\c
Shear Centre distances: d = 0.0076 in
dY = 0.047 in
N = 6
SHROUD
2
Area of Shroud Cross-Section A = 0.25 x 0.0625 ms
6 2
Young's Modulus of the Shroud Eg= 30 x 10 lbf/in
3
Density of Shroud Material pgg = 0.285 Ib/in 
M = 4
TABLE 8.2
Physical Properties of a Clamped-Free 
Shrouded-Bladed-Disc Assembly
a = 60° <t> = 30°
c
Disc thickness h(r) = —
Disc Outer radius r = 8 in
Disc Inner radiua r^ = 1.3 in
DISC Thickness Constant C = 0.5
E = 30 x 106 lb/in2 v = 0.3
3
pg = 0.285 lb/in
ii CO
! 1 1
II 6
Number of Blades
n b
= 36 NBE = 6
Area of Blade Cross-Section A = 914 x 10 4 in2
Moments of Area of the Blade: Ixx
= -6 . 4 84 x 10 in
IYY
-5 . 4 
671 X 10 m
BLADE Length of Blade L = 6 in
6 2 E = 30 x 10 lb/in , pg = 0.285 lb/in3
Torsional Rigidity C = 3270 lbf in2'
Increment of Torsional Rigidity Cc
=
*
392 lbf'ir\
Shear Centre distances: dx
= 0.0076 in
dY
* 0.047 in
N = 6
Area of Shroud Cross-Section A = S 0.
. -2 
25 X 0.0625 m
Young's Modulus of the Shroud E =3 30
6 2 x 10 lbf/in
SHROUD 3
Density of Shroud Material p g =s
0.285 lb/in
M = 4
TABLE 8.3
Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Frequencies 
of Free Vibration of Free-Free Shrouded-pretwisted 
aerofoil Cross-section Bladed-Disc assembly 
of sabuncu(8 •11) and present analysis
Details of the assembly are given in Table 8.1
Number
of
Nodal
Diameters
SUBUNCU^ 8 *11^ Present Analysis
N = 6 M = 4
N = 2 N = 5 
T R
(105 D.O.F.)
THEORETICAL (81 D.O.F. ) 
N = 4 M = 2
EXPERIMENTAL
87.4 90.5 89.1
373.5 352 369.5
509.8 578 465.9
854.3 842 894
0 1522.5 1462 1473.6
2020.4 2019 1990
2039.5 2077 2077
2121 - 2105
3102 3146 2535.8
3494.5 - 3012
4143.4 4398 4038.8
179.5 188 127.7
610.7 659 521
793.4 774 775
1074.4 1034 1141.5
1 1478.6 1480 1455.7
2027.4 2066 1989
2482 2543 2372
2851.2 2774 2534
3179.6 3267 2915.8
3499.8 - 3016.5
4164.4 3882 4026
162.2 137 124.3
295.8 346 277
732.4 753 606
871.6 875 903.7
1406.9 - 1418
2 1757.5 1707 1760
2023.1 2057 1989
2883.5 2713 2541
3343.2 - 2914.8
3501.1 - 2997.7
4089 3964 3963
4189 4102 4088
TABLE 8.3 continued
Number
of
Nodal
Diameters
SUBUNCU* 8 *11 * Present Analysis
N = 6 M = 4
N = 2 N = 5 
T R
(105 D.O.F.)
THEORETICAL (81 D.O.F.) 
N = 4 M = 2 EXPERIMENTAL
192.9 174 148.6
613.7 655 517
772.4 772 718.7
914.1 907 959
1407.4 - 1409.7
3 2013.8 2035 1979.9
2603.1 2479 2526.8
2962 2728 2601.8
3475.9 - 2981
3545.9 - _ 3374.6
4253.5 - 3893
4814.3 4799 4496
212.7 202 179
781.8 773 593
910.1 887 899
1059.1 1104 1168.7
1439.2 1514 1415
4 2000.3 2000.1 1974
2975.3 - 2558
3277.6 3165 2947.5
3514.8 - 3245.7
3696.4 3615 3742
4356.4 4324 3941
4880.8 4894 4459
283.9 263 223
796.6 778 613.5
932 927 925
1304.4 1277 1388.7
1733.3 1807 1697
5 1980.8 1954 1976
2984.7 2782 2573
3217.4 - 2904
3507.6 3818 3466
4247.2 - 3647.6
4623.2 4525 4419.6
5123.5 4836
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FIG. 8.1: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST NUMBER OF NODAL
DIAMETERS FOR THE FIRST 15 MODES
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FIG. 8.2: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST 3 OF THE FORMULA
0.5h(r) = FOR THE FIRST SIX MODES OF CLAMPED-FREE
SHROUDED-BLADED-DISC
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FIG. 8.3: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST 6 OF THE FORMULA
h(r) = FOR THE FIRST SIX MODES OF CLAMPED-FREE
r6
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FIG. 8.4: VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCY AGAINST ANGLE OF PRETWIST
FOR THE FIRST SIX MODES OF CLAMPED-FREE SHROUDED-BLADED-DISC
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CHAPTER 9
DYNAMIC STRESSES OF TURBOMACHINERY BLADES
AND
A PACKET OF BLADES UNDER ROTATION
INTRODUCTION
Many blade failures are associated with material fatigue as a 
result of blade vibration which is frequently complicated by high 
stresses, so that the control of the alternating stresses becomes 
imperative. Hence in the development of reliable gas turbine 
engines, when predicting the natural frequencies and their 
corresponding mode shapes it is necessary to include stress* 
calculations of the turbine blading which can be obtained by using 
the eigenvector solution and the rotation speeds.
Once operating conditions of the turbine have been reached the 
material stress of the turbine blade is the sum of the static or 
steady-state stress due to the centrifugal force and the dynamic 
stress due to the blade vibrations.
A turbomachinery blade can be considered to be of asymmetrical 
cross-section, fixed at its base, and linearly pretwisted from the 
fixed end to the free end.
This chapter is divided into two sections, in section one the 
stresses of a pretwisted aerofoil cross-section turbine blade under 
rotating and non-rotating conditions have been calculated. The
effects of stagger angles, pretwist angles and rotation speeds on the. 
stresses have been investigated. In section two the dynamic stresses 
of a pretwisted aerofoil cross-section two bladed packet under 
rotating and non-rotating conditions have been calculated. The 
effects of shroud, stagger angles, pretwist angles and rotational 
speeds on the dynamic stresses of the blade packet have been 
investigated.
In the literature, much emphasis has been laid on the 
determination of natural frequencies and their corresponding mode 
shapes rather than on the stresses. Very recently Thomas and 
AbdulrahmanC9 *1*9 *2 ) have studied the dynamic stresses of a turbine 
blade using finite element shell. They have given the values of the 
principal stresses at each of the nodal points obtained from the 
eigenvector solutions. They have found that in some modes of 
vibration the maximum stress does not occur at the fixed end of the 
blade but occurs at a section near the tip which means that the 
position of the maximum principal stress is dependent on the mode 
order and the mode shape.
9.2 ANALYSIS
9.2a BLADE STRESSES 
9.2a.l NON-ROTATING CONDITION
To obtain blade stresses due to vibration use is made of beam 
theory of a foregoing chapter. Referring to Figure 9.1, the 
displacements in the x, y and z directions are w, v and u 
respectively and the torsional displacement is e. Using Chapter 3 , 
these displacements can be written in matrix form as follows:
(9.1)
U = [ l  X X2 X2] [c -1] (EVECu ) = [pu] [ c ^ E V E c y  
V = [ l  X x2 X3] [ C - ]  {EVECv }= [pv] [c ;1] {EVECv }
W = i1 X3 [C] tEVECW 1=[Fw] tEVECW>
6 = f1 x] [ce1]{EVEce }=[pe] [c  3] (EVECe )
where t
The matrices [Cu ] , [Cv ] , [Cw ] and [C©] are the coefficient 
matrices of the displacements u, v, w and 0v respectively.
(EVEC) are the eigenvectors of the displacements of one element.
The bending moment about y-y axis is
2 2
M = E I  ^ 4  + El !*Ji (9-2)
yy yz dX2 yy ax2
Substituting equation (9.1) into equation (9.2) yields
M = EI [F^CC 1] (EVEC ) + El [F^CC 1]{EVEC } 
yy yz v JI’ v 1 v J yy u u u J
Then the tangential stress <r isx,yy
M
- yya *= 7-- ax,yy I z
yy
From equation ( 9 . 3 )
EI n  -l EI
cr = ■■ - ~ d [F J[C ]{EVEC ) + — —  d [F J[c“ ]{EVEC } 
x,yy I z v JL v v I z u u u
yy yy
The bending moment about z-z axis is
2 2
d v d u
M = EI  v + EI ----zz zz _ 2 yz , 2dx dx
Then the bending stress cr is3 X, zz
M 
zz ^c = -—  dx,zz I y
zz
Making use of equations ( 9 . 1 )  , ( 9 . 6 )  and ( 9 . 7 )
EIzz(J d [F^CC 1] {EVEC } +x,zz I y v vzz
EI
d [F ICC ] {EVEC )I y u u J u J  ^ u
zz
The force acting along the x-axis is 
dw
F = EA (— ) dx
Then the stress in the x direction is
F dw .a = —  = E —  (
x,w A dx
From equations (9.1) and (9.10)
<T = E CF1]CC”1] {EVEC } (x,w w JL w J 1 w J
Then the total direct stress is equal to the summation of
equations (9.5), (9.8) and ( 9.11) = cr =* <r + <x + c  ( ^ v ' x x,yy x,zz x,w
(9.3)
(9.4)
(9.5)
(9.6)
(9.7)
(9.8)
(9.9)
9.10)
9.11)
9.12)
Then
The shear stress is
TT = r
00
T = torque = GJ —  
dX
_ GJ dQ 
T J 0X r
From equations (9.1) and (9.14)
T = G r CFqHCq1] {EVECe J
where
G = 2( 1+1/)
Writing equations (9.12) and (9.16) in matrix form yields
=E
FPCQP] GG[QP] 0 0 ij j
0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0  DD[—~  j] 0 0
(EVECv )
(EVECu )
{EVECw J
{EVEC0}
where:
FF = — d + d 
I z y
yy
nr =
I d + d 
zz y z
r
DD = 2(1+V )
r " Vd 2 + d 2 
z y
fl : length of one blade element
d : distance from centre of flexure in the u direction 
z
d : distance from centre of flexure in the v direction
y
9.13)
9.14)
9.15)
9.16)
9.17)
ROTATING CONDITION
The stress acting on a rotating blade due to centrifugal force 
can be written as follows:
r +NJ2 
r 2
acf
2 2 
r a) p dx = p<o
r +n£ 2
rrt+N£2
r +nfi 
2
r dx (9.18)
r = r + x 
2
(9.19)
where x is any distance along the blade length.
Substituting equation (9.19) into equation (9.18) yields
<r = pa> 
cf
r+Nfi „ 2
r_+n£2
(r2 + x) dx
= pai r x + —
2 2
r +N£ 2
r +nfi 2
= p(0 r2[(r2+Nt)-<r2+nt)] + J  {(r2+Ni)-(r2+nl!)):
acf= P»
1 2 2 2 2 2 
r2(Nfi-nfi) + —  (N t -2Nnfl + n £ )
where;
N
n
0)
r.
number of blade elements 
node number 
rotation speed (rpm) 
outer radius of the disc
£ : length of blade element
p : density of blade element
(9.20)
Summation of equations (9.12) and (9.20) gives the total stress 
acting on the blade due to oscillation and centrifugal force 
respectively.
9.2b SHROUD STRESSES
9.2b. IN-PLANE STRESSES
The shape functions for the in-plane analysis can be written in 
matrix form as follows!
{qi5 = [ vk \  ** vk+i wk+i V x  ] (9-21>
The direction of these displacements and slopes are given in
Figure (4.1).
where
1
v = ai sin<t> + a.2 cosc*> + a3 + as<t> + 2 a6 <t>2 = [V*]{a) (9.22)
w = ai cos<t> + a2 sin<t> + a4 - ae<t> = [W*]{aJ (9.23)
(9.24)l =
dw
dy
For a curved beam the circumferential strain e3 and the change 
in curvature KZy  in zy plane, are given by Belek(9.3) as
5v W
+ -  = 6 (9.25)ay R s v
1 92w—  -—  — — —  = K (9.26)
R ay „ 2 zyay
The relationship between the change in curvature and the 
magnitude of bending moment is
Mx - -k • EIxx (9.27 )
Substituting equation (9.26) into equation (9.27) gives
M = EI
X XX
d2w
L ay
l av 
R ay
(9.28)
Equations (9.22) and (9.23) can be written as follows s
V = [Fy ] CCy1] {EVECv }
W = [Fw ] CC^] (EVECW )
(9.29)
(9.30)
Substituting equations (9.29) and (9.30) into equation (9.28) yields
M = EI 
XX XX W J R V V (9.31)
The dynamic stress results from this bending moment is given by
H xxcr = -—  • d 
xx I n
XX
"here =
Then
n : distance from neutral axis
R  = Xi. +■ L  -t t/2.
Prom equations (9.22) and (9.23)
(9.33)
[F^] = cos$ sin<J> 0 1 0 y
R
R 0 0 0
(9.34)
R
1—— COS
2
y
R
sin J  0 0 0 0
2 R
(9.35)
9.2b.2 OUT-OF-PLANE STRESSES
If M y  and M z  are moments acting on the cross-section of 
Figure (4.1) about y and z axes at point 0 ( M y  being the twisting 
moment and M z  being the bending moment), u the displacement of ite. 
centroid 0 in the x-axis, e angle of twist of cross-section, then the 
moments equations can be derived as follows:
(9.36)
2
(9.37)
where:
GJ and E l y y  are the torsional and flexural rigidities 
respectively.
The shape functions for the out-of-plane analysis can be written in 
matrix form as follows:
u = aiRcostt> + a2Rsin<t> + a3R-a4Rct> - asR4> = [u*]{a} (9.38)
9 = aicos<t> + a2Sin<t> - as - ae$ = [e*] (a) (9.39)
Equations (9.38) and (9.39) can be written els follows
u = [Fu ] [Cg1] {EVEC0 J
© = [F0] [Cq1 ] {EVECq }
(9.40)
(9.41)
Substituting equations (9.40) and (9.41) into equations (9.36) and 
(9.37) yields
M = GJ
y
[f / h c ^ h e v e c ^  - |  dfS u c ^ H e v b c }
M = EI 
z zz [F^[C01](EVEC0 ) + I  [pe3 cco1] {EVEC0}
The dynamic stresses result/j^from these moments are
M
-  yr = ——  ■ rxz J
(9.42)
M
ZZ
b
2 ( 9. 43 )
where
G = 2(l + V  )
t 2 b 2
r = A — ) + < r >
From equations (9.38) and (9.39)
[Fu ] = C Rcos<t> Rsin<t> R -y 0 -y ]
[F1] = f -  sinj cos J- 0 - 1 0  -l|L uJ L R R J
[F1! = f -  J- cos—  — sinj- 0 0 0 o]
L uJ L R R R R J
[FA] = |cos£ sin^- o o - l ~L 0J L R R R
^  -  [-  I 003! 0 0 0 -13
Then
Txz -  G r  [ [Pe ] -  I  [c o1 ] (EVECo> ]
= - E T  + I  CFe ] ] I V 1 ! {EVECo J
(9.44)
(9.45)
The in-plane and out-of-plane dynamic stresses in matrix form 
are as follows
xx
xz
zz
[FV]
[FFU]
[FUF]
CI 0
EVEC
o o O 
1 H
.
■ =[FVF][C]{EVEC} (9.46)
where
From equation (9.32)
CPV] = E.dn [ [F^ - |  [F^] ]
From equation (9.44)
[FFU] = G -r [ [Fg1 ] -  i  [ F ^ ] ]
From equation (9.45)
[FUF] - - = • ! [  t F $  + |  CFe ] ]
FVF is 3 x 12 matrix
C is 12 x 12 matrix
EVEC is 12 x 1 column matrix eigenvectors
9.2b.3 STRESS DUE TO ROTATION
From Figure (4.1) the centrifugal force can be written as 
follows:
CF =
R0 *
R. 01
p*b*r*d© dr*m -r
Then the stress due to centrifugal force is 
CF CFSCF = b-r-e
(9.47)
These stresses should be added to the bending stresses of 
equation (9.46) to get the total stress of a vibrated bladed-packet 
under rotation.
9.3
9.3a
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
BLADE STRESSES
In this section dynamic stresses of turbomachine blades are
investigated under non-rotating and rotating conditions. Various
a
factors affecting the vibration characteristics of A blade such as 
pretwist angle and rotational speed as well as the distribution of 
the dynamic stresses along the blade length for different inodes are 
studied.
All the data used in this chapter are given in Table (9.1) 
unless specified otherwise.
Figures (9.2-9.6 ) show some mode shapes of the cantilever blade 
for the first five modes. In Figure (9.2) the first mode shape is 
shown in which the distortion of each blue cross-section increased 
gradually towards the free end. The mode shape along the length of 
the blade is increased from zero in the fixed end to the maximum in 
the free end. Figure (9.3) shows the mode shapes of the second mode 
in which the displacement is seen to be maximum in the middle of the 
blade length and in the free end. Figure (9.4) shows the third mode 
shape of the blade. The Yot&st/t&l of the blade cross-section along 
the length is maximum at the free end. In Figure (9.5) the fourth 
mode shape of the whole blade is very significantly and
increasing steadily towards the free end. The fifth mode shape of 
Figure (9.6) is in two positions along the blade length and
reaches zero near the free end.
Figures (9.7-9.11) show the effect of vibratory stresses on the
cantilever blade. The principal stresses cri (blue) and <J2 (red) and
their variation near the root and at various cross-sections are shown
for both top surface and bottom surface of the blade for the first
five modes of vibration. In contrast to*1 mode shapes the stresses are
maximum near the clamped end and decrease for cross-sections away
from the fixed end till they vanish near the free end. For the first
mode, Figure (9.7), cri is predominant near both top and bottom
surfaces of the blade near the fixed end while a2 is very small near
bottom surface. In the second mode, Figure (9.8), az is predominant
and cti is very small near the fixed end of the bottom surface of the
the
blade, cri increases near the middle of A blade length while ct2 
decreases. In the third mode, Figure (9.9), both <ri and 3x6 
maximum near the fixed end, then cri decreases while <72 increases 
around the middle of blade length. In the fourth mode, Figure (9.10) 
both <ti and <T2 have their maximum value near the fixed end and 
became smaller and smaller along the blade length towards the free 
end till they vanish neax the free end. In Figure (9.11), stresses 
in the fifth mode are very small near the mid-section of the blade 
for both top and bottom surfaces. <22 is very small near the fixed 
end of the bottom surface while ai is large for both top and bottom 
surfaces.
To illustrate the stress distribution near the fixed end of the 
blade along its width more clearly than Figures (9.7 - 9.11),
enlarged graphs are drawn in Figures (9.12a-9.12e).
Stresses due to rotation are also investigated in Figures 
(9.13a) and (9.13b). Figure (9.13a) shows that the stresses due to 
centrifugal force alone increase with the increase of speed of
9.3b
rotation. Figure (9.13b) shows the stress distribution along the 
blade for the first four inodes of vibration. The stresses reach 
their maximum value near the fixed end of the blade and become zero 
near the free end for the first four modes of vibration. The 
stresses increase as the mode order increases. Figures (9.14a) and 
(9.14b) show variation of stresses with pretwist angle near the root 
at a certain distance from centre of flexure in the direction of z 
axis and y axis of the blade cross-section of Figure (9.1). It is 
seen that the stresses decrease with pretwist angles for the first 
two modes as shown in Figure (9.14a). For the third and fourth inodes 
the stresses cri of the third mode and <T2 of the fourth mode increase 
with pretwist angle till they reach the value of 40 degrees pretwist 
then stay almost steady up to 90 degrees pretwist whereas the 
stresses &2 of the third mode and cri of the fourth mode behave 
exactly the opposite as shown in Figure (9.14b)'.
BLADE PACKET STRESSES
CL
In this section dynamic stresses of ^  two bladed packet sire 
investigated under rotating and non-rotating conditions. The effects 
of shroud, pretwist angles, stagger angles and rotational speeds axe 
studied. Three dimensional mode shapes are drawn for the first four 
modes of vibration. These mode shapes axe compaxed with the
distribution of the normalised principal stresses cri and <T2 around 
the packet shape for different values of speeds, stagger angles and 
pretwist angles as shown in Figures (9.15a - 9.18d). The mode 
shapes axe drawn on the left of each figure, whereas the
stresses axe drawn on the right of each figure. For the stress 
distribution; cri is drawn outside the packet whereas <T2 is drawn 
inside the packet. Figures (9.15a - 9.15d) axe for zero speed, zero
stagger angle and 30 degrees pretwlst. Figure (9.15a) shows that the 
displacements are maximum near the free end and the maximum stresses 
axe concentrated around the shroud segment for the first mode. For 
the second mode, Figure (9.15b), the displacements are higher in the 
left blade and the maximum stresses are also concentrated around the 
shroud segment and there are some stresses affecting the left blade. 
Figure (9.l§c) shows the third mode shape and the corresponding 
stresses which are concentrated around the shroud segment. There are 
some stresses around the root of the right blade. For the fourth 
mode the displacement is higher in the z direction as seen in 
Figure (9.1§d). The stresses are concentrated around the shroud and 
at the tip of the left blade.
When the speed is high the mode shapes of the packet are
different from the previous ones as shown in Figures (9.16a -9.led).
In Figure (9.16a), the first mode stresses are maximum at the left
blade near the connection with the shroud and the displacement is
maximum around the shroud. For the second mode as in Figure (9.16b)
the stresses are maximum at and near the root of the right blade and
the maximum displacement is near its root. Figure (9.16c) shows that
t/it
the displacement of the third mode is higher near A connection of the 
right blade and the shroud and the stresses are concentrated near the 
connection of the left blade and the shroud. Figure (9.16d) shows 
that the stresses of the fourth mode are concentrated near the root 
of the right blade and around the shroud and near the end of the left 
blade away from the disc. The displacement is maximum at the end of 
the blades away from the disc. Figures (9.17a - 9.17d) show the mode 
shapes and stresses distribution for 6000 rpm speed, 30 degrees 
stagger angle and 60 degrees pretwist. Figure (9.17a) shows that the 
stresses and displacement of the first mode are maximum at the shroud
and near the connection of the left blade with the shroud. For the 
second mode, as in Figure (9.17b), the stresses and displacement are 
concentrated near the root of the right blade. In Figure (9.17c) it 
is seen that the maximum stress is concentrated near the middle of 
the left blade for the third mode and also the stress is high around 
the shroud segment. For the fourth mode, as in Figure (9.17d), the 
stresses are concentrated at the root of the right blade and also the 
displacement is maximum along this blade. Figures (9.18a - 9.18d) 
show the mode shapes and stresses for 6000 rpm speed, 90 degrees 
stagger angle and 60 degrees pretwist. Figure (9.18a) show that the 
displacement is maximum along the left blade and the maximum stresses 
are concentrated near the shroud connection with the left blade. 
Figure (9.18b) of the second mode shows that the maximum displacement 
and maximum stresses are concentrated near the root of Aright blade. 
For the third mode, as shown in Figure (9.18c), the maximum stresses 
are concentrated near the middle of the left blade and near its 
connection with the shroud and along the length of the shroud as 
well. Figure (9.18d) shows that the stresses are affecting the 
entire length of the right blade and concentration of maximum 
stresses is near its root for the fourth mode.
Variations of maximum stresses of the packet with the pretwist
angles, stagger angles and rotational speeds are drawn in Figures
(9.19a - 9.21). Figure (9.19a) shows that the stresses are maximum 
tht
forAfirst blade and increase with the increase of pretwist angle for 
both blade and shroud for the first mode and the stresses on the 
second blade are ioo small to be shown on the graph. Figure (9.19b) 
of the second mode shows that the stresses of the two blades drop 
above 45 pretwist angle whereas the stresses of the shroud rise when 
the pretwist exceeds 45 degrees. For the third mode, as seen in
Figure (9.19c), the stresses of the first blade drop till the curve
reaches 45 degrees then the stresses increase with the pretwist
tki
angle. The stresses of^second blade and shroud increase when the 
is direct,
pretwist angleA between 30 and 45 A then decreases as the pretwist
increases. Figure (9.19d) of the fourth mode shows that the stresses
increase with the increase in pretwist angle for both blades whereas
for the shroud the stresses drop as the angle of pretwist exceed 30
degrees. Figure (9.20a) of the first mode shows that the maximum
stresses are on the first blade and they increase with the increase
of stagger angle for both blade and shroud. The stresses on the
second blade axe'toO- small to appear on the graph. Figure (9.20b)
shows that for the second mode the stresses are maximum on the first
blade when the stagger angle is 60 degrees. For the third mode as in
Figure (9.20c) the maximum stresses are on the second blade and
increase with the stagger angle. In figure (9.20d) of the fourth
mode the stresses of the second blade are t o ©  small to be shown and
that of the first blade are the highest and increase with the
increase of stagger angle. For the first mode as in Figure (9.21)
the stresses of the whole structure increase! with the increase of
rotational speed. The maximum stresses are higher on the first blade
when the speeds are between 0 and 3000 (rpm) whereas the' stresses
are high* on the shroud when the speed of rotation is above 3000
(rpm).
TABLE 9.1
Physical properties of the blade packet used in this analysis
A 0.0914 in2" E = 30 x 106 lbf/in2
L = 6 in pg = 0.285 lb/in2
BLADE xxx
-6 4 
= 84 x 10 m
XYY
= 671 x 10~5 in4
c = 3240 lbf.in2- C
C
= 392 lbf-in
d z
= o -  O'Zf'T£? in d
y = 0 - ^ 7  in
t = 0.0625 in b = 0.345 in
SHROUD Subtended angle =10° p gs = 0.285 lb/in2
E s
= 30 x 106 lbf/in2 R = 14 in
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FIG. 9.15: MODE SHAPES AND STRESSES OF A PACKET OF TWO BLADES,
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FIG. 9.16: MODE SHAPES AND STRESSES OF A PACKET OF TWO BLADES,
SPEED 6000 RPM, STAGGER ANGLE 0, PRETWIST ANGLE 90°
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FIG. 9.17: MODE SHAPES AND STRESSES OF A PACKET OF TWO BLADES,
SPEED 6000 RPM, STAGGER ANGLE 30°, PRETWIST ANGLE 60°
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FIG. 9.18: MODE SHAPES AND STRESSES OF A PACKET OF TWO BLADES,
SPEED 6000 RPM, STAGGER ANGLE 90°, PRETWIST ANGLE 60°
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CONCLUSION
This study presents the formulation of the eigenvalue equations of
the.
different components of turbomachinery using A finite element method and wave 
propagation technique. The resulting equations of the blade and the curved 
beam are relatively small and easily evaluated. Inclusion of the shroud to 
study the vibration of the packets complicates the problem and requires more 
calculations in the shroud-blades connections. To study the effects of the 
flexibility of the disc on the vibration characteristics of the blades and 
blade packets, the wave propagation technique is used in conjunction with the 
finite element method which reduces the size of the eigenvalue problem of the 
whole structure and saves considerable computer time, but adds complexity to 
the formulation of the eigenvalue equations.
The results obtained for the vibrations of the blades of Chapter 3 are 
very accurate when compared with experimental and theoretical, results of
other investigators. The fundamental frequency of cantilever non-rotating 
blades is not markedly affected by pretwist whereas the higher inodes are very 
much affected. When the pretwisted blade is rotating the coupling between 
the modes increases.
In Chapter 4 the curved beam elements whose shape functions are based on 
simple strain displacement relations represent the free body motion and give 
fast convergence.
In Chapter 5 vibration characteristics of two bladed packet is
investigated. The effect of rotation on the natural frequencies increases 
wit the increase of rotational speed.
Vibration characteristics of a two bladed packet can be synthesised from 
the inference diagram drawn from the independent modes of the blades and the 
shroud for the lower modes since the coupling, caused by the difference of 
shear centre from the centroid, between bending and torsional vibration is 
very small. When the blades are pretwisted it becomes more complex to 
predict these frequencies from the inference diagram drawn from the 
independent modes of the blades and the shroud.
In Chapter 6 numerical integration is used to investigate the vibration 
characteristics of variable thickness discs. The results obtained are very 
accurate when compared with the results of other investigators.
When the number of nodal diameters increases the effect of disc 
flexibility decreases and frequencies of the system converge to blade 
clamped-free frequencies as shown in Chapter 7.
The introduction of the shroud, as in Chapter 8, alters the vibration 
characteristics of the system and makes the frequencies converge to 
clamped-clamped frequencies of the shroud.
The study of the dynamic stresses of various components of the 
turbomachinery requires the calculation of the eigenvectors of these 
components using large number of elements. This is shown in Chapter 9.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  7— ------------------------
CL
In the work reported here the vibration characteristics of^rotating
of
shrouded-bladed-disc and^dynamic stresses of the blades and packets of blades 
are determined for the case when the effects of pretwist angles, stagger 
angles and disc thickness variation are taken into consideration.
To extend this work many features can be studied,
1. The effect of thermal environment and aerodynamic forces can also be 
included in the analysis.
2. Dynamic stresses of other turbomachinery components such as; disc, 
bladed-disc and shrouded-blade-disc.
3. Using shell elements for the vibration of the blade and the shroud and 
a thick disc element for the vibration of the bladed-disc and
shroud-bladed-disc.
4. The effect of shaft flexibility and bearing flexibility on the 
vibration characteristics of bladed-disc.
5. The gyroscopic and whirling effects associated with the motion of the 
disc.
6. Coriolis forces and their effects on the vibration characteristics at
high speeds.
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